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ʊʈɽʅɼʓ éééééééé...ééééééééééééééééééééééé 

8 marketing trends to watch for in 2021 as aftereffects of a volatile year linger 

Brands will continue to feel pressure to fill gaps during a patchwork pandemic recovery, while CMOs must 

juggle intensified mandates around areas like data and commerce. 

https://www.marketingdive.com/news/8-trends-set-to-reshape-marketing-in-2021/592658/ 

Even as vaccine developments provide a clearer timeline for a pandemic recovery, 2021 is set to be 

another volatile year for marketers. If anything, the digital ecosystem is primed for a bigger shakeup as 

Apple's controversial tracking changes go into effect, multiple Big Tech antitrust suits take shape  and 

Google formally starts to sunset third-party cookies. 

On the consumer end, marketers must contend with a fractious public that remains sour over the thorniest 

presidential race in modern memory. Chief marketing officers, put through a ringer of a year marked by a 

brutal health crisis and mass protests for racial justice, will need to balance purpose-minded tendencies 

with intensified mandates around areas like data and commerce ð all on shorter timelines than in the 

past. 

"[2020] did potentially stretch people beyond what they thought they had in them, and now that can carry 

over into a year where maybe things slow down a little bit," said Beth Superfin, senior vice president of 

client experience at the agency Known. "The notion of being able to plan out past a certain time is done." 

New tensions are apparent in the tech sector as well, as Facebook and Apple duke it over the latter's plans 

to require opt-in consent to its Identifier for Advertisers (IDFA), a policy change Facebook says will kill free 

apps. The public spat is emblematic of a media sphere seeing its power balance shifted. Elsewhere, digital 

channels like streaming and gaming have become enshrined as consumer favorites by the pandemic, 

while traditional media gatekeepers experience a steep downgrade from which they may not recover. 

While hope is on the horizon in combating COVID-19, brands will continue to feel pressure to fill in the 

gaps during a patchwork recovery. Below, Marketing Dive breaks down eight trends that will reshape the 

industry in 2021 as the aftereffects of an unprecedented year cast a long shadow. 

One step forward, two steps back for fixing digital complexity 

Outside of pandemic demands, marketers made one item a top priority in 2020: first-party data. As cookies 

and mainstay methods of in-app tracking go the way of the dinosaur, forging a personal connection with 

https://www.cnbc.com/2020/12/08/covid-vaccines-fauci-says-virus-could-be-under-control-in-back-half-of-2021.html
https://www.marketingdive.com/news/facebook-antitrust-cases-could-accelerate-power-balance-shift-for-social-me/591955/
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/12/17/facebook-criticizes-apple-privacy-change-in-second-day-of-ad-blitz-.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/12/17/facebook-criticizes-apple-privacy-change-in-second-day-of-ad-blitz-.html
https://www.marketingdive.com/news/pepsico-speeds-up-shift-toward-streaming-digital-as-holidays-loom/586733/
https://www.marketingdive.com/news/pepsico-speeds-up-shift-toward-streaming-digital-as-holidays-loom/586733/
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consumers has become essential, but will prove more challenging  than conducting digital marketing the 

old way. 

"It was definitely simpler to collect that [third-party] data," said Raphael Ravilla, partner, media and 

connections planning at Marcus Thomas. "It's going to be harder to collect first-party data that's 

authenticated and whatnot, but it's going to: 1.) make marketers try harder to get that data, but 2.) it's also 

going to be cleaner data than what we were using." 

Marketers face no shortage of options in picking from partners and solutions. Even as the antitrust hammer 

lands on Google and Facebook, the duopoly faces a fresh crop of competition in apps like TikTok  and a 

proliferation of retail media networks from companies including Walmart, Target, Walgreens and Kroger. 

"It creates much-needed competition in the ecosystem when we see other brands and companies coming 

out with platforms of their own," said Orchid Richardson, vice president of global partnerships and product 

marketing at the IAB Tech Lab. "That's all really positive because competition drives innovation." 

But if greater choice in advertising platforms ultimately benefits the industry, it also requires dealing with 

more gatekeepers. 

"It used to be Facebook and our [demand-side platform]," Ravilla said. "Now, it's Facebook, our DSP, plus 

anyone else who has their own walled garden ... But again, the data's better." 

Similarly, ad-tech firms and media companies are vying to create the true alternative to the cookie ð the 

list includes Lotame, The Trade Desk and Verizon, to name a few. While the prospect of forging fresh 

standards for online advertising is exciting, marketers might need to keep more balls in the air ð and grow 

more selective about their partners. 

"It definitely creates unnecessary complexity," Richardson said. "If everyone has their own solution, then 

it becomes harder to transact media across platforms, across media types." 

Internally and externally, an activist mindset should stick 

Proclamations of "Black Lives Matter" from the corporate sector cooled as the protests that inspired them 

grew less frequent in 2020. But last year's swelling civil rights movement reset the equation for what's 

expected of brands on the purpose front, both in terms of consumer-facing messages and in their internal 

practices. 

https://www.marketingdive.com/news/cpg-marketers-roll-dice-on-new-experiments-amid-data-upheaval/589243/
https://www.marketingdive.com/news/how-oracles-tiktok-deal-could-shake-up-social-media/585239/
https://www.marketingdive.com/news/cookieless-tracking-gains-steam-as-solutions-from-trade-desk-lotame-ramp-u/588255/
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"It only takes, unfortunately, one more thing happening ð one more event that falls under the title of police 

brutality or racism in a systemic way ð for that to really come surging back," Lindsey Roeschke, a director 

analyst at Gartner, said. 

Many companies that chimed in on the protests were caught flat-footed when consumers did the homework 

and exposed poor hiring track records or problematic pasts, leading to a reckoning with racist corporate 

mascots. Marketers have taken important steps to redress those issues, but a broader overhaul of 

marketing to be more authentic and representative will be an ongoing project for the industry in 2021 and 

beyond. 

"Despite this next administration having more progressive or liberal views, it still won't take the pressure 

off of brands from a consumer perspective." 

LaToya Robertson 

Cultural strategy dire ctor, Sparks & Honey  

"This is actually the time for brands to be putting all the building blocks in place to be able to agilely respond 

to those sorts of things," Roeschke said. "The expectation is going to be there and to be taking a stand 

and playing a part in making the world a better place." 

Making the world a better place carries new considerations in the wake of the pandemic as economic 

inequity and food insecurity are amplified, adding to existing concerns around sustainability and diversity 

and inclusion. Though the incoming Biden administration is looking to prioritize progressive issues, brands 

should be thinking of ways to fill the gaps where other institutions fail. 

"Despite this next administration having more progressive or liberal views, it still won't take the pressure 

off of brands from a consumer perspective," said LaToya Robertson, cultural strategy director at the 

consultancy Sparks & Honey. 

"It actually is a balancing act," Robertson said. "There are ways for brands to speak to areas in a way that 

brings people together rather than fueling the polarization or the divisiveness." 

Spread-thin CMOs seize on leadership opportunities 

E-commerce, data acquisition, timely messaging and accounting for internal diversity initiatives ð those 

are just a handful of the duties CMOs took greater responsibility over in 2020. The pull in multiple directions 

https://www.marketingdive.com/news/a-historic-reckoning-with-race-leaves-problematic-food-brands-without-an-ea/580393/
https://www.marketingdive.com/news/a-historic-reckoning-with-race-leaves-problematic-food-brands-without-an-ea/580393/
https://adage.com/article/news/groupm-forecasts-trillions-dollars-e-commerce-growth-next-few-years/2302086
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has been draining, but also a proving ground for the frequently embattled C-suite appointment to stake out 

a larger claim in leadership. 

"It's a little bit  overwhelming when you think about all that needs to be accomplished," said Laura 

Chiavone, managing partner of business transformation at Sparks & Honey. "At the same time, I think this 

is a unique opportunity, different from years past, for CMOs to reall y be part of the transformation of the 

organization."  

"The notion of agility, not just in someone's personal characteristics, but also how they plan and market, 

will become much more of a norm."  

Beth Superfin 

Senior vice president of client experience, Known 

The task ahead in 2021 remains daunting, as shorter planning and production schedules become the 

norm. And despite escalating technology demands, CMOs in 2021 should also anticipate reduced media 

budgets, fewer internal resources and less reliance on agencies and ad-tech companies, Forrester 

Research forecasts. HR-adjacent functions will also bleed into the CMO role as brands look to live up to 

messages shared in their purposeful advertising. 

"The issues that are important to consumers are going to be the issues that are going to be important to 

employees as well," Gartner's Roeschke said. "How do you balance the willingness or ability to take a 

stand with all of the other things that you need to be doing as a CMO?" 

That being said, the muscles built up in the gauntlet in 2020 will help savvy marketers stand out from the 

pack and guide their organizations into a new era for marketing. 

"The notion of agility, not just in someone's personal characteristics, but also how they plan and market, 

will become much more of a norm," Known's Superfin said. 

Balancing flexibility with long-term brand growth 

Marketers historically map out campaigns months in advance, with bigger brand refreshes often taking a 

year or longer. COVID-19 bulldozed that practice, forcing brands to adapt by tweaking or axing entire 

campaigns on a dime. As 2020 played out, businesses across categories assembled fresh creative at 

lightning speed to ensure their campaigns matched the moment and aligned with consumers' rapidly 

shifting attitudes. 

https://www.marketingdive.com/news/forrester-cmos-will-need-to-reinvent-roles-as-pandemics-impact-endures/587249/
https://www.marketingdive.com/news/forrester-cmos-will-need-to-reinvent-roles-as-pandemics-impact-endures/587249/
https://www.marketingdive.com/news/general-motors-cmo-says-speedy-pivots-are-new-marketing-norm-in-coronavirus/578235/
https://www.marketingdive.com/news/forrester-cmos-will-need-to-reinvent-roles-as-pandemics-impact-endures/587249/
https://www.marketingdive.com/news/forrester-cmos-will-need-to-reinvent-roles-as-pandemics-impact-endures/587249/
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But as shorter planning and production schedules become the norm into 2021 and beyond, how can 

marketers adjust their campaigns and priorities on the fly while building on their longer-term brand equity? 

"To meet this demand, marketing leaders must identify what truly matters most, create a short set of criteria 

to prioritize each request and identify how best to address it," Lizzy Foo Kune, senior director analyst at 

Gartner, said in emailed comments. "Marketing leaders look to data and analytics teams to offer insight 

into current trends and uncertainties to avoid making errors in decision making and help chart a clear way 

forward." 

General Motors stands out as one example for how major businesses in 2020 embraced flexibility to swiftly 

cultivate new partnerships in response to consumer needs. Within 18 days, the company behind brands 

like Cadillac and Chevrolet evolved its operations ð including within its marketing department ð to help 

medical device firm Ventec Life Systems manufacture ventilators. 

Other brands in 2020 reacted by tweaking messaging and using consumer data to inform campaign 

development. The ability for these brands to be more agile is vital for longer-term growth and will only 

materialize if marketers leverage predictive insights, according to Acquia CMO Lynne Capozzi. 

"They should focus on making real-time use of customer data and content across all touch points to create 

experiences that provide strong value or strengthen an emotional connection to a brand," she said. 

The evolving roles of brand spokespeople 

A confluence of pandemic effects altered the role played by celebrities and influencers in their brand 

partnerships. The rise of influencers continued as brands sought partners that could elevate campaigns 

and deliver authentic, value-driven content , as the pandemic and the movement for social justice changed 

consumer behaviors ð a trend likely to persist next year. 

"Microinfluencers will continue to have more influence over lower-funnel activities like purchase and 

consideration," Jessica Bedussi, associate social strategy director at ad agency Muh-Tay-Zik / Hof-Fer, 

said over email. Beudssi noted that influencers with larger followings have even greater impact, pointing 

to Dunkin's tie-up with TikTok star Charli D'Amelio, which led to a 57% increase in app downloads and 

20% increase in cold brew sales. However, brands must be careful that they're not valuing social media 

metrics over actual social networks. 

"Reach does not necessarily mean influence," said Nic Allum, principal and senior vice president 

at creative agency the projects*. 

https://www.marketingdive.com/news/general-motors-cmo-says-speedy-pivots-are-new-marketing-norm-in-coronavirus/578235/
https://www.marketingdive.com/news/general-motors-cmo-says-speedy-pivots-are-new-marketing-norm-in-coronavirus/578235/
https://www.marketingdive.com/news/how-tiktoks-uncertain-future-and-covid-19-are-transforming-influencer-mark/585658/
https://theprojects.com/
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That search for actual consumer influence is part of the renewed importance of celebrity partnerships. As 

the pandemic scuttled film and TV production, celebrity creatives had both time on their hands and financial 

needs that were increasingly met by brand partnerships. That could continue in 2021 until the vaccine is 

widely available and distributed. 

"People that have that iconic status are going to keep commanding a larger share [of brand partnerships], 

and get more strategic as well. If you can't meet their quote, they'll start their own brand," said Josh 

Greenberg, managing director of creative agency Caveat. 

But celebrity brand partnerships must meet the moment, whether that means coronavirus concerns, 

economic realities facing most consumers, racial justice or whatever else 2021 has in store. 

"To be completely out of touch and tone deaf to what's happening is going to damage your brand," Allum 

warned. 

Unlike Stories and TikTok-like videos, campaigns can't be copycats 

After disrupting the marketing world in 2019, TikTok's rise continued in 2020, even as the app's U.S. 

operations were threatened by the Trump administration. As with Snapchat before it, social platforms raced 

to adopt TikTok's functionality ð especially as the ByteDance-owned app faced an existential crisis. 

Copycat features were tested, acquired or rolled out by Facebook's Instagram , YouTube, Reddit  and 

even Snap, while competitor Trill er picked up momentum  as a marketing platform as the year closed. 

However, the surge in TikTok-like videos across social media ð along with the ever-growing 

list  of platforms  that have copied Snapchat's popular Stories feature ð does not necessarily streamline 

the work marketers must do to reach audiences that have overwhelmingly engaged with these formats. 

"We strongly recommend that creative be customized for each platform because the user experience is 

so different ... we see the most success when marketers really tailor their creative to fit the environment," 

said Evan Horowitz, CEO and co-founder of Movers+Shakers, an agency that has worked extensively on 

TikTok. 

Horowitz suggests that marketers not just understand the different consumer mindsets on each platform, 

but also work to translate their brand personalities in authentic ways by understanding the different visual 

styles and cadences used on each platform. Plus, they must understand that part of the draw for 

consumers on TikTok and Triller is that they are not yet oversaturated with ads in the way more mature 

platforms are, which presents a challenge for brands. 

https://www.marketingdive.com/news/instagram-looks-to-steal-tiktoks-thunder-with-worldwide-expansion-of-reels/583017/
https://www.marketingdive.com/news/youtube-tests-short-videos-as-tiktok-threat-grows/580594/
https://www.marketingdive.com/news/reddit-acquires-tiktok-rival-dubsmash-as-video-vision-comes-into-focus/592129/
https://www.marketingdive.com/news/snapchat-distributes-1m-a-day-to-video-creators-of-new-tiktok-clone/589612/
https://www.marketingdive.com/news/triller-matures-as-marketing-platform-with-nyx-virtual-pop-up-shop/592311/
https://www.socialmediatoday.com/news/twitter-launches-its-story-like-fleets-for-all-users/589215/
https://www.socialmediatoday.com/news/twitter-launches-its-story-like-fleets-for-all-users/589215/
https://techcrunch.com/2020/01/21/spotify-test-lets-influencers-post-stories-to-introduce-their-own-playlists/
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"There's still a massive amount of engagement and face time that people are giving to Stories," Horowitz 

said. "For marketers, you really want to balance the marketing mix to where consumers' eyeballs really 

are, and they're really enjoying Stories at the same time they're enjoying TikTok." 

Connection, convenience and value will determine stickiness of behavior changes 

The pandemic has fundamentally reshaped how consumers live, work, shop and play. COVID-driven 

behaviors such as attending virtual events and consuming digital media skyrocketed in popularity in 2020, 

rapidly accelerating underlying trends in the span of weeks. While some of these habit shifts will endure 

into the new year and beyond, others may fizzle once the health crisis subsides. 

Behavior changes are not linear, and their stickiness will depend on satisfaction of the experiences, 

according to a McKinsey report. Connection, convenience and value are three points that keep consumers 

coming back to a particular product or brand, pointing to key pillars marketers should focus on providing 

in 2021. 

"A person's world does not revolve around a brand's product, service or websiteé People are only 'users' 

and 'consumers' for small portions of the day." 

Peter Hartzbech 

CEO, iMotions 

Just as the pandemic proved how quickly consumer behavior can change, it also is pushing marketers to 

understand the broader human experience ð not just the "user" or "consumer" experience, according to 

Peter Hartzbech, CEO of iMotions. 

"A person's world does not revolve around a brand's product, service or websiteé People are only 'users' 

and 'consumers' for small portions of the day," Hartzbech said in emailed comments. "Researching, 

thinking [and] designing around the whole human will provide new perspectives on products and services, 

and perhaps even the entire business." 

Mondelez International is embracing this more human-centric approach with a new global marketing 

strategy to forge purposeful connections with people, it announced in November. The method will steer 

how the marketer listens, empathizes and adapts to consumer needs, and represents the pendulum 

swinging back from the data-driven tactics that have defined marketing for the past few years. 

https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/mckinsey/industries/retail/our%20insights/how%20covid%2019%20is%20changing%20consumer%20behavior%20now%20and%20forever/how-covid-19-is-changing-consumer-behaviornow-and-forever.pdf
https://www.marketingdive.com/news/mondelez-ties-marketing-to-internal-diversity-efforts-with-humaning-appro/588951/
https://www.marketingdive.com/news/mondelez-ties-marketing-to-internal-diversity-efforts-with-humaning-appro/588951/
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"Every marketer, especially in the tech industry, must focus on humanizing their value proposition," said 

Simon Mouyal, CMO of Athenahealth. "We need to shift away from talking to people's heads and instead 

start to reach people's hearts." 

E-commerce continues to be a way of life for brands 

Among the myriad consumer behavioral changes enshrined by the pandemic, the growing preference for 

e-commerce still stands out. On Black Friday, for example, online sales increased 21.6% from 2019 and hit 

$9 billion, while shopping on smartphones jumped 25% to $3.6 billion for 40% of the day's total online 

spending, according to Adobe Analytics. 

Major brand marketers like PepsiCo and Clorox were already investing more heavily in e-commerce and 

DTC strategies both via owned channels and through online retailers and social media platforms, but they 

truly hit the gas on such investments in 2020 to meet the demands of homebound consumers. These 

transformations are not going anywhere, even as the pandemic potentially recedes in the months ahead. 

"The pandemic has accelerated the digital adoption behaviors we've been seeing for years, and even as 

people return to in-store shopping, we can't ignore the e-commerce and digital experiences they have 

come to expect," Mathieu Champigny, CEO at content agency Industrial Color, said in emailed comments. 

To meet this demand, social media platforms have continued to meld content with commerce, connecting 

consumers with brands and shrinking the sales funnel. Facebook added a Shops tab, Instagram beefed 

up shoppable posts and e-commerce on IGTV and Reels and TikTok rolled out shoppable livestreams ð 

most recently with a Walmart holiday collaboration  that underscores why the retailer is looking to acquire 

a stake in the ByteDance-owned app. 

"The world of social commerce is booming, and we can only expect to continue to see further investment, 

particularly in social and livestream shopping apps," Lucas Tieleman, executive vice president of product 

at Bazaarvoice, said in emailed comments. 

 

ʊʝʭʥʦʣʦʛʠʯʝʩʢʠʝ ʥʦʚʠʥʢʠ CES 2021: ʥʘ ʯʪʦ ʦʙʨʘʪʠʪʴ ʚʥʠʤʘʥʠʝ ʤʘʨʢʝʪʦʣʦʛʘʤ 

ʂʘʢʠʝ ʧʨʦʜʫʢʪʳ ʠ ʪʨʝʥʜʳ ʦʧʨʝʜʝʣʷʪ çʥʦʚʫʶ ʨʝʘʣʴʥʦʩʪʴè 

https://www.sostav.ru/publication/tekhnologii-i-reklama-46930.html 

https://www.marketingdive.com/news/smartphone-shopping-surged-25-to-36b-on-black-friday-study-finds/589779/
https://www.marketingdive.com/news/pepsicos-in-house-technology-informs-radical-shift-to-digital/589792/
https://www.marketingdive.com/news/clorox-dtc-brand-resources-cpg-giant-nutranext-marketing/578783/
https://www.marketingdive.com/news/walmart-enlists-top-tiktok-creators-for-first-of-its-kind-shoppable-livestr/592367/
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ɺ ʉʐɸ ʧʨʦʰʣʘ ʢʨʫʧʥʝʡʰʘʷ ʚʳʩʪʘʚʢʘ ʪʝʭʥʦʣʦʛʠʡ CES 2021, ʥʘ ʢʦʪʦʨʦʡ ʢʦʤʧʘʥʠʠ ʧʨʝʜʩʪʘʚʠʣʠ 

ʤʥʦʛʦ ʥʦʚʠʥʦʢ ʠ ʢʦʥʮʝʧʪʦʚ. Sostav ʩʦʙʨʘʣ ʩʘʤʳʝ ʠʥʪʝʨʝʩʥʳʝ ʘʥʦʥʩʳ ʠ ʫʟʥʘʣ, ʢʘʢʠʝ ʚʦʟʤʦʞʥʦʩʪʠ 

ʦʥʠ ʦʪʢʨʳʚʘʶʪ ʜʣʷ ʙʨʝʥʜʦʚ, ʨʝʢʣʘʤʱʠʢʦʚ ʠ ʤʘʨʢʝʪʦʣʦʛʦʚ. 

ʆʪ ʜʠʘʛʥʦʩʪʠʢʠ ʟʘʙʦʣʝʚʘʥʠʡ ʜʦ AR 

ʂʦʤʧʘʥʠʷ InWith ʧʨʝʜʩʪʘʚʠʣʘ çʫʤʥʳʝè ʢʦʥʪʘʢʪʥʳʝ ʣʠʥʟʳ ʩʦ ʚʩʪʨʦʝʥʥʳʤʠ ʜʠʩʧʣʝʷʤʠ. 

ʈʘʟʨʘʙʦʪʯʠʢʠ ͊͘Ύ͍͡ΎΌͭ, ʯʪʦ ʠʭ ʪʝʭʥʦʣʦʛʠʷ ʧʨʦʠʟʚʝʜʝʪ çʵʣʝʢʪʨʦʥʥʫʶ ʨʝʚʦʣʶʮʠʶ ʜʣʷ ʙʫʜʫʱʝʛʦ 

ʟʨʝʥʠʷè. 

ʊʘʢʠʝ ʣʠʥʟʳ ʤʦʞʥʦ ʠʩʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʴ ʚ ʬʘʨʤʝ ð ʜʣʷ ʩʚʦʝʚʨʝʤʝʥʥʦʡ ʜʠʘʛʥʦʩʪʠʢʠ, ʚ ʩʬʝʨʘʭ 

ʦʙʨʘʟʦʚʘʥʠʷ ʠ ʨʘʟʚʣʝʯʝʥʠʡ ð ʜʣʷ ʫʣʫʯʰʝʥʠʷ ʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʝʣʴʩʢʦʛʦ ʦʧʳʪʘ ʩ ʧʦʤʦʱʴʶ AR, ʘ ʪʘʢʞʝ 

ʚ ʩʬʝʨʘʭ ʙʘʥʢʠʥʛʘ ʠ ʙʝʟʦʧʘʩʥʦʩʪʠ ð ʢʘʢ ʘʣʴʪʝʨʥʘʪʠʚʫ ʜʨʫʛʠʤ ʠʜʝʥʪʠʬʠʮʠʨʫʶʱʠʤ ʫʩʪʨʦʡʩʪʚʘʤ 

ʠ ʜʦʢʫʤʝʥʪʘʤ, ʦʪʤʝʯʘʝʪ ɸʣʝʢʩʘʥʜʨʘ ʇʘʚʣʦʚʘ, ʨʫʢʦʚʦʜʠʪʝʣʴ ʨʘʟʚʠʪʠʷ ʠʥʥʦʚʘʮʠʦʥʥʳʭ ʧʨʦʜʫʢʪʦʚ  

ʄʠʨ ʜʚʠʞʝʪʩʷ ʚ ʩʪʦʨʦʥʫ device-free ʠʥʪʝʨʬʝʡʩʦʚ, ʠ ʫʩʦʚʝʨʰʝʥʩʪʚʦʚʘʥʠʝ ʧʦʜʦʙʥʳʭ ʜʝʚʘʡʩʦʚ ʵʪʦ 

ʧʦʜʪʚʝʨʞʜʘʝʪ, ʫʚʝʨʝʥʘ ʄʘʨʠʥʘ ɸʣʝʢʪʦʨʩʢʘʷ, ʨʫʢʦʚʦʜʠʪʝʣʴ ʛʨʫʧʧʳ ʦʪʜʝʣʘ ʠʥʥʦʚʘʮʠʡ Media 

Direction Digital (ʚʭʦʜʠʪ ʚ  çʏʝʣʦʚʝʢ ʩʤʦʞʝʪ ʧʦʣʫʯʠʪʴ ʚʩʶ ʠʥʬʦʨʤʘʮʠʶ ʦ ʪʦʚʘʨʝ ʠʣʠ ʫʩʣʫʛʝ 

ʚ ʨʝʞʠʤʝ AR: ʚʦʟʣʝ ʧʨʠʣʘʚʢʘ, ʩʠʜʷ ʟʘ ʢʦʤʧʴʶʪʝʨʦʤ ʠʣʠ ʦʢʦʣʦ ʚʭʦʜʘ ʚ ʤʘʛʘʟʠʥè, ð ʦʪʤʝʯʘʝʪ ʦʥʘ. 

ʆ ʪʨʝʥʜʝ ʥʘ ʙʝʩʰʦʚʥʦʝ ʚʩʪʨʘʠʚʘʥʠʝ ʪʝʭʥʦʣʦʛʠʡ ʪʘʢʞʝ ʛʦʚʦʨʠʪ ʂʨʠʩʪʠʥʘ ɸʜʘʤʦʚʠʯ, Senior 

Experience Strategist . ɼʣʷ ʤʘʨʢʝʪʦʣʦʛʦʚ ʵʪʦ ʦʟʥʘʯʘʝʪ, ʩ ʦʜʥʦʡ ʩʪʦʨʦʥʳ, ʫʚʝʣʠʯʝʥʠʝ ʢʦʣʠʯʝʩʪʚʘ 

ʬʦʨʤʘʪʦʚ ʚʟʘʠʤʦʜʝʡʩʪʚʠʷ ʩ ʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʝʣʝʤ, ʩ ʜʨʫʛʦʡ ð ʥʝʦʙʭʦʜʠʤʦʩʪʴ ʧʝʨʝʩʤʦʪʨʝʪʴ ʧʨʠʚʳʯʥʳʝ 

ʧʦʜʭʦʜʳ ʢ ʚʦʚʣʝʯʝʥʠʶ. 

ɻʠʙʢʠʝ, ʧʨʦʟʨʘʯʥʳʝ ʠ ʨʘʩʢʨʫʯʠʚʘʶʱʠʝʩʷ ʜʠʩʧʣʝʠ 

LG ʧʨʝʜʩʪʘʚʠʣʘ ʵʢʨʘʥ LG Bendable, ʢʦʪʦʨʳʡ ʧʦʟʚʦʣʷʝʪ ʧʝʨʝʢʣʶʯʘʪʴʩʷ ʤʝʞʜʫ ʧʣʦʩʢʠʤ ʠ ʠʟʦʛʥʫʪʳʤ 

ʧʦʣʦʞʝʥʠʝʤ. ʇʝʨʚʳʡ ʧʦʜʭʦʜʠʪ ʜʣʷ ʧʨʦʩʤʦʪʨʘ ʬʠʣʴʤʦʚ, ʚʪʦʨʦʡ ð ʜʣʷ ʠʛʨ. 

 

ʊʘʢʞʝ ʢʦʤʧʘʥʠʷ ʘʥʦʥʩʠʨʦʚʚʘʣʘ ʧʨʦʟʨʘʯʥʳʡ OLED-ʪʝʣʝʚʠʟʦʨ, ʢʦʪʦʨʳʡ ͔ͣͦ͗ͭ ʩʪʘʪʴ ʯʘʩʪʴʶ 

ʫʤʥʦʛʦ ʜʦʤʘ, ʧʝʨʝʛʦʨʦʜʢʦʡ ʚ ʨʝʩʪʦʨʘʥʝ ʠʣʠ ʜʘʞʝ ʦʢʥʦʤ ʚ ʤʝʪʨʦ. 

 

http://www.cnet.com/news/lg-transparent-oled-tv-now-even-more-see-through-at-ces-2021/
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ʊʘʢʠʝ ʵʢʨʘʥʳ ʚ ʩʦʯʝʪʘʥʠʠ ʩ ʨʘʟʚʠʪʠʝʤ ʢʦʤʧʴʶʪʝʨʥʦʛʦ ʟʨʝʥʠʷ ʜʘʜʫʪ ʪʦʣʯʦʢ ʢ ʥʦʚʦʤʫ ʪʠʧʫ ʊɺ-

ʨʦʣʠʢʦʚ, ʢʦʪʦʨʳʝ ʘʜʘʧʪʠʨʫʶʪʩʷ ʧʦʜ ʦʢʨʫʞʝʥʠʝ ʠʣʠ ʧʨʦʝʮʠʨʫʶʪ ʧʦʣʦʞʝʥʠʝ ʦʙʲʝʢʪʦʚ, ʩʯʠʪʘʝʪ 

ʄʘʨʠʥʘ ɸʣʝʢʪʦʨʩʢʘʷ, Media Direction Digital. 

ɼʘʨʴʷ ʄʷʛʢʦʚʘ, ʨʫʢʦʚʦʜʠʪʝʣʴ ʦʪʜʝʣʘ ʚʥʝʰʥʠʭ ʢʦʤʤʫʥʠʢʘʮʠʡ ʦʪʤʝʯʘʝʪ, ʯʪʦ ʟʘ ʧʘʥʜʝʤʠʶ 

ʫ ʧʦʪʨʝʙʠʪʝʣʝʡ ʚʳʨʦʩ ʟʘʧʨʦʩ ʥʘ ʙʦʣʝʝ ʢʘʯʝʩʪʚʝʥʥʦʝ ʠʟʦʙʨʘʞʝʥʠʝ. ʕʪʦ ʤʦʞʝʪ ʧʦʚʣʠʷʪʴ ʠ ʥʘ ʨʳʥʦʢ 

ʚʠʜʝʦʨʝʢʣʘʤʳ: ʢʦʣʠʯʝʩʪʚʦ ʠ ʢʘʯʝʩʪʚʦ ʨʦʣʠʢʦʚ ʙʫʜʝʪ ʨʘʩʪʠ ʚʩʣʝʜ ʟʘ ʞʝʣʘʥʠʝʤ ʧʦʪʨʝʙʠʪʝʣʷ 

ʧʦʣʫʯʘʪʴ ʙʦʣʝʝ ʥʘʩʳʱʝʥʥʫʶ ʢʘʨʪʠʥʢʫ. 

ʊʘʢʞʝ ʢʦʨʝʡʩʢʠʡ ʙʨʝʥʜ ʧʨʝʜʩʪʘʚʠʣ ʥʦʚʳʡ ʩʤʘʨʪʬʦʥ LG Rollable, ʵʢʨʘʥ ʢʦʪʦʨʦʛʦ çʨʘʩʢʨʫʯʠʚʘʝʪʩʷè 

ʜʦ ʨʘʟʤʝʨʘ ʧʣʘʥʰʝʪʘ. ɺʦʟʤʦʞʥʦʩʪʴ ʪʨʘʥʩʬʦʨʤʠʨʦʚʘʪʴ ʩʤʘʨʪʬʦʥ ʚ ʨʘʟʥʳʝ ʥʦʩʠʪʝʣʠ ʤʦʞʝʪ ʜʘʪʴ 

ʨʘʟʚʠʪʠʝ ʠʛʨʦʚʳʤ ʬʦʨʤʘʪʘʤ, ʦʪʤʝʯʘʝʪ ʄʘʨʠʥʘ ɸʣʝʢʪʦʨʩʢʘʷ. ʉʝʨʛʝʡ ɾʠʪʠʥʝʮ, ʛʝʥʝʨʘʣʴʥʳʡ 

ʜʠʨʝʢʪʦʨ ʫʚʝʨʝʥ, ʯʪʦ ʛʘʜʞʝʪ ʩ ʪʨʘʥʩʬʦʨʤʠʨʫʝʤʳʤ ʜʠʩʧʣʝʝʤ ð ʵʪʦ ʘʙʩʦʣʶʪʥʳʡ ʪʨʝʥʜ, 

ʠ ʚ ʜʘʣʴʥʝʡʰʝʤ ʛʠʙʢʘʷ ʤʘʪʨʠʮʘ ʙʫʜʝʪ ʧʨʠʤʝʥʷʪʴʩʷ ʠ ʚ ʙʦʣʴʰʠʭ ʬʦʨʤʘʪʘʭ. 

ɹʴʶʪʠ-ʧʝʨʩʦʥʘʣʠʟʘʮʠʷ ʦʪ LôOreal ʠ YSL 

LôOreal ʧʨʝʜʩʪʘʚʠʣʘ Rouge Sur Mesure ð ʫʩʪʨʦʡʩʪʚʦ ʜʣʷ ʩʦʟʜʘʥʠʷ çʠʜʝʘʣʴʥʦʛʦè ʦʪʪʝʥʢʘ ʧʦʤʘʜʳ 

ʦʪ Yves Saint Laurent. ʇʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʝʣʴ ʤʦʞʝʪ ʧʨʠʜʫʤʘʪʴ ʩʚʦʡ ʠʥʜʠʚʠʜʫʘʣʴʥʳʡ ʮʚʝʪ, ʧʦʜʦʙʨʘʪʴ 

ʦʪʪʝʥʦʢ ʢ ʩʚʦʝʡ ʦʜʝʞʜʝ ʠʣʠ ʩʢʦʧʠʨʦʚʘʪʴ ʯʫʞʫʶ ʧʦʤʘʜʫ ʧʦ ʬʦʪʦʛʨʘʬʠʠ. ɼʣʷ ʵʪʦʛʦ ʜʦʩʪʘʪʦʯʥʦ 

ʧʦʜʢʣʶʯʠʪʴʩʷ ʢ ʛʘʜʞʝʪʫ ʩ ʧʦʤʦʱʴʶ ʧʨʠʣʦʞʝʥʠʷ ʥʘ ʩʤʘʨʪʬʦʥʝ. 

ʇʨʦʜʫʢʪ ʦʪ LôOreal ʠ YSL ʜʘʝʪ ʥʝʦʛʨʘʥʠʯʝʥʥʳʝ ʚʦʟʤʦʞʥʦʩʪʠ ʜʣʷ ʵʢʩʧʝʨʠʤʝʥʪʦʚ ʠ ʧʘʨʪʥʝʨʩʪʚ, 

ʩʯʠʪʘʝʪ ɼʤʠʪʨʠʡ ʌʝʜʦʩʝʝʚ, performance-ʜʠʨʝʢʪʦʨ. ʊʘʢ, ʧʨʦʠʟʚʦʜʠʪʝʣʠ ʦʜʝʞʜʳ ʩʤʦʛʫʪ ʩʦʟʜʘʚʘʪʴ 

ʩʚʦʠ çʧʘʨʪʥʝʨʩʢʠʝè ʮʚʝʪʘ, ʠʜʝʘʣʴʥʦ ʧʦʜʭʦʜʷʱʠʝ ʧʦʜ ʧʣʘʪʴʝ, ʠʣʠ ʮʝʣʳʡ ʚʝʯʝʨʥʠʡ ʥʘʨʷʜ, ʢʦʪʦʨʳʡ 

ʤʦʞʥʦ ʙʫʜʝʪ ʩʢʘʯʘʪʴ. ɺ ʢʦʤʤʫʥʠʢʘʮʠʷʭ ʪʘʢʠʝ ʙʨʝʥʜʳ ʙʫʜʫʪ ʬʦʢʫʩʠʨʦʚʘʪʴʩʷ ʥʘ ʧʨʝʠʤʫʱʝʩʪʚʘʭ 

ʘʜʘʧʪʠʨʫʝʤʦʛʦ ʪʦʚʘʨʘ, ʘ ʪʘʢʞʝ ʨʘʩʧʨʦʩʪʨʘʥʷʪʴ ʦʙʫʯʘʶʱʠʡ ʢʦʥʪʝʥʪ ʧʦ ʝʛʦ ʠʩʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʥʠʶ, ʩʯʠʪʘʝʪ 

ʄʘʨʠʥʘ ɸʣʝʢʪʦʨʩʢʘʷ, Media Direction Digital. 

Wi-Fi 6 ʠ 5G 

ʂʦʤʧʘʥʠʷ D-Link ʧʨʝʜʩʪʘʚʠʣʘ ʥʦʚʳʝ ʧʨʦʜʫʢʪʳ ʜʣʷ ʙʝʩʧʨʦʚʦʜʥʦʡ ʩʚʷʟʠ, ʚ ʪʦʤ ʯʠʩʣʝ 

ʧʨʦʬʝʩʩʠʦʥʘʣʴʥʳʝ ʪʦʯʢʠ ʜʦʩʪʫʧʘ Wi-Fi ʩ ʧʦʜʜʝʨʞʢʦʡ Wi-Fi 6 ʠ 5G-ʤʘʨʰʨʫʪʠʟʘʪʦʨʳ. ʋʚʝʣʠʯʝʥʠʝ 

ʩʢʦʨʦʩʪʠ ʧʝʨʝʜʘʯʠ ʜʘʥʥʳʭ ʠ ʩʪʘʙʠʣʴʥʦʩʪʠ ʩʦʝʜʠʥʝʥʠʷ ʦʪʢʨʳʚʘʶʪ ʥʦʚʳʝ ʚʦʟʤʦʞʥʦʩʪʠ ʠ ʜʣʷ 

ʨʝʢʣʘʤʳ. 

ɺʳʩʦʢʘʷ ʧʨʦʧʫʩʢʥʘʷ ʩʧʦʩʦʙʥʦʩʪʴ Wi-Fi ʫʚʝʣʠʯʠʪ ʩʢʦʨʦʩʪʴ ʟʘʛʨʫʟʢʠ ʚʝʙ-ʩʘʡʪʦʚ ʠ ʚʠʜʝʦ ʠ ʧʦʟʚʦʣʠʪ 

ʵʢʦʩʠʩʪʝʤʝ Adtech ʨʘʙʦʪʘʪʴ ʙʳʩʪʨʝʝ, ʫʢʘʟʳʚʘʝʪ ʄʘʨʠʥʘ ɸʣʝʢʪʦʨʩʢʘʷ, Media Direction Digital. 
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ɸ ʧʦʚʩʝʤʝʩʪʥʘʷ ʠʥʪʝʛʨʘʮʠʷ 5G ʧʦʤʦʞʝʪ ʙʳʩʪʨʦ ʜʦʩʪʘʚʣʷʪʴ ʥʘ ʫʩʪʨʦʡʩʪʚʘ ʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʝʣʝʡ ʢʦʥʪʝʥʪ 

ʣʫʯʰʝʛʦ ʢʘʯʝʩʪʚʘ (ʚ ʪʦʤ ʯʠʩʣʝ ʠ ʨʝʢʣʘʤʥʳʡ), ʘ ʪʘʢʞʝ ʫʚʝʣʠʯʠʪ ʩʢʦʨʦʩʪʴ ʠ ʦʙʲʝʤ ʘʥʘʣʠʟʘ 

ʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʝʣʴʩʢʠʭ ʜʘʥʥʳʭ, ʦʪʤʝʯʘʝʪ ɼʤʠʪʨʠʡ ʌʝʜʦʩʝʝʚ, OMD OM Group. 

ʇʦʤʦʱʥʠʢʠ ʚ ʧʦʚʩʝʜʥʝʚʥʳʭ ʜʝʣʘʭ 

ɹʦʣʴʰʦʡ ʙʣʦʢ ʘʥʦʥʩʦʚ ʥʘ CES ʩʚʷʟʘʥ ʩ ʦʜʥʦʚʨʝʤʝʥʥʳʤ ʫʩʠʣʝʥʠʝʤ ʠ ʫʧʨʦʱʝʥʠʝʤ 

ʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʝʣʴʩʢʦʛʦ ʦʧʳʪʘ ʚ ʧʨʠʚʳʯʥʳʭ ʩʬʝʨʘʭ ʞʠʟʥʠ, ʪʘʢʠʭ ʢʘʢ ʛʦʪʦʚʢʘ (SmartThings Cooking 

ʦʪ Samsung) ʠʣʠ ʜʦʤʘʰʥʠʝ ʪʨʝʥʠʨʦʚʢʠ (ʧʣʘʪʬʦʨʤʘ Samsung Health). 

ʊʝʧʝʨʴ, ʢʦʛʜʘ ʟʘʙʦʪʫ ʦʙ ʵʪʠʭ ʚʝʱʘʭ ʧʳʪʘʝʪʩʷ ʙʨʘʪʴ ʥʘ ʩʝʙʷ ʫʤʥʳʡ ʜʦʤ, ʙʨʝʥʜʘʤ ʧʨʠʜʝʪʩʷ 

ʧʦʙʦʨʦʪʴʩʷ ʟʘ ʚʥʠʤʘʥʠʝ ʧʦʪʨʝʙʠʪʝʣʷ, ʩʯʠʪʘʝʪ ʂʨʠʩʪʠʥʘ ɸʜʘʤʦʚʠʯ, Digitas Moscow. ʅʘʧʨʠʤʝʨ, 

ʢʦʤʧʘʥʠʠ ʤʦʛʫʪ ʨʘʟʨʘʙʘʪʳʚʘʪʴ ʩʦʙʩʪʚʝʥʥʳʝ ʙʨʝʥʜʠʨʦʚʘʥʥʳʝ ʩʝʨʚʠʩʳ, ʧʨʠʟʚʘʥʥʳʝ ʫʧʨʦʩʪʠʪʴ 

ʞʠʟʥʴ ʧʦʪʨʝʙʠʪʝʣʷ, ʜʦʥʝʩʪʠ ʮʝʥʥʦʩʪʠ ʙʨʝʥʜʘ ʠ ʫʩʪʘʥʦʚʠʪʴ ʵʤʦʮʠʦʥʘʣʴʥʫʶ ʩʚʷʟʴ. 

ʇʦʤʠʤʦ ʩʝʨʚʠʩʦʚ ʢʦʤʧʘʥʠʠ ʧʦʢʘʟʘʣʠ ʫʩʪʨʦʡʩʪʚʘ, ʢʦʪʦʨʳʝ ʤʦʛʫʪ ʦʙʣʝʛʯʠʪʴ ʨʫʪʠʥʫ. ʉʨʝʜʠ ʥʠʭ ð 

ʨʦʙʦʪʳ Bot Handy ʠ Bot Care ʦʪ Samsung. Bot Handy ʙʝʨʝʪ ʥʘ ʩʝʙʷ ʨʘʙʦʪʫ ʧʦ ʜʦʤʫ ð ʫʙʠʨʘʝʪʩʷ, 

ʩʝʨʚʠʨʫʝʪ ʩʪʦʣ (ʠ ʜʘʞʝ ʤʦʞʝʪ ʥʘʣʠʪʴ ʚʣʘʜʝʣʴʮʫ ʙʦʢʘʣ ʚʠʥʘ). Bot Care ʚʳʧʦʣʥʷʝʪ ʨʦʣʴ 

ʧʦʚʩʝʜʥʝʚʥʦʛʦ ʧʦʤʦʱʥʠʢʘ. ʆʥ ʠʟʫʯʘʝʪ ʨʘʩʧʦʨʷʜʦʢ ʜʥʷ ʠ ʧʨʠʚʳʯʢʠ ʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʝʣʷ, ʯʪʦʙʳ 

ʦʪʧʨʘʚʣʷʪʴ ʚʣʘʜʝʣʴʮʫ ʚʘʞʥʳʝ ʥʘʧʦʤʠʥʘʥʠʷ. 

çɺ ʥʝʜʘʣʝʢʦʤ ʙʫʜʫʱʝʤ ʤʳ ʧʦʣʫʯʠʤ ʥʝʢʦʝ ʢʦʤʙʠʥʠʨʦʚʘʥʥʦʝ ʫʩʪʨʦʡʩʪʚʦ all-in-one, ʢʦʪʦʨʦʝ 

ʩʦʚʤʝʩʪʠʪ ʬʫʥʢʮʠʠ ʧʦʤʦʱʥʠʢʘ ʧʦ ʜʦʤʫ, ʨʦʙʦʪʘ-ʧʳʣʝʩʦʩʘ, ʛʦʣʦʩʦʚʦʛʦ ʘʩʩʠʩʪʝʥʪʘ ʠ ʩʪʘʥʮʠʠ 

ʧʦ ʦʯʠʩʪʢʠ ʚʦʟʜʫʭʘè, ð ʩʯʠʪʘʝʪ ʉʝʨʛʝʡ ɾʠʪʠʥʝʮ, Motive agency&production. 

ɹʝʟʦʧʘʩʥʦʩʪʴ ʚ çʥʦʚʦʡ ʨʝʘʣʴʥʦʩʪʠè 

ʄʥʦʛʠʝ ʠʥʥʦʚʘʮʠʦʥʥʳʝ ʧʨʦʜʫʢʪʳ, ʧʨʝʜʩʪʘʚʣʝʥʥʳʝ ʥʘ CES 2021, ʦʪʥʦʩʷʪʩʷ ʢ protective tech. ʇʨʠ 

ʵʪʦʤ ʚ ʵʪʦʤ ʛʦʜʫ ʩʬʦʨʤʠʣʦʩʴ ʨʘʟʜʝʣʝʥʠʝ ʤʝʞʜʫ protecting the world (ʩʘʣʦʥʥʘʷ ʩʠʩʪʝʤʘ ʫʭʦʜʘ 

ʟʘ ʚʦʣʦʩʘʤʠ ʦʪ LôOreal, ʢʦʪʦʨʘʷ ʧʦʤʦʛʘʝʪ ʵʢʦʥʦʤʠʪʴ ʚʦʜʫ, ʠʣʠ ʩʦʣʥʝʯʥʳʝ ʙʘʪʘʨʝʠ, ʩʧʦʩʦʙʥʳʝ 

ʧʠʪʘʪʴ ʫʩʪʨʦʡʩʪʚʘ IoT) ʠ protecting self (ʟʘʱʠʪʥʳʝ ʤʘʩʢʠ, ʦʯʠʩʪʠʪʝʣʠ ʚʦʟʜʫʭʘ ʠ, ʥʘʧʨʠʤʝʨ, 

BioButton ð ʥʘʢʣʝʡʢʘ ʜʣʷ ʚʝʨʭʥʝʡ ʯʘʩʪʠ ʛʨʫʜʠ, ʩʠʛʥʘʣʠʟʠʨʫʶʱʘʷ ʦ ʩʠʤʧʪʦʤʘʭ ʢʦʨʦʥʘʚʠʨʫʩʘ), 

ʦʪʤʝʯʘʝʪ ʂʨʠʩʪʠʥʘ ɸʜʘʤʦʚʠʯ, Digitas Moscow. 

 çɽʩʣʠ ʩ ʧʝʨʚʦʡ ʯʘʩʪʴʶ ʪʨʝʥʜʘ ʚʩʝ ʜʘʚʥʦ ʧʦʥʷʪʥʦ, ʪʦ ʚʪʦʨʘʷ ʠʥʪʝʨʝʩʥʘ ʢʘʢ ʤʠʥʠʤʫʤ ʪʝʤ, ʯʪʦ 

ʦʪ ʙʨʝʥʜʦʚ (ʧʨʠʯʝʤ ʥʝ ʦʙʷʟʘʪʝʣʴʥʦ ʠʤʝʶʱʠʭ ʦʪʥʦʰʝʥʠʝ ʢ ʪʝʭʥʦʣʦʛʠʷʤ) ʙʫʜʫʪ ʦʞʠʜʘʪʴ ʚʩʝ ʙʦʣʴʰʝ 

ʠʥʥʦʚʘʮʠʡ, ʥʘʧʨʘʚʣʝʥʥʳʭ ʥʘ ʟʘʱʠʪʫ ʧʦʪʨʝʙʠʪʝʣʝʡ. ʊʝ ʢʦʤʧʘʥʠʠ, ʢʦʪʦʨʳʤ ʫʜʘʩʪʩʷ ʨʘʟʨʘʙʦʪʘʪʴ 

ʧʨʦʜʫʢʪʳ, ʩʧʦʩʦʙʥʳʝ ʧʨʝʜʣʦʞʠʪʴ ʧʦʢʫʧʘʪʝʣʷʤ ʟʘʱʠʪʫ (ʠʣʠ ʝʝ ʠʣʣʶʟʠʶ) ʦʪ ʨʘʟʥʦʛʦ ʨʦʜʘ 
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ʘʛʨʝʩʩʦʨʦʚ ʚʥʝʰʥʝʡ ʩʨʝʜʳ, ʦʩʪʘʥʫʪʩʷ ʚ ʚʳʠʛʨʳʰʝ ʚ ʫʩʣʦʚʠʷʭ ʥʦʚʦʡ ʨʝʘʣʴʥʦʩʪʠè, ð ʫʢʘʟʳʚʘʝʪ 

ɸʜʘʤʦʚʠʯ. 

 

ʆʪ ʯʘʪ-ʙʦʪʦʚ ʜʦ ʠʥʪʝʨʘʢʪʠʚʥʳʭ ʬʠʣʴʤʦʚ: ʢʘʢ ʠʩʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʴ ʛʝʡʤʠʬʠʢʘʮʠʶ 

ʚ ʤʘʨʢʝʪʠʥʛʝ.   ʉʪʫʜʠʷ Prospect ʨʘʟʦʙʨʘʣʘ ʧʦʧʫʣʷʨʥʳʝ ʬʦʨʤʘʪʳ ʠ ʜʘʣʘ ʥʝʩʢʦʣʴʢʦ ʩʦʚʝʪʦʚ, ʢʘʢ 

ʚʳʙʨʘʪʴ ʥʘʠʙʦʣʝʝ ʧʦʜʭʦʜʷʱʠʡ 

https://www.sostav.ru/publication/gejmifikatsiya-v-marketinge-47101.html  

ʉ ʧʦʤʦʱʴʶ ʠʛʨʦʚʳʭ ʤʝʭʘʥʠʢ ʙʨʝʥʜ ʤʦʞʝʪ ʥʝ ʪʦʣʴʢʦ ʚʦʚʣʝʯʴ ʢʣʠʝʥʪʘ, ʥʦ ʪʘʢʞʝ ʧʦʚʳʩʠʪʴ 

ʣʦʷʣʴʥʦʩʪʴ ʠʣʠ ʩʪʠʤʫʣʠʨʦʚʘʪʴ ʝʛʦ ʢ ʧʦʢʫʧʢʝ. ɻʣʘʚʥʦʝ ð ʚʳʙʨʘʪʴ ʧʨʘʚʠʣʴʥʳʡ ʬʦʨʤʘʪ. ʆ ʪʦʤ, ʢʘʢ 

ʧʦʜʦʙʨʘʪʴ ʦʧʪʠʤʘʣʴʥʳʡ ʚʠʜ ʛʝʡʤʠʬʠʢʘʮʠʠ ʠ ʧʦʚʳʩʠʪʴ ʤʘʨʢʝʪʠʥʛʦʚʳʝ ʧʦʢʘʟʘʪʝʣʠ ʙʠʟʥʝʩʘ, 

ʨʘʩʩʢʘʟʳʚʘʝʪ ʂʦʥʩʪʘʥʪʠʥ ʂʣʠʤʝʥʪʴʝʚ, ʢʦʤʤʝʨʯʝʩʢʠʡ ʜʠʨʝʢʪʦʨ ʩʪʫʜʠʠ Prospect. 

ɿʘʜʘʯʠ ʠ ʬʦʨʤʘʪʳ 

ʇʝʨʝʜ ʩʦʟʜʘʥʠʝʤ ʧʨʦʝʢʪʘ ʥʫʞʥʦ ʧʦʥʷʪʴ, ʢʘʢʫʶ ʤʘʨʢʝʪʠʥʛʦʚʫʶ ʟʘʜʘʯʫ ʚʳ ʩʪʨʝʤʠʪʝʩʴ ʨʝʰʠʪʴ. 

ʆʪ ʵʪʦʛʦ ʙʫʜʝʪ ʟʘʚʠʩʝʪʴ ʧʦʜʭʦʜʷʱʠʡ ʬʦʨʤʘʪ. ʅʘʧʨʠʤʝʨ: 

¶ ɽʩʣʠ ʚ rʭʦʪʠʪʝ ʧʦʚʳʩʠʪʴ ʢʦʥʚʝʨʩʠʶ ʚ ʧʦʢʫʧʢʫ, ʪʦ ʚʘʤ ʧʦʜʦʡʜʫʪ ʠʥʪʝʨʘʢʪʠʚʥʳʡ ʪʝʩʪʦʚʳʡ 

ʢʚʠʟ, ʩʶʞʝʪʥʘʷ ʠʛʨʘ ʠʣʠ ʠʛʨʘ-ʩʠʤʫʣʷʪʦʨ. 

¶ ɽʩʣʠ ʞʝ ʚʳ ʭʦʪʠʪʝ ʧʦʚʳʩʠʪʴ ʩʨʝʜʥʠʡ ʯʝʢ, ʪʦ ʟʜʝʩʴ ʙʫʜʝʪ ʨʝʣʝʚʘʥʪʥʦ ʚʥʝʜʨʠʪʴ ʠʛʨʫ ʚ ʯʘʪ-

ʙʦʪʝ ʠʣʠ ʧʨʦʚʝʩʪʠ ʦʙʱʫʶ ʛʝʡʤʠʬʠʢʘʮʠʶ ʩʘʡʪʘ, ʠʥʪʝʨʥʝʪ-ʤʘʛʘʟʠʥʘ. 

¶ ɼʣ ̫ʫʚʝʣʠʯʝʥʠʷ ʩʨʝʜʥʝʛʦ ʢʦʣʠʯʝʩʪʚʘ ʧʦʢʫʧʦʢ ʤʦʞʥʦ ʩʦʟʜʘʪʴ flash-ʠʛʨʫ ʠ ʛʝʡʤʠʬʠʮʠʨʦʚʘʪʴ 

ʩʚʦʡ ʩʘʡʪ. 

¶ ʏʪʦʙʳ ʧʦʚʳʩʠʪʴ ʣʦʷʣʴʥʦʩʪʴ ʧʦʪʨʝʙʠʪʝʣʝʡ, ʥʝʦʙʭʦʜʠʤʦ ʚʚʝʩʪʠ ʠʛʨʦʚʫʶ ʧʨʦʛʨʘʤʤʫ 

ʣʦʷʣʴʥʦʩʪʠ ʠʣʠ ʞʝ flash-ʠʛʨʫ. 

¶ ɼʣ ̫ʚʦʚʣʝʯʝʥʠʷ ʢʣʠʝʥʪʘ ʚ ʢʦʤʤʫʥʠʢʘʮʠʶ ʩ ʙʨʝʥʜʦʤ ʧʦʜʦʡʜʝʪ ʠʛʨʘ ʚ ʯʘʪ-ʙʦʪʝ ʠʣʠ ʞʝ 

ʠʥʪʝʨʘʢʪʠʚʥʳʡ ʬʠʣʴʤ. 

¶ ʏʪʦʙʳ ʧʦʚʳʩʠʪʴ ʫʟʥʘʚʘʝʤʦʩʪʴ ʙʨʝʥʜʘ, ʚʘʤ ʤʦʞʝʪ ʧʦʪʨʝʙʦʚʘʪʴʩʷ ʠʛʨʘ-ʩʠʤʫʣʷʪʦʨ 

ʠ ʠʥʪʝʨʘʢʪʠʚʥʳʡ ʬʠʣʴʤ. 

https://www.sostav.ru/publication/gejmifikatsiya-v-marketinge-47101.html
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ʈʘʩʩʤʦʪʨʠʤ ʩʘʤʳʝ ʧʝʨʩʧʝʢʪʠʚʥʳʝ ʬʦʨʤʘʪʳ. 

ʀʛʨʘ ʚ ʯʘʪ-ʙʦʪʝ 

ʊʘʢʘʷ ʠʛʨʘ ʧʨʦʭʦʜʠʪ ʚ ʬʦʨʤʘʪʝ ʪʝʢʩʪʦʚʦʛʦ ʢʚʝʩʪʘ. ʋʯʘʩʪʥʠʢ ʩʪʘʣʢʠʚʘʝʪʩʷ ʩ ʥʝʦʙʭʦʜʠʤʦʩʪʴʶ 

ʧʨʠʥʠʤʘʪʴ ʨʝʰʝʥʠʷ ð ʚʳʙʠʨʘʪʴ ʠʟ ʘʣʴʪʝʨʥʘʪʠʚ, ʧʨʝʜʣʘʛʘʝʤʳʭ ʝʤʫ ʠʛʨʦʡ. ɿʘ ʚʝʨʥʳʝ ʨʝʰʝʥʠʷ 

ʦʥ ʧʦʣʫʯʘʝʪ ʚʦʟʥʘʛʨʘʞʜʝʥʠʷ, ʟʘ ʥʝʚʝʨʥʳʝ ð ʰʪʨʘʬ. 

ʀʛʨʦʚʫʶ ʠʥʬʦʨʤʘʮʠʶ ʫʯʘʩʪʥʠʢ ʧʦʣʫʯʘʝʪ ʦʪ ʙʦʪʘ, ʚʩʷ ʠʛʨʘ ʧʨʦʠʩʭʦʜʠʪ ʚ ʠʥʪʝʨʬʝʡʩʝ ʯʘʪʘ 

çɺʂʦʥʪʘʢʪʝè, Facebook, WhatsApp ʠʣʠ Telegram. ɺ ʩʶʞʝʪ ʠʛʨʳ ʥʘʪʠʚʥʦ ʠʥʪʝʛʨʠʨʦʚʘʥ ʚʘʰ 

ʧʨʦʜʫʢʪ ð ʠʛʨʦʢ ʤʦʞʝʪ ʚʦʩʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʴʩʷ ʠʤ ʜʣʷ ʨʝʰʝʥʠʷ ʪʦʡ ʠʣʠ ʠʥʦʡ ʧʨʦʙʣʝʤʳ ʧʦ ʭʦʜʫ ʠʛʨʳ. 

ɻʨʘʤʦʪʥʦʝ ʠʩʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʥʠʝ ʧʨʦʜʫʢʪʘ ʚʦʟʥʘʛʨʘʞʜʘʝʪʩʷ ð ʦʥ ʟʘʨʘʙʘʪʳʚʘʝʪ ʠʛʨʦʚʫʶ ʚʘʣʶʪʫ 

ʠ ʧʨʠʙʣʠʞʘʝʪʩʷ ʢ ʧʦʙʝʜʝ. ʊʘʢʠʭ ʚʘʣʶʪ ʤʦʞʝʪ ʙʳʪʴ ʥʝʩʢʦʣʴʢʦ ʠʣʠ ʞʝ ʦʜʥʘ. 

 

ʂʘʢ ʵʪʦ ʤʦʞʝʪ ʚʳʛʣʷʜʝʪʴ 

 

ɻʝʡʤʠʬʠʢʘʮʠʷ ʜʣʷ ʩʘʡʪʘ ʠʣʠ ʠʥʪʝʨʥʝʪ-ʤʘʛʘʟʠʥʘ 

ʅʘ ʩʘʡʪ ʢʦʤʧʘʥʠʠ ʠʣʠ ʠʥʪʝʨʥʝʪ-ʤʘʛʘʟʠʥʘ ʩʪʘʚʷʪ ʚʦʚʣʝʢʘʶʱʠʝ ʠʛʨʦʚʳʝ ʤʝʭʘʥʠʢʠ: ʨʝʡʪʠʥʛʦʚʫʶ 

ʩʠʩʪʝʤʫ, ʙʝʡʜʞʠ ʜʦʩʪʠʞʝʥʠʡ, ʠʛʨʦʚʫʶ ʚʘʣʶʪʫ, ʤʠʥʠ-ʠʛʨʳ ʠ ʯʝʣʣʝʥʜʞʠ. ɺʩʝ ʵʪʠ ʵʣʝʤʝʥʪʳ 

ʨʘʙʦʪʘʶʪ ʢʘʢ ʝʜʠʥʘʷ ʩʠʩʪʝʤʘ, ʧʦʛʨʫʞʘʶʪ ʧʦʪʝʥʮʠʘʣʴʥʦʛʦ ʢʣʠʝʥʪʘ ʚ ʘʪʤʦʩʬʝʨʫ ʠʛʨʳ. 

https://www.sostav.ru/images/news/2021/01/29/t12d5tpf.jpg
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ɻʣʘʚʥʘʷ ʟʘʜʘʯʘ ʠʛʨʦʚʳʭ ʤʝʭʘʥʠʢ ð ʤʦʪʠʚʠʨʦʚʘʪʴ ʚʘʰʝʛʦ ʧʦʩʝʪʠʪʝʣʷ ʧʨʠʦʙʨʝʩʪʠ ʢʘʢ ʤʦʞʥʦ 

ʙʦʣʴʰʝ ʚʘʰʠʭ ʧʨʦʜʫʢʪʦʚ ʥʘ ʢʘʢ ʤʦʞʥʦ ʙʦʣʴʰʫʶ ʩʫʤʤʫ. ʇʦʩʝʪʠʪʝʣʴ ʚ ʩʚʦʶ ʦʯʝʨʝʜʴ 

ʥʝ ʚʦʩʧʨʠʥʠʤʘʝʪ ʧʦʢʫʧʢʫ ʢʘʢ ʪʨʘʪʫ ʜʝʥʝʛ. ɼʣʷ ʥʝʛʦ ʵʪʦ ð ʫʚʣʝʢʘʪʝʣʴʥʘʷ ʠʛʨʘ, ʩʦʨʝʚʥʦʚʘʥʠʝ 

ʩ ʜʨʫʛʠʤʠ, ʚʦʟʤʦʞʥʦʩʪʴ ʧʦʙʝʜʠʪʴ ʠ ʧʦʣʫʯʠʪʴ ʮʝʥʥʳʡ ʧʨʠʟ ʚ ʢʘʯʝʩʪʚʝ ʧʨʠʟʥʘʥʠʷ. 

 

ʂʘʢ ʵʪʦ ʤʦʞʝʪ ʚʳʛʣʷʜʝʪʴ 

Flash-ʠʛʨʘ 

ʋʯʘʩʪʥʠʢʫ ʥʫʞʥʦ ʩʦʚʝʨʰʘʪʴ ʦʜʥʠ ʠ ʪʝ ʞʝ ʤʝʭʘʥʠʯʝʩʢʠʝ ʜʝʡʩʪʚʠʷ ð ʧʨʝʦʜʦʣʝʚʘʪʴ ʧʨʝʧʷʪʩʪʚʠʷ 

ʚʦ ʚʨʝʤʷ ʙʝʛʘ ʠʣʠ ʠʟʙʝʛʘʪʴ ʘʚʘʨʠʠ ʥʘ ʦʞʠʚʣʝʥʥʦʡ ʪʨʘʩʩʝ. ʏʝʤ ʫʩʧʝʰʥʝʝ ʠʛʨʘʝʪ ʫʯʘʩʪʥʠʢ, ʪʝʤ 

ʙʦʣʴʰʝ ʠʛʨʦʚʳʭ ʦʯʢʦʚ ʟʘʨʘʙʘʪʳʚʘʝʪ ʠ ʪʝʤ ʙʦʣʴʰʝ ʫ ʥʝʛʦ ʰʘʥʩʦʚ ʚʳʠʛʨʘʪʴ ʮʝʥʥʳʝ ʧʨʠʟʳ 

ʦʪ ʚʘʰʝʡ ʢʦʤʧʘʥʠʠ. 

ɺ ʤʝʭʘʥʠʢʫ ʠʛʨʳ ʠʥʪʝʛʨʠʨʦʚʘʥ ʚʘʰ ʧʨʦʜʫʢʪ. ʅʘʧʨʠʤʝʨ, ʯʪʦʙʳ ʩʳʛʨʘʪʴ ʝʱʝ ʨʘʟ ʧʦʩʣʝ ʧʨʦʠʛʨʳʰʘ, 

ʫʯʘʩʪʥʠʢʫ ʥʫʞʥʦ ʚʳʧʦʣʥʠʪʴ ʮʝʣʝʚʦʝ ʜʝʡʩʪʚʠʝ ð ʧʦʩʤʦʪʨʝʪʴ ʚʠʜʝʦ ʦ ʚʘʰʝʤ ʧʨʦʜʫʢʪʝ, 

ʟʘʨʝʛʠʩʪʨʠʨʦʚʘʪʴʩʷ ʥʘ ʩʘʡʪʝ ʢʦʤʧʘʥʠʠ ʠʣʠ ʦʩʪʘʚʠʪʴ ʩʚʦʠ ʢʦʥʪʘʢʪʥʳʝ ʜʘʥʥʳʝ. 

ʇʦʢʫʧʢʘ ʚʘʰʠʭ ʧʨʦʜʫʢʪʦʚ ʜʘʝʪ ʠʛʨʦʢʫ ʧʨʝʠʤʫʱʝʩʪʚʦ ʥʘʜ ʜʨʫʛʠʤʠ ð ʜʦʧʦʣʥʠʪʝʣʴʥʳʝ ʞʠʟʥʠ, 

ʫʩʢʦʨʝʥʠʷ, ʫʩʠʣʝʥʠʷ, ʯʪʦ ʧʦʚʳʰʘʝʪ ʝʛʦ ʰʘʥʩʳ ʟʘʥʷʪʴ ʧʝʨʚʳʝ ʤʝʩʪʘ ʚ ʨʝʡʪʠʥʛʝ ʠ ʚʳʠʛʨʘʪʴ 

ʮʝʥʥʳʝ ʧʨʠʟʳ. 

ʀʛʨʦʚʘʷ ʧʨʦʛʨʘʤʤʘ ʣʦʷʣʴʥʦʩʪʠ 

ʂʣʠʝʥʪʳ ʧʨʠʥʠʤʘʶʪ ʫʯʘʩʪʠʝ ʚ ʤʠʥʠ-ʠʛʨʘʭ ʠ ʯʝʣʣʝʥʜʞʘʭ, ʥʘʧʨʘʚʣʝʥʥʳʭ ʥʘ ʧʨʦʜʚʠʞʝʥʠʝ ʙʨʝʥʜʘ 

ʚʘʰʝʡ ʢʦʤʧʘʥʠʠ. ɺ ʧʨʦʮʝʩʩʝ ʠʛʨʳ ʦʥʠ ʩʦʚʝʨʰʘʶʪ çʥʫʞʥʳʝ ʜʝʡʩʪʚʠʷè ð ʧʨʠʦʙʨʝʪʘʶʪ ʧʨʦʜʫʢʮʠʶ 

ʚʘʰʝʡ ʢʦʤʧʘʥʠʠ, ʧʨʠʛʣʘʰʘʶʪ ʜʨʫʟʝʡ, ʜʝʣʷʪʩʷ ʨʝʟʫʣʴʪʘʪʘʤʠ ʠʛʨʳ ʚ ʩʦʮʠʘʣʴʥʳʭ ʩʝʪʷʭ. 

ɿʘ ʚʳʧʦʣʥʝʥʠʝ çʥʫʞʥʳʭ ʜʝʡʩʪʚʠʡè ʚʘʰʠ ʢʣʠʝʥʪʳ ʟʘʨʘʙʘʪʳʚʘʶʪ ʠʛʨʦʚʫʶ ʚʘʣʶʪʫ, ʢʦʪʦʨʫʶ ʟʘʪʝʤ 

ʤʦʛʫʪ ʧʦʪʨʘʪʠʪʴ ʚ ʠʛʨʦʚʦʤ ʤʘʛʘʟʠʥʝ ʥʘ ʮʝʥʥʳʝ ʧʦʜʘʨʢʠ, ʩʢʠʜʢʠ ʠ ʙʦʥʫʩʳ ʦʪ ʢʦʤʧʘʥʠʠ. 

https://www.sostav.ru/images/news/2021/01/29/i4jbhjeo.png
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ʀʥʪʝʨʘʢʪʠʚʥʳʡ ʬʠʣʴʤ 

ʂʦʨʦʪʢʦʤʝʪʨʘʞʢʘ, ʩʶʞʝʪ ʢʦʪʦʨʦʡ ʤʝʥʷʝʪʩʷ ʚ ʟʘʚʠʩʠʤʦʩʪʠ ʦʪ ʨʝʰʝʥʠʡ ʠʛʨʦʢʘ. ʇʨʠ ʧʨʦʩʤʦʪʨʝ 

ʬʠʣʴʤʘ ʫʯʘʩʪʥʠʢ ʩʪʘʣʢʠʚʘʝʪʩʷ ʩ ʥʝʦʙʭʦʜʠʤʦʩʪʴʶ ʜʝʣʘʪʴ ʚʳʙʦʨ, ʢʦʪʦʨʳʡ ʥʘʧʨʷʤʫʶ ʚʣʠʷʝʪ ʥʘ ʪʦ, 

ʯʪʦ ʧʨʦʠʟʦʡʜʝʪ ʜʘʣʴʰʝ ʠ ʯʝʤ ʟʘʢʦʥʯʠʪʩʷ ʠʩʪʦʨʠʷ. 

ɺ ʩʶʞʝʪ ʬʠʣʴʤʘ ʥʘʪʠʚʥʦ ʠʥʪʝʛʨʠʨʦʚʘʥ ʚʘʰ ʧʨʦʜʫʢʪ. ʀʛʨʦʢ ʤʦʞʝʪ ʚʦʩʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʴʩʷ ʠʤ ʜʣʷ 

ʨʝʰʝʥʠʷ ʧʨʦʙʣʝʤʳ, ʚʦʟʥʠʢʘʶʱʝʡ ʧʦ ʩʶʞʝʪʫ. ɻʨʘʤʦʪʥʦʝ ʠʩʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʥʠʝ ʚʘʰʝʛʦ ʧʨʦʜʫʢʪʘ 

ʫʯʘʩʪʥʠʢʦʤ ʚʦʟʥʘʛʨʘʞʜʘʝʪʩʷ ð ʩʶʞʝʪ ʨʘʟʚʠʚʘʝʪʩʷ ʚ ʧʦʣʦʞʠʪʝʣʴʥʦʤ ʢʣʶʯʝ. 

ɼʚʘ ʢʝʡʩʘ 

ʄ  rʨʘʩʩʤʦʪʨʝʣʠ ʦʩʥʦʚʥʳʝ ʩʧʦʩʦʙʳ ʨʝʰʝʥʠʷ ʤʘʨʢʝʪʠʥʛʦʚʳʭ ʟʘʜʘʯ ʧʨʠ ʧʦʤʦʱʠ ʛʝʡʤʠʬʠʢʘʮʠʠ. 

ʇʨʠʚʝʜʝʥʥʳʝ ʤʝʪʦʜʳ ʤʦʛʫʪ ʧʨʠʛʦʜʠʪʴʩʷ ʢʘʢ ʢʨʫʧʥʦʤʫ, ʪʘʢ ʠ ʩʨʝʜʥʝʤʫ ʙʠʟʥʝʩʫ. ɿʘ ʛʦʜʳ ʨʘʙʦʪʳ 

ʥʘʰʘ ʢʦʤʧʘʥʠʷ ʜʝʣʘʣʘ ʠʛʨʳ ʠ ʜʣʷ ʤʘʣʳʭ ʩʪʘʨʪʘʧʦʚ, ʠ ʜʣʷ ʙʦʣʴʰʠʭ ʟʘʢʘʟʯʠʢʦʚ, ʪʘʢʠʭ ʢʘʢ 

ʧʣʘʪʝʞʥʘʷ ʩʠʩʪʝʤʘ çʄʠʨè ʠʣʠ ʞʝ ʉʙʝʨʙʘʥʢ. 

ɼʣʷ ʉʙʝʨʙʘʥʢʘ ʤʳ ʨʘʟʨʘʙʦʪʘʣʠ ʧʨʠʣʦʞʝʥʠʝ çɺʢʣʘʜè ð ʧʨʦʩʪʫʶ ʩʠʤʫʣʷʮʠʶ ʬʦʥʜʦʚʦʛʦ ʨʳʥʢʘ. 

ʋʯʘʩʪʥʠʢʠ ʤʦʛʣʠ ʚʢʣʘʜʳʚʘʪʴ ʠʛʨʦʚʫʶ ʚʘʣʶʪʫ ʚ ʪʝ ʠʣʠ ʠʥʳʝ ʬʠʥʘʥʩʦʚʳʝ ʠʥʩʪʨʫʤʝʥʪʳ. ɺ ʢʦʥʮʝ 

ʠʛʨʳ ʢʘʞʜʳʡ ʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʝʣʴ ʧʦʧʘʜʘʣ ʚ ʦʙʱʫʶ ʪʘʙʣʠʮʫ ʨʝʡʪʠʥʛʘ ʠ ʤʦʛ ʩʨʘʚʥʠʪʴ ʩʚʦʡ ʨʝʟʫʣʴʪʘʪ 

ʩ ʜʨʫʛʠʤʠ ʠʛʨʦʢʘʤʠ. ʕʪʦ ʧʦʟʚʦʣʠʣʦ ʫʚʝʣʠʯʠʪʴ ʣʦʷʣʴʥʦʩʪʴ ʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʝʣʝʡ ʢ ʙʨʝʥʜʫ ʉʙʝʨʙʘʥʢʘ 

ʠ ʧʨʦʜʝʤʦʥʩʪʨʠʨʦʚʘʪʴ ʥʘ ʧʨʘʢʪʠʢʝ ʨʘʙʦʪʫ ʬʠʥʘʥʩʦʚʳʭ ʠʥʩʪʨʫʤʝʥʪʦʚ. 

 

ʉʢʨʠʥʰʦʪʳ ʠʛʨʳ ʜʣʷ ʉʙʝʨʙʘʥʢʘ 

https://www.sostav.ru/images/news/2021/01/29/hljhtv1o.png
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ɼʣʷ çʄʠʨʘè ʤʳ ʧʨʝʜʩʪʘʚʠʣʠ ʚʝʙ-ʠʛʨʫ ʚ ʬʦʨʤʘʪʝ çʩʪʦʨʠʟè. ʊʘʢ ʢʘʢ ʛʣʘʚʥʦʡ ʟʘʜʘʯʝʡ ʟʘʢʘʟʯʠʢʘ 

ʙʳʣʘ ʧʦʧʫʣʷʨʠʟʘʮʠʷ ʧʨʦʜʫʢʪʦʚ ʩʨʝʜʠ ʤʦʣʦʜʦʛʦ ʥʘʩʝʣʝʥʠʷ, ʪʦ ʟʘ ʦʩʥʦʚʫ ʩʝʪʪʠʥʛʘ ʙʳʣʘ ʚʟʷʪʘ 

ʠʩʪʦʨʠʷ ʥʘʯʠʥʘʶʱʝʛʦ ʚʠʜʝʦʙʣʦʛʛʝʨʘ. 

ɺ ʭʦʜʝ ʠʛʨʳ ʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʝʣʴ ʩʪʘʣʢʠʚʘʣʩʷ ʩ ʤʥʦʞʝʩʪʚʦʤ ʬʠʥʘʥʩʦʚʳʭ ʪʨʫʜʥʦʩʪʝʡ, ʢʦʪʦʨʳʝ ʨʝʰʘʣʠʩʴ 

ʩ ʧʦʤʦʱʴʶ ʧʨʦʜʫʢʪʦʚ çʄʠʨʘè. ɺ ʨʝʟʫʣʴʪʘʪʝ ʠʛʨʘ ʩʤʦʛʣʘ ʧʦʚʳʩʠʪʴ ʬʠʥʘʥʩʦʚʫʶ ʛʨʘʤʦʪʥʦʩʪʴ 

ʤʣʘʜʰʝʛʦ ʧʦʢʦʣʝʥʠʷ ʠ ʫʚʝʣʠʯʠʪʴ ʣʦʷʣʴʥʦʩʪʴ ʢ ʙʨʝʥʜʫ. 

ʉʪʦʠʪ ʧʦʥʠʤʘʪʴ, ʯʪʦ ʛʝʡʤʠʬʠʢʘʮʠʷ ð ʵʪʦ ʥʝ ʧʨʦ ʧʨʠʣʦʞʝʥʠʷ ʩ ʠʛʨʘʤʠ. ʕʪʦ ʧʨʦ ʵʬʬʝʢʪʠʚʥʳʡ 

ʢʘʥʘʣ ʤʘʨʢʝʪʠʥʛʘ ʠ ʜʨʫʞʝʩʢʠʡ ʨʘʟʛʦʚʦʨ ʩ ʢʣʠʝʥʪʦʤ. ʕʪʦ ʥʝ ʚʩʝʛʜʘ ʜʦʨʦʛʦ, ʥʦ ʚʩʝʛʜʘ ʵʬʬʝʢʪʠʚʥʦ. 

ɻʣʘʚʥʦʝ ð ʧʨʘʚʠʣʴʥʦ ʦʧʨʝʜʝʣʠʪʴʩʷ ʩ ʟʘʜʘʯʝʡ ʠ ʧʦʜʭʦʜʷʱʠʤ ʧʦʜ ʥʝʝ ʠʛʨʦʚʳʤ ʨʝʰʝʥʠʝʤ. 

A future for virtual? Adapting to a fatigued event audience in 2021 

In a remote world, brands must find unique ways to break barriers and maximize audience engagement 

and participation to stay ahead this year. 

https://www.marketingdive.com/news/a-future-for-virtual-adapting-to-a-fatigued-event-audience-in-

2021/593756/  

The interaction between design, content and audience engagement is rapidly evolving following a year 

where remote experiences dominated how brands, businesses and people connected. The screen 

became both our window to the world and our stage for workplace video calls, Zoom social events, online-

only live concerts and virtual summits. 

The novelty of virtual experiences quickly wore off as screen fatigue, coupled with stay-at-home orders 

and a crippling virus, challenged us to remain engaged. As the tension between health and our reliance 

on digital continues to grow, there needs to be a renewed balance between immersion and meaningful 

engagement. 

Interactive experiences are essential 

The desire for more interactions across digital platforms has led to emerging technologies from major 

brands. For example, Facebook launched Watch Together last year to let users view videos remotely in 

Messenger with friends. The consumer craving to make digital content more interactive with peers led to 

a plethora of joint video consumption app features with streaming platforms 

like Disney+, Netflix , Hulu , Amazon and Twitch  introducing their own offerings in 2020. 

https://www.theverge.com/2020/9/14/21433086/facebook-messenger-watch-together-video-messaging
https://www.theverge.com/2020/9/11/21432411/disney-plus-watch-party-feature-test-canada-scener-netflix-amazon-prime-video
https://www.theverge.com/2020/7/14/21324364/watch-with-friends-remote-netflix-watch-parties-apple-tv-roku-caavo
https://www.theverge.com/2020/5/28/21273246/hulu-watch-party-feature-how-to-use-test
https://www.theverge.com/2020/6/29/21307519/amazon-watch-party-prime-video-virtual-parties-streaming-netflix-disney-hbo-scener-twitch
https://www.theverge.com/2020/9/2/21418599/twitch-watch-party-rollout-global-amazon-prime-video-streaming
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This trend is making the jump from entertainment to business. Mmhmm , a virtual presentation product 

created to make virtual meetings more fun, recently raised $31 million before launch. Whether for work or 

play, there is growing consumer demand for immersive digital experiences, which are integral to successful 

events. 

Despite our continued reliance on virtual experiences, brands and businesses have a major opportunity to 

keep audiences engaged by blending live performances, built-in social environments and audience 

participation across platforms. 

There is no simple solution to audience engagement, but there is plenty of room for innovation. Many will 

benefit from an evolving strategy to recreate interest seen only at live events. 

Personalization is king 

Similar to in-person participation, virtual event attendees should not be offered a one-size-fits-all strategy. 

We must remember the world collectively experienced displacement last year, leaving us feeling 

disconnected from familiar comforts both big and small. As such, finding new ways to translate and re-

create offline emotions and comforts in online environments is key to hyper-personalizing time spent in 

front of a screen. 

There were some excellent leaders in this space early on. Salesforce knew it had to shift to virtual to 

embrace connectivity ahead of its annual World Tour event  in early March 2020. The company gave 

participants a choice for their level of engagement with interactive elements during the experience and 

video recordings available afterward. Their diversity of choice allowed audience members to choose what 

content was most relevant to them, making this a standout global summit  with 80,000 livestream viewers 

and 1.2 million video views across social channels. 

Looking ahead, diversity of choice and personalization will continue to distinguish lackluster gatherings 

from inventive, engaging and standout virtual connections that maximize impact. 

 

Omnicom ʟʘʧʫʩʪʠʣ ʧʣʘʪʬʦʨʤʫ ʜʣʷ ʠʟʤʝʨʝʥʠʷ ʵʬʬʝʢʪʠʚʥʦʩʪʠ PR 

omniearnedID ʧʦʤʦʞʝʪ ʨʘʙʦʪʘʪʴ ʩ ʘʫʜʠʪʦʨʠʝʡ ʠ ʠʥʬʣʶʝʥʩʝʨʘʤʠ, ʘ ʪʘʢʞʝ ʫʧʨʘʚʣʷʪʴ ʨʝʧʫʪʘʮʠʝʡ 

ʙʨʝʥʜʘ 

https://adindex.ru/news/marketing/2021/01/25/290091.phtml 

https://www.mmhmm.app/product
https://www.accenture.com/us-en/insights/interactive/fjord-trends-collective-displacement
https://www.salesforce.com/au/events/worldtour/syd20/overview/
https://www.socialtables.com/blog/event-technology/virtual-event-examples/
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Omnicom Public Relations Group, ʢʫʜʘ ʚʭʦʜʷʪ ʘʛʝʥʪʩʪʚʘ Fleishman Hillard, Ketchum, Porter Novelli ʠ 

Marina Maher Communications, ʟʘʧʫʩʪʠʣʘ ʧʣʘʪʬʦʨʤʫ omniearnedID. ʆʥʘ ʧʦʟʚʦʣʠʪ ʦʮʝʥʠʪʴ 

ʦʪʜʘʯʫ ʦʪ ʦʨʛʘʥʠʯʝʩʢʦʛʦ ʧʨʦʜʚʠʞʝʥʠʷ ʚ ʉʄʀ. 

ʉ ʧʦʤʦʱʴʶ ʥʦʚʦʛʦ ʩʝʨʚʠʩʘ ʢʣʠʝʥʪʳ ʩʤʦʛʫʪ ʦʮʝʥʠʪʴ ʵʬʬʝʢʪʠʚʥʦʩʪʴ ʥʝʦʧʣʘʯʠʚʘʝʤʦʡ ʯʘʩʪʠ 

ʢʘʤʧʘʥʠʠ (earned media) ʪʘʢ ʞʝ, ʢʘʢ ʚʣʠʷʥʠʝ ʦʧʣʘʯʠʚʘʝʤʳʭ ʢʦʤʤʫʥʠʢʘʮʠʡ (paid media). 

ɺʦʟʤʦʞʥʦʩʪʴ ʦʪʩʣʝʞʠʚʘʪʴ ʩʚʷʟʴ ʤʝʞʜʫ earned media ʠ ʧʨʦʜʘʞʘʤʠ ʤʝʥʷʝʪ ʧʨʘʚʠʣʘ ʠʛʨʳ ʢʘʢ ʜʣʷ 

PR, ʪʘʢ ʠ ʜʣʷ ʤʘʨʢʝʪʠʥʛʦʚʦʡ ʩʪʨʘʪʝʛʠʠ ʚ ʮʝʣʦʤ, ʫʚʝʨʝʥʳ ʚ OPRG. ɺ ʦʩʥʦʚʝ ʧʣʘʪʬʦʨʤʳ ð ʜʘʥʥʳʝ 

ʦ ʚʟʘʠʤʦʜʝʡʩʪʚʠʠ ʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʝʣʝʡ ʩ ʢʦʥʪʝʥʪʦʤ, ʛʜʝ ʧʨʠʩʫʪʩʪʚʫʝʪ ʙʨʝʥʜ. ʀʥʬʦʨʤʘʮʠʷ ʧʦʩʪʫʧʘʝʪ ʠʟ 

ʜʝʩʷʪʢʦʚ ʠʩʪʦʯʥʠʢʦʚ, ʦʥʘ ʜʝʧʝʨʩʦʥʘʣʠʟʠʨʦʚʘʥʘ ʠ ʚʳʨʘʞʝʥʘ ʚ ʢʦʥʢʨʝʪʥʳʭ ʧʦʢʘʟʘʪʝʣʷʭ, ʪʘʢʠʭ ʢʘʢ 

ʧʨʦʜʘʞʠ ʠ ʨʝʧʫʪʘʮʠʷ ʙʨʝʥʜʘ. ʀʥʩʘʡʪʳ ʧʦʤʦʛʫʪ ʢʣʠʝʥʪʫ ʧʨʦʘʥʘʣʠʟʠʨʦʚʘʪʴ ʢʦʤʤʫʥʠʢʘʮʠʦʥʥʫʶ 

ʩʪʨʘʪʝʛʠʶ, ʚʳʙʨʘʪʴ ʧʦʜʭʦʜʷʱʠʡ ʪʠʧ ʢʦʥʪʝʥʪʘ ʠʣʠ ʤʝʜʠʘ. 

ʇʦʣʫʯʝʥʥʳʝ ʩʚʝʜʝʥʠʷ ʤʦʞʥʦ ʧʨʠʤʝʥʠʪʴ ʢ ʣʶʙʦʡ ʦʪʨʘʩʣʠ, ʟʘʷʚʣʷʶʪ ʚ Omnicom, ʙʫʜʴ ʪʦ 

ʧʦʪʨʝʙʠʪʝʣʴʩʢʠʝ ʪʦʚʘʨʳ, ʪʝʭʥʦʣʦʛʠʠ ʠʣʠ ʟʜʨʘʚʦʦʭʨʘʥʝʥʠʝ. ʈʘʚʥʳʤ ʦʙʨʘʟʦʤ ʠʭ ʤʦʞʥʦ 

ʠʩʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʴ ʚ ʨʘʟʣʠʯʥʳʭ ʢʦʤʤʫʥʠʢʘʮʠʦʥʥʳʭ ʥʘʧʨʘʚʣʝʥʠʷʭ ð ʫʧʨʘʚʣʝʥʠʠ ʨʝʧʫʪʘʮʠʝʡ, ʢʨʠʟʠʩʥʦʤ 

PR, ʨʘʙʦʪʝ ʩ ʠʥʬʣʶʝʥʩʝʨʘʤʠ. 

ɿʘʜʘʯʘ omniearnedID ð ʧʦʜʪʚʝʨʜʠʪʴ ʵʬʬʝʢʪʠʚʥʦʩʪʴ PR-ʫʩʠʣʠʡ, ʧʨʦʘʥʘʣʠʟʠʨʦʚʘʪʴ ʚʣʠʷʥʠʝ 

ʠʥʬʣʶʝʥʩʝʨʦʚ ʥʘ ʙʠʟʥʝʩ-ʧʦʢʘʟʘʪʝʣʠ, ʦʮʝʥʠʪʴ ʧʦʩʣʝʜʩʪʚʠʷ ʥʝʛʘʪʠʚʥʳʭ ʧʫʙʣʠʢʘʮʠʡ, ʧʦʥʷʪʴ 

ʩʫʱʝʩʪʚʫʶʱʠʝ ʢʫʣʴʪʫʨʥʳʝ ʪʨʝʥʜʳ ʠ ʧʨʝʜʩʢʘʟʘʪʴ ʥʦʚʳʝ. 

 

Facebook ʧʝʨʝʩʪʘʥʝʪ ʧʨʦʜʚʠʛʘʪʴ ʧʦʣʠʪʠʯʝʩʢʫʶ ʨʝʢʣʘʤʫ 

https://www.sostav.ru/publication/facebook-perestanet-prodvigat-politicheskuyu-reklamu-47091.html 

ʇʦ ʟʘʤʳʩʣʫ ʩʦʟʜʘʪʝʣʷ, ʩʦʮʩʝʪʴ ʜʦʣʞʥʘ ʩʙʣʠʞʘʪʴ ʣʶʜʝʡ 

Facebook ʧʝʨʝʩʪʘʥʝʪ ʧʨʦʜʚʠʛʘʪʴ ʧʦʩʪʳ ʩ ʧʦʣʠʪʠʯʝʩʢʠʤ ʩʦʜʝʨʞʘʥʠʝʤ, ʘ ʪʘʢʞʝ ʧʣʘʥʠʨʫʝʪ 

ʩʦʢʨʘʪʠʪʴ ʢʦʣʠʯʝʩʪʚʦ ʪʘʢʦʛʦ ʢʦʥʪʝʥʪʘ ʚ ʣʝʥʪʘʭ ʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʝʣʝʡ ʧʦ ʚʩʝʤʫ ʤʠʨʫ, ʩʦʦʙʱʘʝʪ The 

Guardian. 

ʆʩʥʦʚʘʪʝʣʴ ʠ ʛʣʘʚʘ ʢʦʤʧʘʥʠʠ ʄʘʨʢ ʎʫʢʝʨʙʝʨʛ ʩʯʠʪʘʝʪ, ʯʪʦ ʩʦʮʩʝʪʴ ʜʦʣʞʥʘ ʩʧʦʩʦʙʩʪʚʦʚʘʪʴ 

ʩʙʣʠʞʝʥʠʶ ʠ ʩʧʣʦʯʝʥʠʶ ʣʶʜʝʡ, ʘ ʥʝ ʥʘʦʙʦʨʦʪ. ɺ ʩʢʦʨʦʤ ʚʨʝʤʝʥʠ ʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʝʣʠ ʙʫʜʫʪ ʨʝʞʝ 

ʚʠʜʝʪʴ ʨʝʢʦʤʝʥʜʘʮʠʠ ʦ ʚʩʪʫʧʣʝʥʠʠ ʚ ʛʨʫʧʧʳ ʧʦ ʧʦʣʠʪʠʯʝʩʢʠʤ ʠʥʪʝʨʝʩʘʤ. 

https://www.omnicomprgroup.com/omnicom-public-relations-group-introduces-industrys-first-analytics-platform-to-validate-impact-of-earned-media-on-brand-sales/
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2021/jan/27/facebook-earnings-stocks-revenue-fourth-quarter
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ʇʨʝʜʧʦʩʳʣʢʦʡ ʜʣʷ ʪʘʢʦʛʦ ʨʝʰʝʥʠʷ ʩʪʘʣʘ ʩʠʪʫʘʮʠʷ ʚʦʢʨʫʛ ʚʳʙʦʨʦʚ ʚ ʉʐɸ. Facebook ʠ Google 

ʚʨʝʤʝʥʥʦ ʚʚʦʜʠʣʠ ʟʘʧʨʝʪ ʥʘ ʧʦʣʠʪʠʯʝʩʢʫʶ ʨʝʢʣʘʤʫ ʥʘ ʩʚʦʠʭ ʧʣʦʱʘʜʢʘʭ. ʆʪʤʝʯʘʣʦʩʴ, ʯʪʦ ʵʪʦ 

çʩʜʝʣʘʥʦ ʚ ʢʘʯʝʩʪʚʝ ʤʝʨʳ ʧʨʝʜʦʩʪʦʨʦʞʥʦʩʪʠè, ʯʪʦʙʳ ʥʝ ʧʦʜʦʛʨʝʚʘʪʴ ʧʦʯʚʫ ʜʣʷ çʚʦʟʤʦʞʥʳʭ 

ʙʝʩʧʦʨʷʜʢʦʚè. 

ʈʘʥʝʝ Facebook ʘʥʦʥʩʠʨʦʚʘʣ ʚʦʟʤʦʞʥʦʩʪʴ ʜʦʙʨʦʚʦʣʴʥʦʛʦ ʦʪʢʘʟʘ ʦʪ ʧʨʦʩʤʦʪʨʘ ʧʦʣʠʪʠʯʝʩʢʦʡ 

ʨʝʢʣʘʤʳ. ʇʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʝʣʷʤ Facebook ʠ Instagram ʚ ʉʐɸ ʪʘʢʘʷ ʬʫʥʢʮʠʷ ʙʳʣʘ ʧʨʝʜʣʦʞʝʥʘ ʚ ʠʶʥʝ  

ʧʨʦʰʣʦʛʦ ʛʦʜʘ. 

Unbound media: 6 lessons for a post-agency world 

As digital media increasingly present effective alternatives to traditional buys, they also increase the value 

of and control over data, pushing more marketers to take operations in house. 

 https://www.marketingdive.com/news/unbound-media-6-lessons-for-a-post-agency-world/593327/ 

The following is a guest post from global consultancy Kearney's Jim Singer, partner; Brooks Levering, 

partner; Luis de Lencquesaing, principal, and Piyush Gupta, senior manager. Opinions are the authors' 

own. 

Once upon a time, media agencies reigned over celebrity-studded "shrimp and champagne" events. But 

by 2018, 78% of the members of the Association of National Advertisers had some form of internal agency. 

As digital media increasingly present more effective alternatives to long-term, linear television buys, they 

also increase the value of data ð and control over that data. Combined with the potential for cost savings, 

these developments have convinced major advertisers such as Procter & Gamble, AB InBev and Clorox 

to move toward building in-house agencies. 

Perhaps the COVID-19 pandemic will give media agencies time to reposition their value propositions and 

regain relevance. Meanwhile, advertisers would be wise to prepare for a new post-agency world. If you 

are an advertiser considering moving to in-house media buying, what should you be thinking about? What 

lessons can you learn from others' experiences with internal agencies? At Kearney, we've identified six 

key takeaways. 

1. Digital first 

https://www.sostav.ru/publication/facebook-i-google-prodlili-zapret-na-politicheskuyu-reklamu-46065.html
https://www.sostav.ru/publication/facebook-pozvolit-polzovatelyam-v-ssha-otkazatsya-ot-politicheskoj-reklamy-43882.html
https://www.kearney.com/
https://www.ana.net/content/show/id/50728
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Digital advertising has arrived. For example, one consumer packaged goods (CPG) company we worked 

with spent 43% of its 2016 advertising dollars on digital. In 2020, that number reached 85%, a compound 

annual growth rate (CAGR) of more than 20%. 

One traditional strength of agencies was that large volumes gave them leverage. But digital formats are 

mostly biddable, which reduces that advantage. 

Furthermore, many CPGs are shifting their sales channels. They're using more direct-to-consumer (DTC), 

e-retail, pure play and other e-commerce media. For example, we worked with a CPG company that's 

expecting more than 40% growth in online sales by 2021. That includes 43% CAGR in DTC and 29% 

CAGR in e-retail and pure play. 

Investments in these new channels can shrink the funds available for traditional advertising. Furthermore, 

these new channels offer opportunities to refine and integrate digital media advertising ð assuming you 

have sufficient control. 

2. DisinterMEDIAtion 

Digital media buying is complex and opaque. It's filled with middlemen, including automated buying 

programs for marketers called demand-side platforms (DSP), supply-side platforms (SSP, which do the 

same for publishers), bid-shading apps that ensure you don't pay overpay in an auction, ad serving brand 

safety apps that protect your reputation by keeping your ads away from inappropriate content, and 

audience data providers. 

Together, these non-working media costs can represent 40% to 70% of digital investments. In this context, 

an agency presents two problems. First, it's another middleman, taking another cut. Second, it adds a 

layer of opacity. For efficiency's sake, you want transparency on all these non-working costs. In-housing 

brings you straight to the source for media inventory. 

 

ɸʚʩʪʨʘʣʠʷ ʥʘʤʝʨʝʥʘ ʦʛʨʘʥʠʯʠʪʴ ʜʦʤʠʥʠʨʦʚʘʥʠʝ Google ʥʘ ʨʝʢʣʘʤʥʦʤ ʨʳʥʢʝ 

https://www.sostav.ru/publication/google-v-avstralii-47075.html 

ɸʚʩʪʨʘʣʠʡʩʢʘʷ ʛʦʩʫʜʘʨʩʪʚʝʥʥʘʷ ʢʦʤʠʩʩʠʷ ʧʦ ʟʘʱʠʪʝ ʢʦʥʢʫʨʝʥʮʠʠ ʠ ʧʨʘʚ ʧʦʪʨʝʙʠʪʝʣʝʡ (ACCC) 

ʧʨʠʟʚʘʣʘ ʧʨʘʚʠʪʝʣʴʩʪʚʦ ʩʪʨʘʥʳ ʧʨʠʥʷʪʴ ʤʝʨʳ ʧʨʦʪʠʚ ʜʦʤʠʥʠʨʦʚʘʥʠʷ ʘʤʝʨʠʢʘʥʩʢʦʡ Google 

ʥʘ ʨʳʥʢʝ ʮʠʬʨʦʚʦʡ ʨʝʢʣʘʤʳ, ʧʠʰʝʪ ʊɸʉʉ ʩʦ ʩʩʳʣʢʦʡ ʥʘ ʦʪʯʝʪ ʨʝʛʫʣʷʪʦʨʘ. 

https://tass.ru/ekonomika/10565535
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çGoogle ʩʝʛʦʜʥʷ ʷʚʣʷʝʪʩʷ ʢʨʫʧʥʝʡʰʠʤ ʧʦʩʪʘʚʱʠʢʦʤ ʚʩʝʭ ʢʣʶʯʝʚʳʭ ʨʝʢʣʘʤʥʳʭ ʫʩʣʫʛ 

ʠ ʝʜʠʥʩʪʚʝʥʥʳʤ ʧʦʩʪʘʚʱʠʢʦʤ ʨʝʢʣʘʤʥʳʭ ʪʝʭʥʦʣʦʛʠʡ. ʇʦ ʦʮʝʥʢʘʤ ACCC, ʜʦʣʷ Google ʥʘ ʨʳʥʢʝ 

ʮʠʬʨʦʚʦʡ ʨʝʢʣʘʤʳ ʚ ɸʚʩʪʨʘʣʠʠ ʢʦʣʝʙʣʝʪʩʷ ʦʪ 50% ʜʦ 100% ʚ ʟʘʚʠʩʠʤʦʩʪʠ ʦʪ ʚʠʜʘ ʫʩʣʫʛ. 

ʇʨʦʙʣʝʤʘ ʦʪʩʫʪʩʪʚʠʷ ʢʦʥʢʫʨʝʥʮʠʠ ʥʘ ʨʳʥʢʝ ʮʠʬʨʦʚʦʡ ʨʝʢʣʘʤʳ ʪʨʝʙʫʝʪ ʨʝʰʝʥʠʷè, ð ʛʦʚʦʨʠʪʩʷ 

ʚ ʜʦʢʫʤʝʥʪʝ. 

ʇʨʝʜʩʝʜʘʪʝʣʴ ACCC ʈʦʜ ʉʠʤʩ ʧʦʜʯʝʨʢʥʫʣ, ʯʪʦ ʚ ʵʪʦʡ ʦʪʨʘʩʣʠ çʦʪʩʫʪʩʪʚʫʶʪ ʢʦʥʢʫʨʝʥʮʠʷ, ʚʳʙʦʨ 

ʠ ʧʨʦʟʨʘʯʥʦʩʪʴè. ʇʦ ʤʥʝʥʠʶ ʢʦʤʠʩʩʠʠ, ʪʝʭʥʦʣʦʛʠʯʝʩʢʠʡ ʛʠʛʘʥʪ ʟʣʦʫʧʦʪʨʝʙʣʷʝʪ ʩʚʦʠʤ ʧʦʣʦʞʝʥʠʝʤ, 

ʟʘʯʘʩʪʫʶ ʜʝʡʩʪʚʫʷ ʢʘʢ ʤʦʥʦʧʦʣʠʩʪ: ʪʘʢ, ʨʝʢʣʘʤʥʳʝ ʚʦʟʤʦʞʥʦʩʪʠ YouTube ʧʨʦʜʘʶʪʩʷ ʪʦʣʴʢʦ ʯʝʨʝʟ 

Google, ʯʪʦ ʚʳʥʫʞʜʘʝʪ ʨʝʢʣʘʤʦʜʘʪʝʣʝʡ ʠʩʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʴ ʪʝʭʥʦʣʦʛʠʠ ʢʦʤʧʘʥʠʠ. 

ʂʦʤʠʩʩʠʷ ʧʦʜʛʦʪʦʚʠʣʘ ʨʝʢʦʤʝʥʜʘʮʠʠ ʜʣʷ ʨʝʰʝʥʠʷ ʵʪʠʭ ʧʨʦʙʣʝʤ, ʢʦʪʦʨʳʝ ʣʷʛʫʪ ʚ ʦʩʥʦʚʫ 

ʧʨʘʚʠʪʝʣʴʩʪʚʝʥʥʳʭ ʤʝʨ ʧʦ ʨʝʛʫʣʠʨʦʚʘʥʠʶ ʨʳʥʢʘ ʮʠʬʨʦʚʦʡ ʨʝʢʣʘʤʳ. ɺ ʯʘʩʪʥʦʩʪʠ, ʦʥʠ ʚʢʣʶʯʘʶʪ 

ʪʨʝʙʦʚʘʥʠʝ ʦ ʧʨʦʚʝʜʝʥʠʠ ʥʝʟʘʚʠʩʠʤʳʭ ʧʨʦʚʝʨʦʢ ʪʨʘʥʟʘʢʮʠʡ ʠ ʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʝʣʝʡ ʧʣʘʪʬʦʨʤ, 

ʥʘʟʥʘʯʝʥʠʝ ʦʪʨʘʩʣʝʚʦʛʦ ʦʤʙʫʜʩʤʝʥʘ ʜʣʷ ʨʘʟʨʝʰʝʥʠʷ ʞʘʣʦʙ ʠ ʩʧʦʨʦʚ. ʆʢʦʥʯʘʪʝʣʴʥʳʡ ʦʪʯʝʪ ɸʉʉʉ 

ʧʨʝʜʩʪʘʚʠʪ ʧʨʘʚʠʪʝʣʴʩʪʚʫ ɸʚʩʪʨʘʣʠʠ 31 ʘʚʛʫʩʪʘ 2021 ʛʦʜʘ. 

ɺʝʩʥʦʡ 2020 ʛʦʜʘ ʧʨʘʚʠʪʝʣʴʩʪʚʦ ɸʚʩʪʨʘʣʠʠ ʨʘʟʨʘʙʦʪʘʣʦ ʢʦʜʝʢʩ ʧʦʚʝʜʝʥʠʷ ʜʣʷ ʫʯʘʩʪʥʠʢʦʚ 

ʤʝʜʠʘʨʳʥʢʘ, ʢʦʪʦʨʳʡ ʦʙʷʟʳʚʘʝʪ ʢʦʤʧʘʥʠʠ, ʚ ʪʦʤ ʯʠʩʣʝ Google ʠ Facebook, ʦʪʯʠʩʣʷʪʴ ʧʨʦʮʝʥʪ 

ʦʪ ʧʨʠʙʳʣʠ ʚ ʧʦʣʴʟʫ ʠʥʬʦʨʤʘʮʠʦʥʥʳʭ ʘʛʝʥʪʩʪʚ, ʝʩʣʠ ʦʥʠ ʧʦʣʴʟʫʶʪʩʷ ʠʭ ʢʦʥʪʝʥʪʦʤ. ʂʦʨʧʦʨʘʮʠʠ 

ʥʝ ʩʦʛʣʘʩʠʣʠʩʴ ʩ ʢʦʜʝʢʩʦʤ. Google ʨʘʥʝʝ ʧʨʠʛʨʦʟʠʣʘ ʦʪʢʣʶʯʠʪʴ ʩʚʦʶ ʧʦʠʩʢʦʚʫʶ ʩʠʩʪʝʤʫ 

ʚ ɸʚʩʪʨʘʣʠʠ. ɺ Facebook ʟʘʷʚʠʣʠ, ʯʪʦ ʪʘʢʞʝ ʦʪʢʣʶʯʘʪ ʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʝʣʷʤ ʜʦʩʪʫʧ ʢ ʤʝʩʪʥʳʤ ʥʦʚʦʩʪʷʤ, 

ʝʩʣʠ ʜʦʢʫʤʝʥʪ ʚʩʪʫʧʠʪ ʚ ʩʠʣʫ. 

ɿɸʑʀʊɸ ɼɸʅʅʓʍ ..ééé...ééééééééééééééééééééééé 

Google ʟʘʷʚʠʣʘ ʦʙ ʵʬʬʝʢʪʠʚʥʦʩʪʠ ʪʝʭʥʦʣʦʛʠʠ FLoC, ʢʦʪʦʨʘʷ ʜʦʣʞʥʘ 

ʟʘʤʝʥʠʪʴ cookies 

https://www.sostav.ru/publication/floc-47047.html 

Google ʧʦʜʪʚʝʨʜʠʣʘ ʵʬʬʝʢʪʠʚʥʦʩʪʴ ʪʝʭʥʦʣʦʛʠʠ Federated Learning of Cohorts (FLoC), ʢʦʪʦʨʘʷ 

ʜʦʣʞʥʘ ʟʘʤʝʥʠʪʴ ʩʪʦʨʦʥʥʠʝ ʬʘʡʣʳ cookie. ʆʥʘ ʦʙʲʝʜʠʥʷʝʪ ʣʶʜʝʡ ʚ ʙʦʣʴʰʠʝ ʛʨʫʧʧʳ ʥʘ ʦʩʥʦʚʝ 

ʠʭ ʧʦʚʝʜʝʥʠʷ ʚ ʠʥʪʝʨʥʝʪʝ. Sostav ʦʟʥʘʢʦʤʠʣʩʷ ʩ ʨʝʟʫʣʴʪʘʪʘʤʠ ʠʩʩʣʝʜʦʚʘʥʠʷ. 

ɺ ʨʝʟʫʣʴʪʘʪʝ ʪʝʩʪʦʚ ʢʦʤʧʘʥʠʷ ʚʳʷʩʥʠʣʘ, ʯʪʦ FLoC ʦʙʝʩʧʝʯʠʚʘʝʪ ʥʝ ʤʝʥʝʝ 95% ʢʦʥʚʝʨʩʠʡ 

ʧʦ ʩʨʘʚʥʝʥʠʶ ʩ ʧʦʢʘʟʦʤ ʨʝʢʣʘʤʳ ʥʘ ʦʩʥʦʚʝ cookie. ʂʦʥʢʨʝʪʥʳʡ ʨʝʟʫʣʴʪʘʪ ʟʘʚʠʩʠʪ 

https://www.sostav.ru/publication/avstraliya-sozdast-obyazatelnyj-kodeks-povedeniya-dlya-uchastnikov-mediarynka-42985.html
https://www.sostav.ru/publication/google-avstraliya-47001.html
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ʦʪ ʵʬʬʝʢʪʠʚʥʦʩʪʠ ʘʣʛʦʨʠʪʤʘ ʢʣʘʩʪʝʨʠʟʘʮʠʠ ʠ ʪʠʧʘ ʮʝʣʝʚʦʡ ʘʫʜʠʪʦʨʠʠ. ʆʪʜʝʣʴʥʳʝ ʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʝʣʠ 

ʧʨʠ ʵʪʦʤ çʨʘʩʪʚʦʨʷʶʪʩʷ ʚ ʪʦʣʧʝè, ʯʪʦ ʦʙʝʩʧʝʯʠʚʘʝʪ ʟʘʱʠʪʫ ʠʭ ʣʠʯʥʳʭ ʜʘʥʥʳʭ. 

FLoC ʠʩʧʦʣʴʟʫʝʪʩʷ ʢʘʢ ʨʘʩʰʠʨʝʥʠʝ ʜʣʷ Chrome, ʝʛʦ ʵʢʩʧʝʨʠʤʝʥʪʘʣʴʥʳʝ ʬʫʥʢʮʠʠ ʚʢʣʶʯʘʪ 

ʚ ʤʘʨʪʦʚʩʢʠʡ ʨʝʣʠʟ ʙʨʘʫʟʝʨʘ ʠ ʩʜʝʣʘʶʪ ʜʦʩʪʫʧʥʳʤʠ ʜʣʷ ʪʝʩʪʠʨʦʚʘʥʠʷ. ʊʘʢʞʝ ʚʦ ʚʪʦʨʦʤ ʢʚʘʨʪʘʣʝ 

ʧʣʘʥʠʨʫʝʪʩʷ ʧʦʜʢʣʶʯʠʪʴ ʨʝʢʣʘʤʦʜʘʪʝʣʝʡ ʢ ʪʝʩʪʠʨʦʚʘʥʠʶ ʢʦʛʦʨʪ FLoC ʚ ʩʝʨʚʠʩʝ çGoogle 

ʈʝʢʣʘʤʘè. 

ʊʝʭʥʦʣʦʛʠʷ FLoC ʨʘʟʨʘʙʘʪʳʚʘʝʪʩʷ ʚ ʨʘʤʢʘʭ ʧʨʦʛʨʘʤʤʳ Privacy Sandbox, ʢʦʪʦʨʘʷ ʚʢʣʶʯʘʝʪ 

ʨʘʟʣʠʯʥʳʝ ʧʨʦʝʢʪʳ ʜʣʷ ʧʦʵʪʘʧʥʦʛʦ ʦʪʢʘʟʘ ʦʪ ʬʘʡʣʦʚ cookie. ʊʘʢ, ʠʟʤʝʨʷʪʴ ʢʦʥʚʝʨʩʠʶ ʧʦ ʢʣʠʢʘʤ 

ʤʦʞʥʦ ʩ ʧʦʤʦʱʴʶ ʚʝʨʩʠʠ API ʜʣʷ ʦʙʨʘʙʦʪʢʠ ʜʘʥʥʳʭ ʥʘ ʫʨʦʚʥʝ ʩʦʙʳʪʠʡ, ʦʥʘ ʫʞʝ ʜʦʩʪʫʧʥʘ ʜʣʷ 

ʤʘʨʢʝʪʦʣʦʛʦʚ ʢʘʢ ʵʢʩʧʝʨʠʤʝʥʪʘʣʴʥʘʷ ʬʫʥʢʮʠʷ. 

ʏʪʦʙʳ ʟʘʱʠʪʠʪʴ ʢʦʥʬʠʜʝʥʮʠʘʣʴʥʦʩʪʴ ʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʝʣʝʡ, API ʜʦʙʘʚʣʷʝʪ ʰʫʤ, ʘ ʪʘʢʞʝ ʦʛʨʘʥʠʯʠʚʘʝʪ 

ʢʦʣʠʯʝʩʪʚʦ ʜʘʥʥʳʭ ʦ ʢʦʥʚʝʨʩʠʠ, ʢʦʪʦʨʦʝ ʦʪʧʨʘʚʣʷʝʪʩʷ ʟʘ ʨʘʟ. ɺ ʨʝʟʫʣʴʪʘʪʝ ʨʝʢʣʘʤʦʜʘʪʝʣʷʤ 

ʧʨʠʜʝʪʩʷ ʚʳʙʠʨʘʪʴ, ʢʘʢʠʝ ʢʦʥʚʝʨʩʠʠ ʠʤ ʚʘʞʥʝʝ ʚʩʝʛʦ ʦʪʩʣʝʞʠʚʘʪʴ ʚ ʦʪʯʝʪʘʭ. 

ʂʦʤʘʥʜʘ Chrome ʦʧʫʙʣʠʢʦʚʘʣʘ ʝʱʝ ʦʜʠʥ ʧʨʦʝʢʪ Gnatcatcher, ʟʘʱʠʱʘʶʱʠʡ ʦʪ ʩʦʟʜʘʥʠʷ ʮʠʬʨʦʚʳʭ 

ʦʪʧʝʯʘʪʢʦʚ. ʊʝʭʥʦʣʦʛʠʷ ʤʘʩʢʠʨʫʝʪ IP-ʘʜʨʝʩ ʥʝ ʥʘʨʫʰʘʷ ʨʘʙʦʪʫ ʩʘʡʪʘ. ʊʘʢʞʝ ʢʦʤʧʘʥʠʷ ʨʘʙʦʪʘʝʪ 

ʥʘʜ ʧʨʦʝʢʪʦʤ Trust Token API ʜʣʷ ʟʘʱʠʪʳ ʦʪ ʤʦʰʝʥʥʠʯʝʩʢʦʛʦ ʪʨʘʬʠʢʘ. 

ʏʪʦʙʳ ʟʘʱʠʪʠʪʴ ʜʘʥʥʳʝ ʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʝʣʝʡ, Apple ͦ͋Ύ͊͊͘͡ ʨʘʟʨʘʙʦʪʯʠʢʦʚ ʩ 8 ʜʝʢʘʙʨʷ 2020 ʛʦʜʘ 

ʜʦʙʘʚʣʷʪʴ çʵʪʠʢʝʪʢʠè ʩ ʜʘʥʥʳʤʠ ʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʝʣʝʡ, ʢʦʪʦʨʳʝ ʩʦʙʠʨʘʝʪ ʧʨʠʣʦʞʝʥʠʝ. ʊʝʧʝʨʴ 

ʨʘʟʨʘʙʦʪʯʠʢʠ ʜʦʣʞʥʳ ʟʘʧʨʘʰʠʚʘʪʴ ʫ ʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʝʣʷ ʜʦʩʪʫʧ ʢ ʠʜʝʥʪʠʬʠʢʘʪʦʨʫ ʫʩʪʨʦʡʩʪʚ IDFA ʜʣʷ 

ʧʦʢʘʟʘ ʨʝʢʣʘʤʳ. 

Facebook ʨʘʩʩʤʘʪʨʠʚʘʝʪ ʚʦʟʤʦʞʥʦʩʪʴ ʧʦʜʘʯʠ ʘʥʪʠʤʦʥʦʧʦʣʴʥʦʛʦ ʠʩʢʘ ʧʨʦʪʠʚ 

Apple 

https://www.sostav.ru/publication/facebook-vs-apple-47096.html 

ʈʫʢʦʚʦʜʩʪʚʦ Facebook ʦʙʩʫʞʜʘʝʪ ʚʦʟʤʦʞʥʳʡ ʘʥʪʠʤʦʥʦʧʦʣʴʥʳʡ ʠʩʢ ʧʨʦʪʠʚ Apple, ʩʦʦʙʱʘʝʪ New 

York Times ʩʦ ʩʩʳʣʢʦʡ ʥʘ ʠʩʪʦʯʥʠʢʠ, ʟʥʘʢʦʤʳʝ ʩ ʩʠʪʫʘʮʠʝʡ. ʉʦʮʩʝʪʴ ʩʯʠʪʘʝʪ, ʯʪʦ Apple 

ʧʨʝʜʦʩʪʘʚʣʷʝʪ ʧʨʝʬʝʨʝʥʮʠʠ ʩʚʦʠʤ ʧʨʠʣʦʞʝʥʠʷʤ, ʧʨʠ ʵʪʦʤ ʥʘʚʷʟʳʚʘʷ ʦʛʨʘʥʠʯʝʥʠʷ ʩʪʦʨʦʥʥʠʤ 

ʨʘʟʨʘʙʦʪʯʠʢʘʤ, ʪʘʢʠʤ ʢʘʢ Facebook. 

https://www.sostav.ru/publication/apple-obyazala-razrabotchikov-45986.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/01/28/technology/facebook-apple-app-store.html
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ɺʦʟʤʦʞʥʦʩʪʴ ʧʦʜʘʯʠ ʠʩʢʘ ʢʦʨʧʦʨʘʮʠʷ ʨʘʩʩʤʘʪʨʠʚʘʝʪ ʝʱʝ ʩ ʜʝʢʘʙʨʷ 2020 ʛʦʜʘ. ʅʝʷʩʥʦ, 

ʩʦʙʠʨʘʝʪʩʷ ʣʠ ʢʦʤʧʘʥʠʷ ʜʦʚʝʩʪʠ ʜʝʣʦ ʜʦ ʩʫʜʘ. ʇʨʝʜʩʪʘʚʠʪʝʣʠ Facebook ʠ Apple ʦʪʢʘʟʘʣʠʩʴ 

ʦʪ ʢʦʤʤʝʥʪʘʨʠʝʚ. ʅʘʧʨʷʞʝʥʥʦʩʪʴ ʤʝʞʜʫ ʜʚʫʤʷ ʪʝʭʥʦʣʦʛʠʯʝʩʢʠʤʠ ʛʠʛʘʥʪʘʤʠ ʚʦʟʥʠʢʣʘ ʠʟ-ʟʘ ʥʦʚʳʭ 

ʧʨʘʚʠʣ ʢʦʥʬʠʜʝʥʮʠʘʣʴʥʦʩʪʠ Apple, ʢʦʪʦʨʳʝ ʦʢʘʟʘʣʠʩʴ ʩʪʨʦʞʝ, ʯʝʤ ʦʞʠʜʘʣʘ adtech-ʠʥʜʫʩʪʨʠʷ. 

ɺ ʩʣʝʜʫʶʱʝʤ ʦʙʥʦʚʣʝʥʠʠ iOS 14, ʢʦʪʦʨʦʝ ʚʳʡʜʝʪ ʚʝʩʥʦʡ 2021 ʛʦʜʘ, ʨʘʟʨʘʙʦʪʯʠʢʠ ʙʫʜʫʪ ʦʙʷʟʘʥʳ 

ʩʦʦʙʱʘʪʴ ʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʝʣʷʤ, ʢʘʢʫʶ ʠʥʬʦʨʤʘʮʠʶ ʦ ʥʠʭ ʩʦʙʠʨʘʝʪ ʧʨʠʣʦʞʝʥʠʝ. ʊʘʢʠʤ ʦʙʨʘʟʦʤ Apple 

ʭʦʯʝʪ ʧʨʝʜʫʧʨʝʜʠʪʴ ʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʝʣʝʡ ʦ ʩʪʝʧʝʥʠ ʧʨʠʚʘʪʥʦʩʪʠ ʧʨʠʣʦʞʝʥʠʷ ʜʦ ʝʛʦ ʫʩʪʘʥʦʚʢʠ. 

ʇʨʠ ʵʪʦʤ ʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʝʣʠ ʤʦʛʫʪ ʩʘʤʠ ʨʝʰʠʪʴ, ʜʘʚʘʪʴ ʣʠ ʩʦʛʣʘʩʠʝ ʥʘ ʦʪʩʣʝʞʠʚʘʥʠʝ ʧʦ ʥʝʢʦʪʦʨʳʤ 

ʠʜʝʥʪʠʬʠʢʘʪʦʨʘʤ. ɺ ʠʭ ʯʠʩʣʝ ʪʘʢ ʥʘʟʳʚʘʝʤʳʡ ʠʜʝʥʪʠʬʠʢʘʪʦʨ ʜʣʷ ʨʝʢʣʘʤʦʜʘʪʝʣʝʡ (IDFA) ð 

ʫʥʠʢʘʣʴʥʳʡ ʥʦʤʝʨ ʫʩʪʨʦʡʩʪʚʘ Apple, ʢʦʪʦʨʳʡ ʧʦʟʚʦʣʷʝʪ, ʥʘʧʨʠʤʝʨ, ʥʘʩʪʨʘʠʚʘʪʴ ʢʦʥʪʝʢʩʪʥʫʶ 

ʨʝʢʣʘʤʫ. 

ɺ ʦʪʚʝʪ Facebook ʧʫʙʣʠʯʥʦ ʚʳʩʪʫʧʠʣʘ ʧʨʦʪʠʚ ʥʦʚʦʡ ʧʦʣʠʪʠʢʠ ʢʦʨʧʦʨʘʮʠʠ. ɺ ʜʝʢʘʙʨʝ ʧʨʦʰʣʦʛʦ 

ʛʦʜʘ ʢʦʤʧʘʥʠʷ ʚʳʢʫʧʠʣʘ ʧʦʣʦʩʳ New York Times, Wall Street Journal ʠ Washington Post 

ʠ ʨʘʟʤʝʩʪʠʣʘ ʪʘʤ ʨʝʢʣʘʤʥʳʝ ʩʪʘʪʴʠ ʧʦʜ ʟʘʛʦʣʦʚʢʦʤ çʄʳ ʧʨʦʪʠʚ Apple ʠ ʟʘ ʤʘʣʳʡ ʙʠʟʥʝʩ ʚʦ ʚʩʝʤ 

ʤʠʨʝè. 

ʇʦ ʤʥʝʥʠʶ ʩʦʮʩʝʪʠ, ʙʦʣʴʰʠʥʩʪʚʦ ʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʝʣʝʡ ʥʝ ʨʘʟʨʝʰʘʪ ʧʨʠʣʦʞʝʥʠʷʤ ʦʪʩʣʝʞʠʚʘʪʴ 

ʠʭ ʘʢʪʠʚʥʦʩʪʴ. ʕʪʦ ʧʦʚʣʠʷʝʪ ʥʘ ʨʝʢʣʘʤʥʳʡ ʙʠʟʥʝʩ Facebook ʠ ʝʛʦ ʧʘʨʪʥʝʨʦʚ. ʇʦ ʦʮʝʥʢʘʤ 

ʢʦʤʧʘʥʠʠ, ʦʪʩʫʪʩʪʚʠʝ ʪʘʨʛʝʪʠʨʦʚʘʥʥʦʡ ʨʝʢʣʘʤʳ ʧʨʠʚʝʜʝʪ ʢ ʧʘʜʝʥʠʶ ʧʨʦʜʘʞ ʧʨʠʙʣʠʟʠʪʝʣʴʥʦ 

ʥʘ 60%. 

ɺ ʦʪʯʝʪʝ ʧʦ ʠʪʦʛʘʤ 2020 ʛʦʜʘ ʬʠʥʘʥʩʦʚʳʡ ʜʠʨʝʢʪʦʨ Facebook ɼʵʚʠʜ ɺʝʥʝʨ ʥʘʟʚʘʣ ʠʟʤʝʥʝʥʠʷ 

ʚ ʪʘʨʛʝʪʠʥʛʝ ʨʝʢʣʘʤʳ ʚ ʥʦʚʦʡ ʚʝʨʩʠʠ iOS 14 ʦʜʥʠʤ ʠʟ ʦʩʥʦʚʥʳʭ ʚʳʟʦʚʦʚ 2021 ʛʦʜʘ. ʊʝʤ 

ʚʨʝʤʝʥʝʤ ʛʣʘʚʳ ʢʦʤʧʘʥʠʡ, ʄʘʨʢ ʎʫʢʝʨʙʝʨʛ ʠ ʊʠʤ ʂʫʢ, ʧʫʙʣʠʯʥʦ ʦʙʤʝʥʠʚʘʶʪʩʷ ʢʦʣʢʦʩʪʷʤʠ. 

ʎʫʢʝʨʙʝʨʛ ʚʦ ʚʨʝʤʷ ʢʦʥʬʝʨʝʥʮʠʠ ʩ ʘʥʘʣʠʪʠʢʘʤʠ ʋʦʣʣ-ʩʪʨʠʪ ʨʘʩʩʢʘʟʘʣ, ʯʪʦ ʫ ʩʝʩʪʴ çʩʪʠʤʫʣ 

ʠʩʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʴ ʩʚʦʝ ʜʦʤʠʥʠʨʫʶʱʝʝ ʧʦʣʦʞʝʥʠʝ ʥʘ App Storeè, ʯʪʦʙʳ ʚʤʝʰʠʚʘʪʴʩʷ ʚ ʨʘʙʦʪʫ 

Facebook. ʂʫʢ ʚ ʩʚʦʝʤ ʚʳʩʪʫʧʣʝʥʠʠ ʥʘ ɽʚʨʦʧʝʡʩʢʦʡ ʢʦʥʬʝʨʝʥʮʠʠ ʧʦ ʟʘʱʠʪʝ ʜʘʥʥʳʭ ʟʘʷʚʠʣ, ʯʪʦ 

çʧʨʦʤʳʰʣʝʥʥʳʡ ʩʙʦʨ ʜʘʥʥʳʭè ʩʪʘʚʠʪ ʧʦʜ ʫʛʨʦʟʫ ʢʦʥʬʠʜʝʥʮʠʘʣʴʥʦʩʪʴ ʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʝʣʝʡ. 

ʊʠʤ ʂʫʢ, ʛʣʘʚʘ Apple: 

ʇʦʭʦʞʝ, ʯʪʦ ʥʠʢʘʢʘʷ ʠʥʬʦʨʤʘʮʠʷ ʥʝ ʷʚʣʷʝʪʩʷ ʩʣʠʰʢʦʤ ʣʠʯʥʦʡ, ʯʪʦʙʳ ʝʝ ʥʝʣʴʟʷ ʙʳʣʦ ʦʪʩʣʝʜʠʪʴ, 

ʤʦʥʝʪʠʟʠʨʦʚʘʪʴ ʠ ʩʦʩʪʘʚʠʪʴ 360-ʛʨʘʜʫʩʥʳʡ ʚʟʛʣʷʜ ʥʘ ʚʘʰʫ ʞʠʟʥʴ. ʅʝʢʦʪʦʨʳʝ ʩʯʠʪʘʶʪ, ʯʪʦ ʩʙʦʨ 

ʪʘʢʦʡ ʠʥʬʦʨʤʘʮʠʠ ʤʦʞʝʪ ʩʪʦʠʪʴ ʪʦʛʦ, ʯʪʦʙʳ ʠʩʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʴ ʝʝ ʜʣʷ ʣʫʯʰʝʛʦ ʪʘʨʛʝʪʠʥʛʘ ʨʝʢʣʘʤʳ. 

ʅʦ ʤʥʦʛʠʝ ʜʨʫʛʠʝ, ʧʦʣʘʛʘʶ, ʪʘʢ ʥʝ ʜʫʤʘʶʪ. 

https://www.sostav.ru/publication/digiday-ogranicheniya-apple-na-otslezhivanie-polzovatelej-budut-strozhe-chem-ozhidalos-45728.html
http://www.apple.com/newsroom/2021/01/data-privacy-day-at-apple-improving-transparency-and-empowering-users/
https://www.sostav.ru/publication/facebook-razmestila-v-gazetakh-reklamu-s-kritikoj-apple-46583.html
https://www.sostav.ru/publication/reklamnaya-vyruchka-facebook-47079.html
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ʅʘ Apple ʥʝ ʨʘʟ ʧʦʜʘʚʘʣʠ ʚ ʩʫʜ ʟʘ ʟʣʦʫʧʦʪʨʝʙʣʝʥʠʝ ʧʦʣʦʞʝʥʠʝʤ. ʃʝʪʦʤ ʧʨʦʰʣʦʛʦ ʛʦʜʘ Epic 

Games, ʨʘʟʨʘʙʦʪʯʠʢ ʠʛʨʳ Fortnite, ʧʦʜʘʣʘ ʥʘ Apple ʚ ʩʫʜ ʟʘ ʪʦ, ʯʪʦ ʘʤʝʨʠʢʘʥʩʢʘʷ ʢʦʤʧʘʥʠʷ 

ʫʜʘʣʠʣʘ ʠʛʨʫ ʠʟ ʤʘʛʘʟʠʥʘ App Store. ʉʦʙʩʪʚʝʥʥʘʷ ʩʠʩʪʝʤʘ ʦʧʣʘʪʳ ʦʪ Epic Games ʧʦʟʚʦʣʷʝʪ 

ʦʙʦʡʪʠ ʩʪʘʥʜʘʨʪʥʫʶ 30% ʢʦʤʠʩʩʠʶ Apple. 

ɺ ʢʦʤʧʘʥʠʠ ʧʦʩʯʠʪʘʣʠ, ʯʪʦ ʪʝʤ ʩʘʤʳʤ Epic Games ʥʘʨʫʰʠʣʘ ʧʨʘʚʠʣʘ ʧʣʘʪʬʦʨʤʳ. ʂ ʠʩʢʫ ʧʨʦʪʠʚ 

Apple ʪʦʛʜʘ ʧʨʠʩʦʝʜʠʥʠʣʠʩʴ Facebook, Telegram, Spotify, Netflix ʠ Airbnb. 

ʇʦʟʞʝ Apple ʘʥʦʥʩʠʨʦʚʘʣʘ ʧʨʦʛʨʘʤʤʫ ʧʦʜʜʝʨʞʢʠ ʤʘʣʦʛʦ ʙʠʟʥʝʩʘ, ʢʦʪʦʨʘʷ ʧʦʟʚʦʣʠʪ 

ʨʘʟʨʘʙʦʪʯʠʢʘʤ, ʟʘʨʘʙʘʪʳʚʘʶʱʠʤ ʤʝʥʴʰʝ $1 ʤʣʥ ʚ ʛʦʜ ʥʘ ʚʩʝʭ ʩʚʦʠʭ ʧʨʠʣʦʞʝʥʠʷʭ, ʧʨʝʪʝʥʜʦʚʘʪʴ 

ʥʘ ʩʦʢʨʘʱʝʥʠʝ ʢʦʤʠʩʩʠʠ App Store ʩ 30% ʜʦ 15%, ʦʜʥʘʢʦ ʨʘʟʨʘʙʦʪʯʠʢʠ ʧʦʩʯʠʪʘʣʠ ʩʠʩʪʝʤʫ 

ʥʝʧʨʦʟʨʘʯʥʦʡ. 

 

BRAND SAFETY é..ééé...ééééééééééééééééééééééé 

Facebook focuses on enhanced brand safety with topic exclusion tools 

https://www.marketingdive.com/news/facebook-focuses-on-enhanced-brand-safety-with-topic-exclusion-

tools/594249/ 

Dive Brief: 

Facebook will start building and testing controls to let marketers avoid showing ads next to objectionable 

topics in its News Feed, the company said in a blog post. The work with a small group of advertisers on 

the pilot program "will take much of the year," per Facebook. 

The tech giant cited the example of giving a children's toy company a way to select "crime and tragedy" 

as topics to avoid in its ad placements if it wants steer clear of content related to a new crime show. The 

company also wants to ensure the new controls protect consumer privacy, per its blog. 

As social media platforms face intense pressure over their role in disseminating objectionable content, 

Facebook's plan to develop topic-screening tools for marketers arrives as a sign that the social media giant 

wants to show it is committed to helping brands better control where their ads appear. 

Dive Insight: 

https://www.sostav.ru/publication/epic-games-podala-v-sud-na-apple-za-zloupotreblenie-dominiruyushchim-polozheniem-44748.html
https://www.sostav.ru/publication/epic-games-podala-v-sud-na-apple-za-zloupotreblenie-dominiruyushchim-polozheniem-44748.html
https://www.sostav.ru/publication/apple-snizhaet-komissiyu-app-store-46151.html
https://www.facebook.com/business/news/testing-topic-exclusion-controls-for-advertisers
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Facebook's plan to test better ad placement tools is a promise from the company that it wants to make its 

platform safer for brands and arrives after hundreds of advertisers last summer temporarily boycotted 

Facebook to protest its policies on moderating hate speech. It remains to be seen whether or not topic 

exclusion tools can help create a safer social media environment for brands or if  such tools can help 

Facebook regain the trust of some marketers. 

Brand safety remains a thorny issue for platforms and marketers, despite some signs of improvements. 

Major advertiser Unilever recently said it would be lifting its paid advertising freeze  on Twitter, Facebook 

and Instagram because it is encouraged by their commitments to more responsible media. 

However, Home Depot and Omnicom are facing questions from shareholders over whether their social 

media advertising helps finance online hate speech, indicating the issue isn't going away. 

 

Facebook already polices its News Feed to ensure that the user-generated content (UGC) doesn't include 

pornography, hate speech and terrorist propaganda that would make the platform unsafe for brands. 

Unfortunately, Facebook's artificial intelligence (AI) and human screeners don't catch everything, and it is 

among the social media companies that have broad legal protections in the U.S. against liability for content 

that people post. Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg also defended free speech on its platform amid calls to 

crack down on misleading political ads going into the 2020 election. 

Amid last year's protests against racism, marketers also expressed growing alarm about hateful online 

content. Marc Pritchard, chief brand officer of Procter & Gamble, demanded that social media platforms 

work harder to remove hate speech. Pritchard said, "social media is about 5% of P&G's marketing 

spending and 150% of our problems é we are tired of wasting time monitoring content," during a virtual 

conference hosted by the Association of National Advertisers. 

Last year's advertiser boycott of Facebook didn't prevent the company from continued revenue growth as 

marketers sought to reach consumers who were stuck at home during the pandemic, causing social media 

usage to soar. Facebook last week reported a 53% jump in its profit to a record $11.2 billion in the fourth 

quarter as revenue increased 33% to about $28.1 billion. The company warned that the biggest threat to 

ad growth is Apple's planned change to the privacy settings on devices like the iPhone, which are expected 

to limit marketers' ability to improve the ad targeting. 

 

 

http://https/www.marketingdive.com/news/marketers-facebook-boycotts-are-just-the-1st-step-toward-change/580761/
http://https/www.marketingdive.com/news/marketers-facebook-boycotts-are-just-the-1st-step-toward-change/580761/
https://www.marketingdive.com/news/unilever-lifts-ambitious-freeze-on-facebook-and-twitter-but-scrutiny-remai/592474/
https://www.marketingdive.com/news/home-depot-omnicom-face-shareholder-questions-over-advertisings-role-fund/593574/
https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/47/230
https://www.engadget.com/2019-10-17-facebook-mark-zuckerberg-freedom-of-expression.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/procter-gamble-calls-for-change-to-annual-tv-ad-buying-process-11600900701
https://www.ana.net/miccontent/showvideo/id/v-lf-roi-sep20v-procter
https://www.ana.net/miccontent/showvideo/id/v-lf-roi-sep20v-procter
https://www.marketingdive.com/news/facebook-reports-record-revenue-but-warns-of-apples-privacy-changes/594099/
https://www.marketingdive.com/news/facebook-reports-record-revenue-but-warns-of-apples-privacy-changes/594099/
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PROGRAMMATIC ....ééé...ééééééééééééééééééééééé 

What to know about second-party data as marketers tilt toward collaboration 

https://www.marketingdive.com/news/what-to-know-about-second-party-data-as-marketers-tilt-toward-

collaboration/593462/ 

Forecasts from Winterberry Group outlined use cases in areas like insights and measurement, while 

cautioning around how second-party data can be misapplied. 

Marketers face steep challenges in 2021 as the death of third-party cookies and changes to key identifiers, 

namely Apple's Identifier for Advertisers, upturn widely used digital marketing tactics . While first-party 

data remains the industry's top priority , its cousin ð the more nebulously defined second-party data ð 

is of growing importance, signaling that greater collaboration will be essential to businesses trying to build 

muscles weakened by the loss of cookies. 

Earlier this week, Merkle released a report that detailed successful examples of second-party tactics, 

including a tie-up between Buick and Amazon that looked to net younger buyers for the automotive 

brand. The effort involved steering users to ask Amazon's Alexa voice assistant about information on Buick 

SUVs, which drove 150,000 people to a virtual showroom for the brand's vehicles, per Merkle. Other 

marketers could replicate this approach, especially since many are only just starting to grow their own 

stores of first-party data and may need to rely on other brands, publishers and platforms to achieve the 

reach they need in a more privacy-stringent world. 

"If I don't have enough of my own scale or my own insights, how do I take this [data] and put this together 

with others?" Bruce Biegel, senior managing partner of Winterberry Group, said during a virtual 

presentation of the consultancy's 2021 forecasts Thursday. 

Defining second-party 

Identity is a complicated space with few shared definitions among marketers. That assessment holds true 

for second-party data: 41% of marketers surveyed by Winterberry Group defined the asset as another 

brand's first-party data "acquired through an intermediary service or platform," while 29% simply view it as 

third-party data masked under another name. Lack of clarity on what constitutes second-party data speaks 

to why marketers must navigate its application carefully, keeping privacy considerations in mind. 

"We believe that second-party [data] and how you define it is about the permission you have and the use 

cases," Biegel said. 

https://www.marketingdive.com/news/8-trends-set-to-reshape-marketing-in-2021/592658/
https://www.marketingdive.com/news/88-of-marketers-say-collecting-first-party-data-is-a-2021-priority-study/593174/
https://www.merkleinc.com/news-and-events/press-releases/2021/merkle-forecasts-important-considerations-marketers-its-2021-q1
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Those use cases include gleaning insights and measurement, but second-party data can functionally start 

to look a lot like third-party data once it's sold, licensed or commercialized by other means, according to 

Biegel. Winterberry Group devised its own definition of second-party data, describing it as "data shared in 

a dedicated environment with a clearly defined set of permissions and rights set between each of the 

parties, frequently with a third-party provider managing the environment." 

"Understanding collaboration is about understanding those permissions and those rules," Biegel said. 

Collaborative mindset 

While the bedrocks of online identity are changing in significant and disruptive ways, marketing 

investments in the space are unlikely to cool. In fact, U.S. spending could double to about $8 billion by 

2024, according to the Winterberry Group, as businesses focus more on data management, hiring talent 

and changing processes. 

Some of the technologies receiving attention will enable more second-party data sharing, including data 

cooperatives. Biegel noted that data co-ops are actually ancient by internet standards, going as far back 

as the founding of the Abacus Cooperative in the early 1990s. But as the deprecation of cookies 

demonstrates, many of the digital marketing tactics built up in the decades since will no longer be relevant, 

forcing marketers to rethink their approaches. Privacy laws such as the EU'S General Data Protection 

Regulation and the California Consumer Privacy Act have compounded demand for different solutions, 

many of which first gained traction in Europe but are now seeing more interest in the U.S. 

"One of the things we're starting to see is an expansion in the cooperatives ð more players coming in 

because it's that source of first-party data that you can leverage as a member," Biegel said. "We're seeing 

a growth of data exchanges and marketplaces, another place for collaboration." 

Other predictions have keyed into second-party data's rise in prominence as marketers look to fill the gaps 

in their cookie-less strategies. Merkle revealed that 25% of businesses view second-party partnerships as 

their top priority, while nearly half (49%) said it was a high priority. 

"The partnerships are typically made with non-competitive organizations who share to benefit from 

collaboration," per Merkle's report. "Companies may find non-endemic partnerships that align two brands 

that won't cannibalize each other's audience." 

Given the higher level of trust required in second-party deals, data clean rooms, bunkers and safe havens 

are also hot items for marketers in 2021. Clean rooms and the like allow multiple data sources to be 

amalgamated and analyzed in a way that safeguards user privacy and data ownership, per 

https://us.epsilon.com/blog/region/us/leveraging-data-for-25-years-through-the-abacus-cooperative
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Merkle, essentially acting as a clearing house before that consumer information is applied for marketing 

purposes. 

Clean rooms are offered by vendors, data-marketing agencies ð including Merkle ð as well as some of 

the major digital ad platforms . Utilizing such spaces can be pricey, but will only grow more common in the 

years ahead, as Gartner estimates that 80% of marketers with media budgets of $1 billion or more will 

adopt clean rooms by 2023. 

"These are environments that allow you to share data, whether it's for insights, whether it's for looking at 

overlap, or whether it's for activation, all based around different permissions," Winterberry Group's Biegel 

said. 

Programmatic IO Monday Recap: Commerce, Identity And Investment Trends 

AdExchangerôs Programmatic IO Virtual conference entered the final stretch on Monday with sessions 

focused on ecommerce, identity and investment trends. Below are some highlights. The final day of 

proceedings will kick off this  

https://www.adexchanger.com/ecommerce-2/programmatic-io-monday-recap-commerce-identity-and-

investment-trends/ 

Consumersô mad dash to ecommerce has forced a parallel scramble by brands, publishers and technology 

companies whose fortunes depend on reaching them. 

ñTrade marketing is huge, trillions of dollars,ò Criteo CEO Megan Clarken said during a fireside interview. 

Yet only 20% of those budgets are spent in digital, she added: The rest go to things such as cardboard 

cutouts and privileged placement on grocery shelves. 

Thatôs going to change, she says, and companies that can connect offline to online will benefit. Criteo 

wants to be one by leveraging its historic place as the reigning monarch of retargeting to push into other 

areas. 

ñWhatôs been important is to transform the company from yesterday to its future. Iôve talked about 

becoming more of a full stack DSP,ò Clarken pointed out, but that doesnôt mean going after The Trade 

Desk on its own turf. ñI look more toward an Amazon than I do toward a Trade Desk. Weôre all in this 

together though. Thereôs plenty of room and a lot to do for advertisers.ò 

Money flows 

https://www.adexchanger.com/data-driven-thinking/private-data-clean-rooms-arent-just-a-walled-garden-tool/
https://www.marketingdive.com/news/report-amazon-tests-data-clean-room-to-improve-audience-targeting/561817/
https://us.epsilon.com/core-content/5-questions-on-data-clean-rooms-answered
https://www.adexchanger.com/go/programmatic-i-o-2020/
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The strength of tech valuations, including Criteo and ï especially ï The Trade Desk, is a big reason why 

the stock market is so out of whack with the United Statesô still-faltering economy. Thatôs unlikely to last, 

according to Elgin Thompson, managing director of technology investment banking at JMP 

Securities. 

ñWe expect there will be a correction that drives the equity markets to be more closely aligned with the 

broader US economy,ò Thompson said. ñWe believe there will be a catalyst that drives a sharp correction 

rather than é a gradual correction.ò 

In his presentation on investment trends, Thompson charted factors influencing M&A outcomes this year 

and next. Large strategic players have the cash on hand to fuel consolidation but are so far holding their 

cards. 

ñIn recessions the strong get stronger and the weak get weaker,ò he said. ñThe technology bellwethers 

that traditionally fund acquisitions ... have cash positions in excess of $5 billion. These should be well-

positioned to fuel acquisitions.ò 

Private equity companies too are well capitalized with $1.6 trillion in dry powder. All the same, Thompsonôs 

market conversations suggest financial sponsors are being careful. 

ñThere is a flight to capital to the best of the best,ò he said, a bit fatalistically. ñThe digital disruption that 

has been promised has happened.ò 

Solving for identity 

As ñcorrectionò is to ñinvesting,ò so ñidentifier apocalypseò is to ñadvertising.ò Timing: uncertain. Probability: 

inevitable. 

In an information-packed presentation, Advertiser Perceptions VP of Business Intelligence Lauren 

Fisher offered a deep dive on how marketers and other stakeholders are thinking about available identity 

solutions in the market. She drew on data from a survey jointly conducted with AdExchanger (and available 

soon to AdExchanger members). 

Among the studyôs conclusions: Advertisers are relying on identity solutions as an integrated service that 

is bundled with media and technology offerings. They are, on average, using more than four separate 

identity services from the likes of Google, Facebook, Amazon, Salesforce, Adobe, LiveRamp and The 

Trade Desk. 

https://www.adexchanger.com/newsletter/
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ñA majority of ... advertisers would love for someone else to solve the problem,ò she said. 

But they are not waiting idly by. Fully 65% are relying more heavily on ID graphs built on first-party data. 

Meanwhile, unsurprisingly, there is a shift underway to omnichannel measurement tools such as sales lift 

research, Fisher said: ñIt gives us back capabilities to right-size some of our efforts and rethink how we 

are approaching things.ò 

 

How Google's third-party cookie alternative will affect marketers 

The tech giant says its FLoC technology is at least 95% as effective as cookie-based advertising ð but 

ad-tech players still have concerns. 

https://www.marketingdive.com/news/how-googles-third-party-cookie-alternative-will-affect-

marketers/594228/ 

One year after announcing plans to kill third -party cookies, Google last week revealed the latest 

development from its Privacy Sandbox project to build a more private web. The tech giant said that with 

its Federated Learning of Cohorts (FLoC) technology, advertisers can expect to see at least 95% of the 

conversions per dollar spent that they currently get with cookie-based advertising. But while the high marks 

are a hopeful sign for advertisers looking toward a cookieless future, concerns remain about how FLoC 

and other solutions will change the targeting and measurement of digital advertising. 

"Google shared little information about how they achieved that 95% number," said Chris Paquette, founder 

and CEO at healthcare demand-side platform DeepIntent. "We're talking about such a serious change to 

the way marketers will be able to target. It just needs to be independently validated by third parties." 

As opposed to third-party cookies, FLoC creates a lookalike audience that protects privacy by using 

machine learning algorithms to process web browsing behavior on individuals' devices. The way FLoC 

works is analogous to how many data providers use third-party cookies in aggregating various data 

sources to build audiences, but with typical third-party data, marketers have direct insight into the sources 

that are being used to build the audiences. Google's 95% effectiveness statistic makes it clear that 

inefficiencies and waste are inherent in cohort-based advertising like FLoC, drawbacks that may be 

necessary in the trade-off for privacy. 

https://www.marketingdive.com/news/google-kill-3rd-party-cookies-marketers-forecast-doomy-scenario/570846/
https://blog.google/products/ads-commerce/2021-01-privacy-sandbox/
https://blog.google/products/ads-commerce/2021-01-privacy-sandbox/
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"There's no way it's going to be as precise as third-party-based retargeting or deterministic targeting," 

Paquette said. 

However, early results from FLoC and related moves Google has made to incorporate industry feedback 

into Privacy Sandbox are promising for ad world players seeking efficient targeting capabilities after the 

death of third-party cookies, according to Michael Schoen, senior vice president and general manager of 

marketing solutions at Neustar. 

"For most of our marketers, they're going to continue targeting in a variety of different ways, some of which 

will continue to use other identifiers. But as a kind of catch-all for consumers who are using the Chrome 

browser, [FLoC] certainly provides an effective way of reaching those consumers at scale," Schoen said. 

Challenges remain, with time still on the clock 

The transition from third-party cookies to solutions like FLoC will also affect measurement and analytics. 

As part of the Privacy Sandbox, Google has said it will provide a click-through attribution solution to support 

measurement while preserving privacy. However, this only encompasses a small part of the marketing 

picture as ad click-throughs are not effective at measuring the impact of video, banner and social ads, or 

the impact of multichannel campaigns that expose consumers to a campaign in several ways. 

"Misattribution is the downfall of some of the most simplistic measurement techniques," Schoen said. 

Still, Google has signaled that it recognizes that measurement beyond click-through attribution is required 

by marketers, and Schoen expects Google to work with the World Wide Web consortium (W3C) working 

groups to coalesce around a proposal. (Neustar, where Schoen works, last year introduced a proposal to 

the Privacy Sandbox for PeLICAn, short for Private Learning and Interference for Causal Attribution, calling 

for privacy-preserving, view-based attribution.) 

When Google announced its plans to eliminate third-party cookies at the start of 2020, it set a tentative 

two-year deadline that is fast approaching. Throughout the process, Google has made it clear that it won't 

restrict cookies until there are alternative solutions in place that satisfy marketers and ad-tech providers. 

The deadline and timeline has been helpful in getting participants motivated, Paquette said. 

"There's no way it's going to be as precise as third-party-based retargeting or deterministic targeting." 

Chris Paquette 

Founder and CEO, DeepIntent 

https://www.adexchanger.com/online-advertising/meet-pelican-neustars-measurement-proposal-for-the-privacy-sandbox/
https://www.adexchanger.com/online-advertising/meet-pelican-neustars-measurement-proposal-for-the-privacy-sandbox/
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"Independent ad tech companies are coming together in those second-party data consortiums. We are 

rising to meet the demands of the consumer ð which is better privacy and better management of consent 

ð and I think that those solutions are going to be a net gain for the industry across the board," he 

explained. 

Schoen said some of these solutions should be available as APIs in the "early summer" timeframe, giving 

marketers time for piloting and testing. But that process will likely be affected not just by the continuing 

effects of the pandemic on the ad market but also the pressures around the holiday season. 

"From a technical perspective, I expect many of the industry players to be ready. It's really about marketers 

getting crunched and their willingness and availability for piloting," Schoen said. 

A changing landscape for privacy ð and antitrust 

Google's FLoC is just one part of the changing data privacy landscape. Along with the end of third-party 

cookies, changes to identifiers like Apple's Identifier for Advertisers (IDFA), and regulations including the 

EU's Global Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) and California's 

Prop 24 have made collecting and storing first -party data a top priority  for marketers in 2021. 

"Within that Chrome Privacy Sandbox, there are solutions that allow [marketers] to still activate and target 

users off of the first-party data that they're collecting. There still are other proposals that will enable them 

to do that more granular addressable-type targeting without FLoC," DeepIntent's Paquette said. 

"The best platforms that are going to emerge out of this least unscathed are going to be the ones that are 

approaching this with a best-of-breed approach, a multiple solutions approach," he added. "The 

combination of all of the different solutions will force technology partners, specifically DSPs, to get very 

ambidextrous." 

The deprecation of third-party cookies is happening as Google faces a federal antitrust suit alleging 

outsized control of the online search market and calling the company's practices "anticompetitive and 

exclusionary." The antitrust spotlight will make it less likely that Google can move forward without the 

support of independent ad-tech platforms. 

"If they were to single-handedly just wipe out a $150 billion market ... that really wouldn't look good for 

their case. They need to definitely tread lightly and work with the industry to to come up with a feasible 

and viable replacement," Paquette said. 

 

https://www.marketingdive.com/news/what-to-know-about-second-party-data-as-marketers-tilt-toward-collaboration/593462/
https://www.marketingdive.com/news/88-of-marketers-say-collecting-first-party-data-is-a-2021-priority-study/593174/
https://www.marketingdive.com/news/wsj-google-could-be-hit-with-doj-antitrust-suit-as-early-as-this-summer/578132/
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ɺʀɼɽʆʈɽʂʃɸʄɸ ééé..é.ééééééééééééééééééééééé 

çʗʥʜʝʢʩ.ɼʟʝʥè ʪʝʩʪʠʨʫʝʪ ʬʦʨʤʘʪ ʧʨʷʤʳʭ ʪʨʘʥʩʣʷʮʠʡ 

https://www.sostav.ru/publication/translyatsii-v-yandeks-dzen-47082.html 

ʉʪʨʠʤʳ ʧʦʷʚʷʪʩʷ ʚ ʙʣʦʛʘʭ ʠ ʣʝʥʪʝ ʨʝʢʦʤʝʥʜʘʮʠʡ 

çʗʥʜʝʢʩ.ɼʟʝʥè ʚ ʪʝʩʪʦʚʦʤ ʨʝʞʠʤʝ ʟʘʧʫʩʪʠʣ ʬʦʨʤʘʪ ʧʨʷʤʳʭ ʪʨʘʥʩʣʷʮʠʡ, ʙʣʘʛʦʜʘʨʷ ʢʦʪʦʨʦʤʫ 

ʙʣʦʛʝʨʳ ʩʤʦʛʫʪ ʧʨʦʚʦʜʠʪʴ ʩʦʙʩʪʚʝʥʥʳʝ ʩʪʨʠʤʳ ʧʨʷʤʦ ʥʘ ʧʣʦʱʘʜʢʝ, ʨʘʩʩʢʘʟʘʣʠ Sostav ʚ ʧʨʝʩʩ-

ʩʣʫʞʙʝ ʩʝʨʚʠʩʘ. ʅʘ ʧʝʨʠʦʜ ʪʝʩʪʘ ʪʨʘʥʩʣʷʮʠʠ ʙʫʜʫʪ ʜʦʩʪʫʧʥʳ ʫʯʘʩʪʥʠʢʘʤ ʧʨʦʛʨʘʤʤʳ çʅʠʨʚʘʥʘè. 

ɹʣʦʛʝʨʳ ʩʤʦʛʫʪ ʦʪʩʣʝʞʠʚʘʪʴ ʢʦʣʠʯʝʩʪʚʦ ʟʨʠʪʝʣʝʡ, ʦʙʱʘʪʴʩʷ ʩ ʥʠʤʠ ʚ ʯʘʪʝ ʠ ʩʦʭʨʘʥʷʪʴ ʟʘʧʠʩʠ 

ʪʨʘʥʩʣʷʮʠʡ. ɿʘʧʫʩʪʠʪʴ ʩʪʨʠʤ ʤʦʞʥʦ ʚ ʜʝʩʢʪʦʧʥʦʤ ʨʝʜʘʢʪʦʨʝ ʯʝʨʝʟ ʩʝʨʚʠʩ Open Broadcaster 

Software (OBS). 

ʊʨʘʥʩʣʷʮʠʠ ʧʦʷʚʷʪʩʷ ʚ ʢʘʥʘʣʘʭ ʙʣʦʛʝʨʦʚ ʠ ʣʝʥʪʝ ʨʝʢʦʤʝʥʜʘʮʠʡ. ʅʘ ʧʝʨʚʦʤ ʵʪʘʧʝ ʪʨʘʥʩʣʷʮʠʠ 

ʤʦʞʥʦ ʩʤʦʪʨʝʪʴ ʚ ʜʝʩʢʪʦʧʥʦʡ ʚʝʨʩʠʠ ʩʘʡʪʘ, ʧʦʟʞʝ ʦʥʠ ʩʪʘʥʫʪ ʜʦʩʪʫʧʥʳ ʚ ʤʦʙʠʣʴʥʦʡ ʚʝʨʩʠʠ 

ʩʘʡʪʘ, ʚ ʧʨʠʣʦʞʝʥʠʠ çɼʟʝʥʘè ʠ ʧʦʠʩʢʦʚʦʤ ʧʨʠʣʦʞʝʥʠʠ çʗʥʜʝʢʩʘè. 

çʗʥʜʝʢʩ.ɼʟʝʥè ʦʙʲʷʚʠʣ ʦ ʟʘʧʫʩʢʝ ʬʦʨʤʘʪʘ ʧʨʷʤʳʭ ʪʨʘʥʩʣʷʮʠʡ ʚ ʜʝʢʘʙʨʝ 2020 ʛʦʜʘ. ɺʠʜʝʦʬʦʨʤʘʪ 

ʩʪʘʣ ʩʘʤʳʤ ʙʳʩʪʨʦʨʘʩʪʫʱʠʤ ʥʘ ʧʣʘʪʬʦʨʤʝ: ʧʦ ʩʦʙʩʪʚʝʥʥʳʤ ʜʘʥʥʳʤ, ʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʝʣʠ çɼʟʝʥʘè 

ʧʨʦʚʦʜʷʪ ʟʘ ʧʨʦʩʤʦʪʨʦʤ ʨʦʣʠʢʦʚ 200 ʤʣʥ ʤʠʥʫʪ ʚ ʜʝʥʴ. 

 

ONLINE AUDIO ééééééééééééééééééééééééééééé 

ʌʝʡʢʦʚʳʝ ʧʨʦʩʣʫʰʠʚʘʥʠʷ. ʂʘʢ ʙʦʪʳ ʚʣʠʷʶʪ ʥʘ ʩʪʨʠʤʠʥʛʦʚʫʶ ʤʫʟʳʢʘʣʴʥʫʶ 

ʠʥʜʫʩʪʨʠʶ 

https://www.sostav.ru/publication/fejkovye-proslushivaniya-kak-boty-vliyayut-na-strimingovuyu-

muzykalnuyu-industriyu-47109.html 

ʄʠʣʣʠʦʥʳ ʣʶʜʝʡ ʧʨʦʞʠʚʘʶʪ ʫʪʨʦ ʧʦ ʩʭʦʞʝʤʫ ʩʮʝʥʘʨʠʶ: ʯʘʰʢʘ ʢʦʬʝ ʠ ʤʫʟʳʢʘ. ʂʘʢ ʧʨʘʚʠʣʦ, 

ʤʫʟʳʢʫ ʩʣʫʰʘʶʪ ʩ ʧʦʤʦʱʴʶ ʢʘʢʦʛʦ-ʥʠʙʫʜʴ ʩʪʨʠʤʠʥʛʦʚʦʛʦ ʩʝʨʚʠʩʘ. ʇʦ ʜʘʥʥʳʤ ʦʪʯʝʪʘ Nielsen 

Music/MRC ʉʐɸ, 79% ʤʫʟʳʢʠ ʙʳʣʦ ʧʨʦʩʣʫʰʘʥʦ ʘʤʝʨʠʢʘʥʮʘʤʠ ʚ ʧʝʨʚʦʡ ʧʦʣʦʚʠʥʝ 2020 ʛʦʜʘ 

ʯʝʨʝʟ ʪʘʢʠʝ ʧʣʘʪʬʦʨʤʳ. ɿʘ ʪʘʢʦʡ ʩʠʪʫʘʮʠʝʡ ʩʢʨʳʚʘʶʪʩʷ ʪʝ, ʢʪʦ ʥʘ ʥʝʡ ʟʘʨʘʙʘʪʳʚʘʝʪ ð ʛʨʘʙʠʪ 

ʩʪʨʠʤʠʥʛʦʚʳʝ ʩʝʨʚʠʩʳ ʠ ʟʚʫʢʦʟʘʧʠʩʳʚʘʶʱʠʝ ʢʦʤʧʘʥʠʠ. ʌʝʡʢʦʚʳʝ ʩʪʨʠʤʳ ʤʦʛʫʪ ʧʨʠʥʦʩʠʪʴ 

https://www.sostav.ru/publication/dzen-pyatnitsa-46513.html
https://static.billboard.com/files/2020/07/NielsenMID-YEAR-2020-us-1594300786.pdf
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ʫʙʳʪʢʠ ʚ $300 ʤʣʥ ʚ ʛʦʜ. ʏʘʱʝ ʚʩʝʛʦ ʵʪʦ ʜʝʣʘʝʪʩʷ ʩ ʧʦʤʦʱʴʶ ʙʦʪʦʚ. ʈʫʢʦʚʦʜʠʪʝʣʴ ʦʪʜʝʣʘ 

ʧʨʦʜʘʞ Adjust ʚ ɺʦʩʪʦʯʥʦʡ ɽʚʨʦʧʝ ʃʝʦʥʠʜ ɽʣʝʮʢʠʭ ʨʘʩʩʢʘʟʘʣ, ʢʘʢ ʫʩʪʨʦʝʥʘ ʵʢʦʥʦʤʠʢʘ ʩʪʨʠʤʠʥʛʘ. 

ʕʢʦʥʦʤʠʢʘ ʩʪʨʠʤʠʥʛʘ 

ʂʦʛʜʘ ʚʳ ʧʣʘʪʠʪʝ ʟʘ ʩʚʦʶ ʧʦʜʧʠʩʢʫ ʢʘʞʜʳʡ ʤʝʩʷʮ ʠʣʠ ʩʣʫʰʘʝʪʝ ʨʝʢʣʘʤʫ ʤʝʞʜʫ ʪʨʝʢʘʤʠ ʚ ʩʚʦʝʤ 

ʙʝʩʧʣʘʪʥʦʤ ʘʢʢʘʫʥʪʝ, ʪʦ ʚʘʰʠ ʜʝʥʴʛʠ ʧʝʨʝʯʠʩʣʷʶʪʩʷ ʥʘ ʦʙʲʝʜʠʥʝʥʥʳʡ ʩʯʝʪ. ʉʪʨʠʤʠʥʛʦʚʘʷ 

ʧʣʘʪʬʦʨʤʘ ʧʦʣʫʯʘʝʪ ʜʦʣʶ, ʨʘʚʥʫʶ ʦʧʨʝʜʝʣʝʥʥʦʤʫ ʧʨʦʮʝʥʪʫ ʜʝʥʝʛ ʩ ʦʙʲʝʜʠʥʝʥʥʦʛʦ ʩʯʝʪʘ, 

ʥʦ ʙʦʣʴʰʘʷ ʯʘʩʪʴ ʩʨʝʜʩʪʚ ʚʳʧʣʘʯʠʚʘʝʪʩʷ ʟʚʫʢʦʟʘʧʠʩʳʚʘʶʱʠʤ ʢʦʤʧʘʥʠʷʤ, ʜʠʩʪʨʠʙʴʶʪʦʨʘʤ, 

ʤʫʟʳʢʘʣʴʥʳʤ ʠʟʜʘʪʝʣʷʤ ʠ ʦʙʱʝʩʪʚʘʤ ʧʦ ʩʙʦʨʫ ʘʚʪʦʨʩʢʠʭ ʦʪʯʠʩʣʝʥʠʡ. ʇʦʟʞʝ ʚʩʝ ʦʥʠ ʧʣʘʪʷʪ 

ʤʫʟʳʢʘʥʪʘʤ, ʩʣʝʜʫʷ ʫʩʣʦʚʠʷʤ ʠʭ ʢʦʥʪʨʘʢʪʦʚ. 

ʃʝʡʙʣ ʟʚʫʢʦʟʘʧʠʩʠ ʠ ʜʠʩʪʨʠʙʴʶʪʦʨ ʨʘʩʧʨʝʜʝʣʷʶʪ ʜʝʥʴʛʠ ʧʨʦʧʦʨʮʠʦʥʘʣʴʥʦ. ʇʨʝʜʩʪʘʚʠʤ, 

ʯʪʦ ʕʥʠʷ ʧʦʣʫʯʘʝʪ 2% ʦʪ ʦʙʱʝʛʦ ʢʦʣʠʯʝʩʪʚʘ ʩʪʨʠʤʦʚ ʥʘ ʧʣʘʪʬʦʨʤʝ ʚ ʵʪʦʤ ʤʝʩʷʮʝ, 

ʘ ʟʚʫʢʦʟʘʧʠʩʳʚʘʶʱʘʷ ʢʦʤʧʘʥʠʷ ʕʥʠʠ ð 2% ʩ ʜʦʭʦʜʦʚ ʩ ʦʙʱʝʛʦ ʩʯʝʪʘ, ʧʨʝʜʥʘʟʥʘʯʝʥʥʳʭ 

ʧʨʘʚʦʦʙʣʘʜʘʪʝʣʷʤ ʚ ʵʪʦʤ ʤʝʩʷʮʝ, ʢʦʪʦʨʳʝ ʟʘʪʝʤ ʙʫʜʫʪ ʧʝʨʝʯʠʩʣʝʥʳ ʕʥʠʠ ʚ ʩʦʦʪʚʝʪʩʪʚʠʠ 

ʩ ʫʩʣʦʚʠʷʤʠ ʝʝ ʢʦʥʪʨʘʢʪʘ ʩʦ ʟʚʫʢʦʟʘʧʠʩʳʚʘʶʱʝʡ ʢʦʤʧʘʥʠʝʡ. 

ɼʠʩʢʠ ʩ ʦʩʪʨʦʚʘ ʩʦʢʨʦʚʠʱ 

ʏʪʦʙʳ ʟʘʨʘʙʦʪʘʪʴ ʥʘ ʪʚʦʨʯʝʩʪʚʝ ʜʨʫʛʠʭ ʣʶʜʝʡ, ʙʦʪʳ-ʤʦʰʝʥʥʠʢʠ, ʢʘʢ ʧʨʘʚʠʣʦ, ʘʪʘʢʫʶʪ ʧʦ ʜʚʫʤ 

ʥʘʧʨʘʚʣʝʥʠʷʤ. ʇʝʨʚʦʝ ð ʧʨʦʠʛʨʳʚʘʪʴ ʧʦ ʢʨʫʛʫ çʬʘʣʴʰʠʚʳʝè ʪʨʝʢʠ, ʢʦʪʦʨʳʝ ʧʨʠʥʘʜʣʝʞʘʪ çʥʝ-

ʤʫʟʳʢʘʥʪʘʤè. ɺ ʵʪʦʤ ʚʠʜʝʦ ʧʦʢʘʟʘʥ ʧʨʠʤʝʨʥʳʡ ʤʘʩʰʪʘʙ ʜʝʡʩʪʚʠʡ, ʢʦʛʜʘ ʪʳʩʷʯʠ ʫʩʪʨʦʡʩʪʚ 

ʚʦʩʧʨʦʠʟʚʦʜʷʪ ʧʝʩʥʠ ʚ ʨʝʞʠʤʝ ʧʦʚʪʦʨʘ. 

ɹʦʪʳ ʧʦʟʚʦʣʷʶʪ ʣʶʜʷʤ, ʥʝ ʠʤʝʶʱʠʤ ʦʪʥʦʰʝʥʠʷ ʢ ʤʫʟʳʢʝ, ʧʦʣʫʯʘʪʴ ʤʠʣʣʠʦʥʳ ʜʦʣʣʘʨʦʚ 

ʣʝʛʘʣʴʥʳʭ ʠʩʧʦʣʥʠʪʝʣʝʡ, ʩʦʟʜʘʚʘʷ ʪʳʩʷʯʠ ʬʝʡʢʦʚʳʭ ʘʢʢʘʫʥʪʦʚ ʠ ʚʦʩʧʨʦʠʟʚʦʜʷ ʩ ʥʠʭ ʪʨʝʢʠ, 

ʟʘʨʝʛʠʩʪʨʠʨʦʚʘʥʥʳʝ ʥʘ ʤʦʰʝʥʥʠʢʘ. ʅʦ ʢʘʢ ʬʦʨʤʠʨʫʝʪʩʷ ʠʭ ʟʘʨʘʙʦʪʦʢ? 

MusicBusinessWorldwide (MBW) ʦʙʲʷʩʥʷʝʪ, ʢʘʢ ʤʦʰʝʥʥʠʢʠ ʧʨʝʚʨʘʱʘʶʪ ʬʝʡʢʦʚʳʝ ʧʨʦʩʣʫʰʠʚʘʥʠʷ 

ʚ ʞʠʚʳʝ ʜʝʥʴʛʠ. ʇʨʝʜʩʪʘʚʴʪʝ, ʯʪʦ ʚʳ ʩʦʟʜʘʣʠ ʪʳʩʷʯʫ ʘʢʢʘʫʥʪʦʚ, ʢʘʞʜʳʡ ʩʪʦʠʤʦʩʪʴʶ $9,99 

ʚ ʤʝʩʷʮ. ʕʪʦ ʦʢʦʣʦ $10 ʪʳʩ. ʝʞʝʤʝʩʷʯʥʳʭ ʨʘʩʭʦʜʦʚ. ɸ ʯʪʦ ʩ ʜʦʭʦʜʘʤʠ? ʏʪʦʙʳ ʠʭ ʨʘʩʩʯʠʪʘʪʴ, 

ʥʝʦʙʭʦʜʠʤʦ ʫʯʠʪʳʚʘʪʴ, ʯʪʦ ʚʦ ʤʥʦʛʠʭ ʩʪʨʠʤʠʥʛʦʚʳʭ ʩʝʨʚʠʩʘʭ ʪʨʝʢ ʜʦʣʞʝʥ ʧʨʦʠʛʨʳʚʘʪʴʩʷ 

ʤʠʥʠʤʫʤ 30 ʩʝʢʫʥʜ, ʯʪʦʙʳ ʝʛʦ ʤʦʞʥʦ ʙʳʣʦ ʤʦʥʝʪʠʟʠʨʦʚʘʪʴ. ɺ ʩʫʪʢʘʭ 86 400 ʩʝʢʫʥʜ. 

ʋʯʠʪʳʚʘʷ ʥʝʯʝʣʦʚʝʯʝʩʢʫʶ ʩʧʦʩʦʙʥʦʩʪʴ ʙʦʪʦʚ ʢ ʧʨʦʩʣʫʰʠʚʘʥʠʶ, ʩ ʠʭ ʧʦʤʦʱʴʶ ʤʦʞʥʦ 

ʧʨʦʠʛʨʳʚʘʪʴ 2880 ʧʝʩʝʥ ʚ ʜʝʥʴ ʥʘ ʢʘʞʜʦʤ ʫʩʪʨʦʡʩʪʚʝ ð ʚ ʩʫʤʤʝ ʧʦʣʫʯʘʝʪʩʷ 2,9 ʤʣʥ ʪʨʝʢʦʚ ʜʣʷ 

ʚʩʝʡ ʬʝʨʤʳ ʠʟ ʪʳʩʷʯʠ ʫʩʪʨʦʡʩʪʚ. ɿʘ ʮʝʣʳʡ ʤʝʩʷʮ ʙʫʜʝʪ ʦʢʦʣʦ 8,4 ʤʣʥ ʧʨʦʩʣʫʰʠʚʘʥʠʡ. ɼʘʞʝ 

ʝʩʣʠ ʢʘʞʜʦʝ ʧʨʦʩʣʫʰʠʚʘʥʠʝ ʙʫʜʝʪ ʩʪʦʠʪʴ ʤʝʥʴʰʝ ʮʝʥʪʘ, ʜʦʭʦʜ ʚʩʝ ʨʘʚʥʦ ʩʦʩʪʘʚʠʪ ʯʝʪʚʝʨʪʴ 

https://www.rollingstone.com/pro/features/fake-streams-indie-labels-spotify-tidal-846641/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/benjaminlaker/2020/10/28/heres-how-lockdown-has-shown-that-spotify-has-a-sustainability-problem/?sh=480f6f0c599b
https://musically.com/2020/05/05/spotify-should-pay-musicians-more-lets-talk-about-how/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LTrk4X9ACtw
https://m.facebook.com/nuffsaidNY/videos/10155919693716444/
https://www.musicbusinessworldwide.com/great-big-spotify-scam-bulgarian-playlister-swindle-way-fortune-streaming-service/
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ʤʠʣʣʠʦʥʘ ʜʦʣʣʘʨʦʚ ʚ ʤʝʩʷʮ. ʀʟ ʟʘʪʨʘʪ ð ʪʦʣʴʢʦ ʩʪʦʠʤʦʩʪʴ ʪʳʩʷʯʠ ʧʦʜʧʠʩʦʢ ʠ ʪʝʢʫʱʠʝ ʨʘʩʭʦʜʳ. 

ɿʘʧʫʩʪʠʪʴ ʬʫʥʢʮʠʦʥʠʨʦʚʘʥʠʝ ʪʘʢʦʡ ʩʭʝʤʳ ʥʝʩʣʦʞʥʦ. ɺ ʩʪʘʪʴʝ Vice ʦʧʠʩʳʚʘʝʪʩʷ, ʥʘʩʢʦʣʴʢʦ 

ʧʨʦʩʪʦ ʦʨʛʘʥʠʟʦʚʘʪʴ çʢʣʠʢʬʨʦʜ ʩ ʤʫʟʳʢʘʣʴʥʳʤʠ ʪʨʝʢʘʤʠè. 

ʍʘʡʧ-ʤʘʰʠʥʘ 

ɺʪʦʨʦʝ ʥʘʧʨʘʚʣʝʥʠʝ, ʧʦ ʢʦʪʦʨʦʤʫ ʧʨʦʜʘʚʮʳ ʙʦʪʦʚ ʤʦʛʫʪ ʦʙʦʡʪʠ ʩʠʩʪʝʤʫ ð ʵʪʦ ʚʟʣʦʤ ʦʜʥʦʛʦ 

ʠʟ ʢʣʶʯʝʚʳʭ ʧʨʠʥʮʠʧʦʚ ʧʨʦʜʚʠʞʝʥʠʷ ʤʫʟʳʢʠ: ʜʣʷ ʧʨʠʚʣʝʯʝʥʠʷ ʚʥʠʤʘʥʠʷ ʪʦʞʝ ʪʨʝʙʫʝʪʩʷ 

ʚʥʠʤʘʥʠʝ. ʉʝʛʦʜʥʷ ʫ ʣʶʜʝʡ ʤʘʣʦ ʚʨʝʤʝʥʠ, ʦʥʠ ʜʦʨʦʞʘʪ ʚʥʠʤʘʥʠʝʤ, ʧʦʵʪʦʤʫ ʯʘʩʪʦ ʚʳʙʠʨʘʶʪ ʪʦ, 

ʯʪʦ ʠ ʙʦʣʴʰʠʥʩʪʚʦ ʜʨʫʛʠʭ ʣʶʜʝʡ. ʀʱʫʪ ʪʦ, ʯʪʦ ʧʦʧʫʣʷʨʥʦ. 

ʅʝʜʦʙʨʦʩʦʚʝʩʪʥʳʝ ʧʨʦʜʘʚʮʳ ʙʦʪʦʚ ʧʨʝʜʣʘʛʘʶʪ ʪʚʦʨʯʝʩʢʠʤ ʣʶʜʷʤ ʭʠʪʨʫʶ ʚʦʟʤʦʞʥʦʩʪʴ ʦʙʦʡʪʠ 

ʝʩʪʝʩʪʚʝʥʥʳʡ ʭʦʜ ʩʦʙʳʪʠʡ ʠ ʟʘʢʫʧʘʪʴ ʩʪʨʠʤʳ ʦʧʪʦʤ. ʅʫʞʥʦ ʧʨʦʩʪʦ ʚʥʝʩʪʠ ʘʚʘʥʩ, ʠ ʤʦʰʝʥʥʠʢʠ 

ʧʨʦʜʘʜʫʪ ʚʘʤ ʚʦʟʤʦʞʥʦʩʪʴ ʠʩʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʴ ʦʛʨʦʤʥʫʶ ʙʦʪ-ʬʝʨʤʫ ʫʩʪʨʦʡʩʪʚ ʜʣʷ ʧʨʦʩʣʫʰʠʚʘʥʠʷ 

ʚʘʰʝʡ ʧʝʩʥʠ ʪʳʩʷʯʠ ʠ ʪʳʩʷʯʠ ʨʘʟ. ʕʪʦ ʟʥʘʯʠʪ, ʯʪʦ ʚʘʰ ʪʨʝʢ ʙʫʜʝʪ ʥʘ ʙʦʣʝʝ ʚʳʩʦʢʦʤ ʤʝʩʪʝ 

ʚ ʧʦʠʩʢʝ, ʫ ʥʝʛʦ ʙʫʜʝʪ ʚʦʟʤʦʞʥʦʩʪʴ ʙʳʪʴ ʚʢʣʶʯʝʥʥʳʤ ʚ ʪʦʧ-ʧʣʝʡʣʠʩʪʳ, ʘ ʛʣʘʚʥʦʝ, ʦʥ ʧʨʠʚʣʝʯʝʪ 

ʚʥʠʤʘʥʠʝ. ʅʝʩʤʦʪʨʷ ʥʘ ʪʦ, ʯʪʦ ʵʪʦ ʥʝ ʧʨʷʤʦʡ ʫʜʘʨ ʧʦ ʬʠʥʘʥʩʦʚʦʤʫ ʙʣʘʛʦʩʦʩʪʦʷʥʠʶ ʤʫʟʳʢʘʥʪʦʚ, 

ʧʨʦʠʩʭʦʜʠʪ ʩʤʝʱʝʥʠʝ ʧʨʠʦʨʠʪʝʪʦʚ: ʚʥʠʤʘʥʠʝ ʧʨʠʚʣʝʢʣʠ ʥʝ ʪʝ, ʢʪʦ ʝʛʦ ʟʘʩʣʫʞʠʣ, ʘ ʪʝ, ʢʪʦ ʤʦʛ 

ʧʦʟʚʦʣʠʪʴ ʩʝʙʝ ʧʣʘʪʠʪʴ ʧʨʦʜʘʚʮʘʤ ʙʦʪʦʚ. 

ɺ ʙʝʩʧʦʱʘʜʥʦʤ ʤʠʨʝ ʧʨʦʬʝʩʩʠʦʥʘʣʴʥʦʡ ʤʫʟʳʢʠ ʩʪʨʠʤʳ ʠ ʨʝʡʪʠʥʛʠ ð ʵʪʦ ʜʝʥʝʞʥʘʷ ʝʜʠʥʠʮʘ 

ʧʦʧʫʣʷʨʥʦʩʪʠ, ʟʘ ʵʪʫ ʚʘʣʶʪʫ ʤʦʞʝʪ ʨʘʟʚʦʨʘʯʠʚʘʪʴʩʷ ʙʠʪʚʘ, ʚ ʢʦʪʦʨʫʶ ʙʫʜʫʪ ʚʦʚʣʝʯʝʥʳ ʜʘʞʝ 

ʬʘʥʘʪʳ ʤʫʟʳʢʘʥʪʦʚ. ʇʦʢʣʦʥʥʠʢʠ k-pop ʠʟʚʝʩʪʥʳ ʩʚʦʝʡ ʬʠʣʦʩʦʬʠʝʡ çʥʝ ʦʩʪʘʥʘʚʣʠʚʘʪʴʩʷ 

ʥʠ ʧʝʨʝʜ ʯʝʤè, ʦʨʠʝʥʪʠʨʦʚʘʥʥʦʡ ʥʘ ʧʨʦʜʚʠʞʝʥʠʝ ʩʚʦʠʭ ʬʘʚʦʨʠʪʦʚ. ʆʥʠ ʩʧʦʩʦʙʥʳ ʚ ʪʦʤ ʯʠʩʣʝ 

ʠ ʥʘ ʨʘʟʚʝʨʪʳʚʘʥʠʝ ʙʦʪ-ʬʝʨʤ ʜʣʷ ʛʘʨʘʥʪʠʠ ʪʦʛʦ, ʯʪʦ ʠʭ ʢʫʤʠʨʳ ʟʘʡʤʫʪ ʧʝʨʚʳʝ ʤʝʩʪʘ ʚ ʯʘʨʪʘʭ. 

ʋ ʵʪʦʛʦ ʷʚʣʝʥʠʷ ʜʘʞʝ ʝʩʪʴ ʩʧʝʮʠʘʣʴʥʦʝ ʩʣʦʚʦ ʥʘ ʢʦʨʝʡʩʢʦʤ ð çsajaegiè. 

ʂʘʢ ʧʦʙʝʜʠʪʴ ʙʦʪʦʚ 

ɿʚʫʢʦʟʘʧʠʩʳʚʘʶʱʠʤ ʢʦʤʧʘʥʠʷʤ ʠ ʩʪʨʠʤʠʥʛʦʚʳʤ ʩʝʨʚʠʩʘʤ ʦʯʝʥʴ ʚʘʞʥʦ ʧʨʦʚʝʨʷʪʴ, ʥʘʩʪʦʷʱʠʝ ʣʠ 

ʩʪʨʠʤʳ, ʯʪʦʙʳ ʦʙʝʩʧʝʯʠʪʴ ʩʧʨʘʚʝʜʣʠʚʦʝ ʨʘʩʧʨʝʜʝʣʝʥʠʝ ʜʦʭʦʜʦʚ ʤʝʞʜʫ ʤʫʟʳʢʘʥʪʘʤʠ 

ʠ ʧʨʘʚʦʦʙʣʘʜʘʪʝʣʷʤʠ. ʆʜʥʘʢʦ ʜʘʞʝ ʚ ʠʛʨʦʚʦʡ ʠʥʜʫʩʪʨʠʠ ʠ ʵʣʝʢʪʨʦʥʥʦʡ ʢʦʤʤʝʨʮʠʠ ʚʩʝʛʜʘ 

ʩʫʱʝʩʪʚʫʝʪ ʠ ʙʫʜʝʪ ʩʫʱʝʩʪʚʦʚʘʪʴ ʦʧʘʩʥʦʩʪʴ ʧʦʧʘʩʪʴ ʚ ʨʫʢʠ ʙʦʪʦʚ-ʤʦʰʝʥʥʠʢʦʚ. 

ʇʦ ʤʝʨʝ ʫʩʣʦʞʥʝʥʠʷ ʟʘʱʠʪʳ ʩʦʚʝʨʰʝʥʩʪʚʫʶʪʩʷ ʠ ʧʦʧʳʪʢʠ ʘʪʘʢʦʚʘʪʴ ʩʠʩʪʝʤʫ. ʉʝʢʨʝʪ ʧʦʙʝʜʳ 

ʚ ʵʪʦʡ ʠʛʨʝ ʚ çʢʦʰʢʠ-ʤʳʰʢʠè ð ʧʦʜʛʦʪʦʚʢʘ ʥʘ ʫʨʦʚʥʝ ʦʨʛʘʥʠʟʘʮʠʠ, ʪʦ ʝʩʪʴ ʩʣʝʜʫʝʪ ʥʘʥʠʤʘʪʴ 

ʣʶʜʝʡ ʩʧʝʮʠʘʣʴʥʦ ʜʣʷ ʵʪʦʡ ʮʝʣʠ. ʅʫʞʥʦ ʨʘʙʦʪʘʪʴ ʩ ʪʝʤʠ, ʢʪʦ ʚ ʢʫʨʩʝ ʧʦʩʣʝʜʥʠʭ ʠʥʥʦʚʘʮʠʡ 

ʚ ʦʙʣʘʩʪʠ ʤʦʰʝʥʥʠʯʝʩʪʚʘ ʙʦʪʦʚ. 

https://www.vice.com/en/article/gv5xbx/i-built-a-botnet-that-could-destroy-spotify-with-fake-listens
https://www.venturemusic.com/blog/streaming-bots-will-ruin-your-career
https://www.venturemusic.com/blog/streaming-bots-will-ruin-your-career
https://musicconsultant.com/news/bots-and-third-party-playlists/#.X2ydnNZ7mGQ
https://www.npr.org/2020/02/21/808049441/inside-sajaegi-k-pops-open-secret?t=1607440710813
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ʊʘʢʠʤ ʦʙʨʘʟʦʤ, ʦʙʥʦʚʣʝʥʠʷ ʚʘʰʝʛʦ ʧʨʠʣʦʞʝʥʠʷ ʧʦʤʦʛʫʪ ʚʘʤ ʩʳʛʨʘʪʴ ʥʘ ʦʧʝʨʝʞʝʥʠʝ, ʘ ʥʦʚʝʡʰʝʝ 

ʧʨʦʛʨʘʤʤʥʦʝ ʦʙʝʩʧʝʯʝʥʠʝ ʜʣʷ ʚʥʝʜʨʝʥʠʷ ʤʝʨ ʙʝʟʦʧʘʩʥʦʩʪʠ ʚ ʧʨʠʣʦʞʝʥʠʠ ʤʦʞʝʪ ʙʳʪʴ 

ʫʩʪʘʥʦʚʣʝʥʦ ʟʘʨʘʥʝʝ. 

ʎʠʬʨʦʚʦʡ ʩʣʝʜ, ʢʦʪʦʨʳʡ ʦʩʪʘʚʣʷʶʪ ʧʦʩʣʝ ʩʝʙʷ ʙʦʪʳ, ʥʝʚʦʟʤʦʞʥʦ ʦʙʥʘʨʫʞʠʪʴ ʙʝʟ ʧʨʦʚʝʜʝʥʠʷ 

ʙʦʣʴʰʦʡ ʨʘʙʦʪʳ. ɺʘʞʥʦ ʫʙʝʜʠʪʴʩʷ, ʯʪʦ ʫʩʪʨʘʥʷʪʴ ʙʦʪʦʚ ʙʫʜʫʪ ʥʝ ʧʨʦʩʪʦ ʥʦʚʳʤʠ, ʘ ʥʦʚʝʡʰʠʤʠ 

ʠʥʩʪʨʫʤʝʥʪʘʤʠ. ʀʩʧʦʣʴʟʫʷ ʤʘʰʠʥʥʦʝ ʦʙʫʯʝʥʠʝ ʠ ʧʨʝʠʤʫʱʝʩʪʚʘ, ʢʦʪʦʨʳʝ ʜʘʝʪ ʩʣʦʞʥʦʩʪʴ 

ʩʠʛʥʘʣʦʚ ʘʥʦʥʠʤʥʳʭ ʩʝʥʩʦʨʥʳʭ ʜʘʪʯʠʢʦʚ, ʧʦʣʫʯʘʝʤʳʭ ʦʪ ʚʟʘʠʤʦʜʝʡʩʪʚʠʷ ʯʝʣʦʚʝʢʘ 

ʩ ʫʩʪʨʦʡʩʪʚʦʤ, ʨʝʰʝʥʠʷ ʜʣʷ ʚʳʷʚʣʝʥʠʷ ʙʦʪʦʚ ʤʦʛʫʪ ʨʘʩʧʦʟʥʘʚʘʪʴ ʤʦʜʝʣʠ ʧʦʚʝʜʝʥʠʷ, 

ʦʪʣʠʯʘʶʱʠʝ ʙʦʪʦʚ ʦʪ ʨʝʘʣʴʥʳʭ ʣʶʜʝʡ. ʉ ʠʭ ʧʦʤʦʱʴʶ ʤʦʞʥʦ ʣʝʛʢʦ ʦʪʩʝʯʴ ʤʦʰʝʥʥʠʢʦʚ-ʙʦʪʦʚ 

ʠ ʚʥʦʚʴ ʧʦʣʫʯʠʪʴ ʘʙʩʦʣʶʪʥʳʡ ʢʦʥʪʨʦʣʴ ʥʘʜ ʵʢʦʥʦʤʠʢʦʡ ʩʪʨʠʤʠʥʛʘ. 

 

SOCIAL MEDIA & INFLUENCERS ééééééééééééééééééééé 

Pinterest's new ad format automates personalized messaging 

 https://www.marketingdive.com/news/pinterests-new-ad-format-automates-personalized-

messaging/593626/ 

Dive Brief: 

Pinterest this week introduced a customizable advertising format that lets marketers automate the process 

of building personalized creative to target specific audiences. Advertisers can make multiple versions of 

Pins from digital assets or a product feed, automatically importing product data such as price, location and 

availability for target audiences, per an announcement shared with Marketing Dive. 

Pinterest named RevJet, StitcherAds and Smartly.io as approved partners to provide software tools and 

templates to design dynamic creative ads, helping advertisers reduce the time and effort that would 

otherwise be required to create hundreds of customized ads for specific audiences to drive sales. 

Marketers also can run tests of the creative to compare which ads drive the best performance. 

The new performance-driven format comes as Pinterest looks to support shopping-related behaviors on 

its platform, which saw an 85% jump in the number of Pinners engaging with shopping surfaces in the six 

months ended Sept. 30. 

Dive Insight: 
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Pinterest's rollout of dynamic creative ads aims to make it easier for marketers to customize their 

messaging on the platform, whose user base grew 13% to 98 million in the U.S. and 37% to 442 million 

worldwide in Q3 from a year earlier, according to a quarterly report . Pinterest already gives marketers a 

way to target specific audiences with ads, and now RevJet, StitcherAds and Smartly.io can help to 

automate the process. Dynamic creative lets marketers use a library of images and information that are 

automatically combined into a personalized ad based on real-time audience data, eliminating the need for 

manual customization. 

With its new format, Pinterest is catching up to platforms like Facebook and Snapchat, which already offer 

dynamic creative, underscoring how the automation media buyers have come to expect with programmatic 

ads is increasingly extending into creative. 

The early results of customized creative on Pinterest are promising, as StitcherAds explains in a blog post. 

The company, which gives marketers a way to customize ads on Facebook, Instagram and Snapchat, said 

its clients who optimized their ads for Pinterest saw positive results. Those metrics included an average 

55% jump in conversion rates and 11% increase in return on ad spend (ROAS). Meanwhile, the average 

cost per purchase declined by 7%, according to StitcherAds. 

With more people shopping online during the pandemic, personalized ads that drive business outcomes 

have become a bigger priority for marketers. However, customizing ads can be a time-consuming process 

for creative teams, both in-house and at agencies. About a third (72%) of advertisers agree that social 

media ad creation and delivery require manual procedures that often are time-consuming, 

Smartly.io found in a survey. Automating the process can save time and money for marketers, while 

delivering better sales performance. 

Pinterest's addition of dynamic creative ads follows other efforts to expand its range of offerings for 

marketers, including those seeking a direct response. The company in September began offering ad 

placements in the "shop" tab in text search, visual search and shoppable Pins that are linked to an e-

commerce site. The company last year also let people shop for products they find with its Pinterest Lens 

visual search tool that uses image-recognition technology to identify objects with a smartphone camera. 

The company in April unveiled the "shop" tab to help people find in-stock products from text searches. 

 

https://investor.pinterestinc.com/press-releases/press-releases-details/2020/Pinterest-Announces-Third-Quarter-2020-Results/default.aspx
https://www.facebook.com/business/m/facebook-dynamic-creative-ads
https://forbusiness.snapchat.com/blog/introducing-dynamic-ads#:~:text=Personalize%20your%20ads%20automatically%20with,and%20drive%20online%20conversions%20easily.&text=These%20ads%20are%20tailored%20to,with%20your%20site%20or%20app.
https://stitcherads.com/blog/stitcherads-officially-announces-that-it-has-been-named-a-pinterest-partner/
https://www.smartly.io/blog/smartly.io-named-pinterest-dynamic-creative-partner
https://www.marketingdive.com/news/pinterest-expands-ad-inventory-among-shopping-features/586024/
https://www.marketingdive.com/news/pinterest-expands-ad-inventory-among-shopping-features/586024/
https://www.mobilemarketer.com/news/pinterest-adds-shopping-feature-to-visual-search/579008/
https://www.mobilemarketer.com/news/pinterest-adds-shopping-feature-to-visual-search/579008/
https://www.mobilemarketer.com/news/pinterest-adds-new-shop-tabs-and-curated-style-guides/575820/
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ʅʝ ʯʝʣʣʝʥʜʞʝʤ ʝʜʠʥʳʤ: ʢʘʢ ʙʨʝʥʜʫ ʠʩʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʴ TikTok ʚ ʢʘʯʝʩʪʚʝ 

performance-ʢʘʥʘʣʘ çʈʘʡʬʬʘʡʟʝʥʙʘʥʢè ʟʘʧʫʩʪʠʣ ʨʝʢʣʘʤʥʫʶ ʢʘʤʧʘʥʠʶè 

https://www.sostav.ru/publication/kak-brendu-ispolzovat-tiktok-v-kachestve-performance-kanala-

47110.html 

çʈʘʡʬʬʘʡʟʝʥʙʘʥʢè ʚ 2020 ʛʦʜʫ ʟʘʧʫʩʪʠʣ ʩʚʦʶ ʧʝʨʚʫʶ ʨʝʢʣʘʤʫ ʚ TikTok. ʕʢʩʧʝʨʠʤʝʥʪ ʜʦʣʞʝʥ 

ʙʳʣ ʧʦʢʘʟʘʪʴ, ʤʦʞʥʦ ʣʠ ʠʩʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʴ ʧʣʘʪʬʦʨʤʫ ʜʣʷ ʫʚʝʣʠʯʝʥʠʷ ʢʦʣʠʯʝʩʪʚʘ ʟʘʷʚʦʢ 

ʥʘ ʦʬʦʨʤʣʝʥʠʝ ʢʘʨʪʳ. ɺ ʠʪʦʛʝ TikTok ʟʘʥʷʣ ʚʪʦʨʦʝ ʤʝʩʪʦ ʧʦ ʵʬʬʝʢʪʠʚʥʦʩʪʠ ʩʨʝʜʠ ʚʩʝʭ ʢʘʥʘʣʦʚ 

ʧʨʦʜʚʠʞʝʥʠʷ ʥʘʨʷʜʫ ʩ ʜʠʩʧʣʝʡʥʳʤʠ ʠ social-ʢʘʥʘʣʘʤʠ. 

ʎʝʣʴ 

çʈʘʡʬʬʘʡʟʝʥʙʘʥʢè ʚʩʝʛʜʘ ʥʘʭʦʜʠʪʩʷ ʚ ʧʦʠʩʢʝ ʥʦʚʳʭ ʢʘʥʘʣʦʚ ʧʨʦʜʚʠʞʝʥʠʷ, ʢʦʪʦʨʳʝ ʥʘʠʣʫʯʰʠʤ 

ʦʙʨʘʟʦʤ ʦʪʨʘʞʘʣʠ ʙʳ ʭʘʨʘʢʪʝʨ ʠ ʧʦʟʠʮʠʦʥʠʨʦʚʘʥʠʝ ʙʘʥʢʘ ð çʇʨʦʩʪʦ. ʏʝʪʢʦ. ʂʦʤʧʝʪʝʥʪʥʦè. 

ʇʦ ʩʣʦʚʘʤ ʄʘʨʠʥʳ ɻʦʨʝʣʠʢʦʚʦʡ, ʢʨʝʘʪʠʚʥʦʛʦ ʜʠʨʝʢʪʦʨʘ çʈʘʡʬʬʘʡʟʝʥʙʘʥʢʘè, ʜʣʷ ʢʦʤʘʥʜʳ 

ʚʘʞʥʦ ʧʦʜʯʝʨʢʠʚʘʪʴ, ʯʪʦ ʧʨʦʜʫʢʪʳ ʠ ʫʩʣʫʛʠ ʢʦʤʧʘʥʠʠ ʥʘʧʨʘʚʣʝʥʳ ʥʘ ʪʦ, ʯʪʦʙʳ ʠʟʙʘʚʠʪʴ ʯʝʣʦʚʝʢʘ 

ʦʪ ʩʪʨʝʩʩʘ ʦʙʱʝʥʠʷ ʩ ʙʘʥʢʦʤ ʠ ʩʜʝʣʘʪʴ ʬʠʥʘʥʩʦʚʫʶ ʩʪʦʨʦʥʫ ʞʠʟʥʠ ʣʝʛʯʝ. 

ʃʝʪʦʤ 2020 ʛʦʜʘ ʧʝʨʝʜ ʢʦʤʘʥʜʦʡ ʩʪʦʷʣʘ ʠ ʧʨʘʢʪʠʯʝʩʢʘʷ ʮʝʣ ɹð ʧʨʦʜʚʠʛʘʪʴ ʩʚʦʶ ʜʝʙʝʪʦʚʫʶ 

ʢʵʰʙʵʢ-ʢʘʨʪʫ. ɺ çʈʘʡʬʬʘʡʟʝʥʙʘʥʢʝè ʠʩʢʘʣʠ ʘʣʴʪʝʨʥʘʪʠʚʥʳʝ ʠʥʩʪʨʫʤʝʥʪʳ, ʢʦʪʦʨʳʝ 

ʧʦʟʚʦʣʠʣʠ ʙʳ ʫʚʝʣʠʯʠʪʴ ʢʦʣʠʯʝʩʪʚʦ ʥʦʚʳʭ ʢʣʠʝʥʪʦʚ ð ʪʦ ʝʩʪʴ ʧʨʠʚʦʜʠʪʴ ʣʶʜʝʡ ʥʘ ʩʘʡʪ ʜʣʷ 

ʦʬʦʨʤʣʝʥʠʷ ʟʘʷʚʢʠ ʥʘ ʢʵʰʙʵʢ-ʢʘʨʪʫ. 

ʊʘʢ ʢʘʢ ʢʣʘʩʩʠʯʝʩʢʠʝ ʢʘʥʘʣʳ ʧʨʦʜʚʠʞʝʥʠʷ ð Google (GDN), ʗʥʜʝʢʩ (ʈʉʗ), Facebook 

ʠ ɺʂʦʥʪʘʢʪʝ ð ʫʞʝ ʠʩʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʣʠʩʴ ʙʨʝʥʜʦʤ, ʢʦʤʘʥʜʘ ʦʙʨʘʪʠʣʘ ʚʥʠʤʘʥʠʝ ʥʘ TikTok. 

ʅʘ ʧʣʘʪʬʦʨʤʝ TikTok for Business ʧʨʝʜʩʪʘʚʣʝʥʳ ʨʘʟʥʳʝ ʨʝʢʣʘʤʥʳʝ ʠʥʩʪʨʫʤʝʥʪʳ, ʢʦʪʦʨʳʝ 

ʧʦʤʦʛʘʶʪ ʙʨʝʥʜʘʤ ʦʙʱʘʪʴʩʷ ʩ ʘʫʜʠʪʦʨʠʝʡ ʩ ʧʦʤʦʱʴʶ ʢʨʝʘʪʠʚʥʳʭ ʨʦʣʠʢʦʚ ʠ ʥʝʩʪʘʥʜʘʨʪʥʳʭ 

ʧʦʜʭʦʜʦʚ, ʘ ʪʘʢʞ ʵʬʬʝʢʪʠʚʥʦ ʨʝʰʘʪʴ ʙʠʟʥʝʩ-ʟʘʜʘʯʠ. ɺʩʝ ʵʪʦ, ʧʣʶʩ ʘʢʪʠʚʥʘʷ ʘʫʜʠʪʦʨʠʷ 

ʠ ʚʦʟʤʦʞʥʦʩʪʴ ʠʩʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʥʠʷ ʨʘʟʥʳʭ ʢʨʝʘʪʠʚʦʚ ʢʘʢ ʥʠʢʘʢʦʡ ʜʨʫʛʦʡ ʢʘʥʘʣ ʧʦʜʭʦʜʠʣʦ ʧʦʜ 

ʧʦʟʠʮʠʦʥʠʨʦʚʘʥʠʝ ʙʘʥʢʘ. ʂʦʤʘʥʜʘ ʙʨʝʥʜʘ ʨʝʰʠʣʘʩʴ ʥʘ ʵʢʩʧʝʨʠʤʝʥʪʘʣʴʥʳʡ ʟʘʧʫʩʢ, ʯʪʦʙʳ 

ʧʨʦʚʝʨʠʪʴ ʥʝʩʢʦʣʴʢʦ ʛʠʧʦʪʝʟ: 

¶ ʤʦʞʝʪ ʣʠ ʨʝʢʣʘʤʘ ʚ TikTok ʙʳʪʴ ʵʬʬʝʢʪʠʚʥʦʡ ʜʣʷ ʙʨʝʥʜʘ ʠʟ ʙʘʥʢʦʚʩʢʦʡ ʩʬʝʨʳ 

¶ ʵʬʬʝʢʪʠʚʥʦ ʣʠ ʠʩʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʴ ʧʣʘʪʬʦʨʤʫ ʢʘʢ perfomance-ʢʘʥʘʣ ʜʣʷ ʧʨʠʚʣʝʯʝʥʠʷ ʥʦʚʳʭ 

ʢʣʠʝʥʪʦʚ 

¶ ʙʫʜʝʪ ʣʠ TikTok ʦʨʛʘʥʠʯʥʦ ʚʧʠʩʳʚʘʪʴʩʷ ʚ ʦʙʱʫʶ digital-ʩʪʨʘʪʝʛʠʶ ʙʘʥʢʘ 
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ʂʘʢ ʧʨʦʭʦʜʠʣʘ ʢʘʤʧʘʥʠʷ 

ʉʨʝʜʠ ʚʩʝʭ ʠʥʩʪʨʫʤʝʥʪʦʚ TikTok for Business ʙʘʥʢ ʦʩʪʘʥʦʚʠʣʩʷ ʥʘ In-feed Videos ð ʢʨʝʘʪʠʚʥʦʤ 

ʬʦʨʤʘʪʝ ʨʦʣʠʢʦʚ ʧʨʦʜʦʣʞʠʪʝʣʴʥʦʩʪʴʶ ʜʦ 60 ʩʝʢʫʥʜ. ʆʥ ʧʦʟʚʦʣʷʝʪ ʥʘʪʠʚʥʦ ʚʩʪʨʘʠʚʘʪʴʩʷ ʚ ʣʝʥʪʫ 

ʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʝʣʷ ʠ ʜʘʝʪ ʝʤʫ ʚʦʟʤʦʞʥʦʩʪʴ ʚʟʘʠʤʦʜʝʡʩʪʚʦʚʘʪʴ ʩ ʨʝʢʣʘʤʥʳʤ ʚʠʜʝʦ: ʩʪʘʚʠʪʴ ʣʘʡʢʠ, 

ʢʦʤʤʝʥʪʠʨʦʚʘʪʴ, ʜʝʣʠʪʴʩʷ. ɽʱʝ ʦʜʥʦʡ ʧʨʠʯʠʥʦʡ ʚʳʙʦʨʘ In-feed ads ʩʪʘʣʘ ʚʦʟʤʦʞʥʦʩʪʴ 

ʧʝʨʝʭʦʜʠʪʴ ʧʦ ʩʩʳʣʢʝ ʠʟ ʚʠʜʝʦ ʥʘ ʚʥʝʰʥʠʡ ʩʘʡʪ. ɺ ʩʣʫʯʘʝ ʩ çʈʘʡʬʬʘʡʟʝʥʙʘʥʢʦʤè ʵʪʦ ʙʳʣ 

ʣʝʥʜʠʥʛ, ʛʜʝ ʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʝʣʴ ʤʦʛ ʦʩʪʘʚʠʪʴ ʟʘʷʚʢʫ ʥʘ ʦʬʦʨʤʣʝʥʠʝ ʢʵʰʙʵʢ-ʢʘʨʪʳ. ʎʝʣʝʚʘʷ ʘʫʜʠʪʦʨʠʷ 

ʧʨʠ ʵʪʦʤ ʙʳʣʘ ʙʳʣʘ ʤʘʢʩʠʤʘʣʴʥʦ ʰʠʨʦʢʦʡ ð ʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʝʣʠ ʧʣʘʪʬʦʨʤʳ ʩʪʘʨʰʝ 18 ʣʝʪ. 

In-feed Videos ʧʦʟʚʦʣʠʣ ʵʢʩʧʝʨʠʤʝʥʪʠʨʦʚʘʪʴ ʩ ʢʨʝʘʪʠʚʘʤʠ, ʦʩʪʘʚʘʷʩʴ ʧʨʠ ʵʪʦʤ ʚ ʨʘʤʢʘʭ 

ʜʠʜʞʠʪʘʣ-ʩʪʨʘʪʝʛʠʠ ʙʨʝʥʜʘ. ʇʝʨʚʳʤ ʚʠʜʝʦ ʩʪʘʣ ʢʦʨʦʪʢʠʡ ʜʠʥʘʤʠʯʥʳʡ ʨʦʣʠʢ ʩ ʪʨʝʢʦʤ ʠ ʩʣʦʛʘʥʦʤ 

ʢʘʤʧʘʥʠʠ, ʣʝʛʢʦ ʫʟʥʘʚʘʝʤʳʤʠ ʧʦ ʨʝʢʣʘʤʝ ʥʘ ʊɺ ʠ ʚ ʠʥʪʝʨʥʝʪʝ. ɺʩʝ ʢʨʝʘʪʠʚʳ ʙʳʣʠ ʧʨʠʜʫʤʘʥʳ 

ʠʥʭʘʫʩ. 

ɼʘʣʝʝ ʙʨʝʥʜ ʪʝʩʪʠʨʦʚʘʣ ʨʘʟʥʳʝ ʢʨʝʘʪʠʚʳ ʚ ʧʦʠʩʢʘʭ ʩʘʤʳʭ ʵʬʬʝʢʪʠʚʥʳʭ ð ʦʪ ʯʝʩʪʥʦʛʦ ʦʪʟʳʚʘ 

ʢʣʠʝʥʪʘ ʜʦ ʬʘʥʪʘʟʠʡʥʦʡ ʨʝʢʣʘʤʳ ʩ ɸʣʝʢʩʘʥʜʨʦʤ ɻʫʜʢʦʚʳʤ. 

çʈʘʡʬʬʘʡʟʝʥʙʘʥʢè ʨʘʟʤʝʱʘʣ ʨʝʢʣʘʤʫ ʠ ʚ ʜʨʫʛʠʭ ʢʘʥʘʣʘʭ. ɺ ʩʦʮʠʘʣʴʥʳʭ ʩʝʪʷʭ, ʚ ʠʥʪʝʨʥʝʪʝ 

ʠ ʥʘ ʪʝʣʝʚʠʜʝʥʠʝ ʢʨʫʪʠʣʠʩʴ ʨʦʣʠʢʠ ʩʦ ʩʣʦʛʘʥʦʤ çʂʵʰʙʵʢ ʙʝʟ ʫʩʣʦʚʠʡ ʠ ʦʛʨʘʥʠʯʝʥʠʡè. 

ʈʝʟʫʣʴʪʘʪʳ ʢʝʡʩʘ 

ɹʘʥʢ ʩʨʘʚʥʠʣ ʨʝʟʫʣʴʪʘʪʳ ʨʝʢʣʘʤʳ ʚ TikTok ʩ ʜʠʩʧʣʝʡʥʳʤʠ ʢʘʤʧʘʥʠʷʤʠ ʚ Google (GDN) 

ʠ çʗʥʜʝʢʩè (ʈʉʗ), ʢʦʪʦʨʳʝ ʚʝʣʠʩʴ ʧʘʨʘʣʣʝʣʴʥʦ. ʆʢʘʟʘʣʦʩʴ, ʯʪʦ ʟʘ ʦʜʠʥ ʠ ʪʦʪ ʞʝ ʧʝʨʠʦʜ 

ʧʣʘʪʬʦʨʤʘ ʟʘʥʷʣʘ ʚʪʦʨʦʝ ʤʝʩʪʦ ʧʦ ʵʬʬʝʢʪʠʚʥʦʩʪʠ ʩʨʝʜʠ ʦʮʝʥʠʚʘʝʤʳʭ ʢʘʥʘʣʦʚ: 27% ʚʩʝʭ 

ʦʬʦʨʤʣʝʥʥʳʭ ʟʘʷʚʦʢ ʥʘ ʜʝʙʝʪʦʚʳʝ ʢʘʨʪʳ ʧʨʠʰʣʠ ʠʟ TikTok. 

ʂʨʦʤʝ ʪʦʛʦ, TikTok ʜʘʣ ʣʫʯʰʠʡ ʨʝʟʫʣʴʪʘʪ ʧʦ ʢʦʥʚʝʨʩʠʠ ʠʟ ʣʠʜʘ ʚ ʮʝʣʝʚʦʝ ʜʝʡʩʪʚʠʝ. 

ʇʦ ʩʨʘʚʥʝʥʠʶ ʩ ʜʠʩʧʣʝʡʥʳʤʠ ʢʘʤʧʘʥʠʷʤʠ ʵʪʦʪ ʧʦʢʘʟʘʪʝʣʴ ʥʘ 108% ʚʳʰʝ. 

ʈʦʩʪʠʩʣʘʚ ʆʨʣʦʚ, Head of Digital Buying çʈʘʡʬʬʘʡʥʟʝʥʙʘʥʢʘè: 

TikTok ʩʪʘʣ ʜʣʷ ʥʘʩ ʦʜʥʠʤ ʠʟ ʦʪʢʨʳʪʠʡ ʧʨʦʰʣʦʛʦ ʛʦʜʘ. ʄʳ ʚʠʜʝʣʠ ʤʥʦʛʦ ʤʝʜʠʡʥʳʭ ʢʝʡʩʦʚ ʩ ʥʠʤ. 

ʅʦ ʥʘʰʘ performance-ɼʅʂ ʥʝ ʧʦʟʚʦʣʷʝʪ ʥʘʤ ʙʨʘʪʴ ʠʥʚʝʥʪʘʨʴ, ʢʦʪʦʨʳʡ ʛʝʥʝʨʠʨʫʝʪ ʪʦʣʴʢʦ 

ʦʭʚʘʪʥʳʝ ʤʝʪʨʠʢʠ. ʇʨʠ ʵʪʦʤ ʫ ʥʘʩ ʚ ʦʧʳʪʝ ʫʞʝ ʝʩʪʴ ʦʮʝʥʢʘ ʚʣʠʷʥʠʷ ʤʝʜʠʡʥʳʭ ʠʥʩʪʨʫʤʝʥʪʦʚ 

ʥʘ ʨʝʘʣʴʥʳʝ ʧʨʦʜʘʞʠ. ʇʦʵʪʦʤʫ ʤʳ ʨʝʰʠʣʠʩʴ ʥʘ ʪʝʩʪ ʩ TikTok, ʢʦʪʦʨʳʡ ʧʦʢʘʟʘʣ ʦʯʝʥʴ ʠʥʪʝʨʝʩʥʳʝ 

ʜʣʷ ʥʘʩ ʨʝʟʫʣʴʪʘʪʳ. ʇʠʣʦʪ ʧʦʢʘʟʘʣ, ʯʪʦ ʠʟ ʵʪʦʛʦ ʢʘʥʘʣʘ ʤʦʞʥʦ ʧʦʣʫʯʘʪʴ ʚʝʩʦʤʳʝ performance-

ʨʝʟʫʣʴʪʘʪʳ, ʢʦʪʦʨʳʝ ʤʦʞʥʦ ʚʩʪʨʦʠʪʴ ʚ always-on ʤʠʢʩ ʜʠʜʞʠʪʘʣ-ʢʘʥʘʣʦʚ ʧʨʠʚʣʝʯʝʥʠʷ. 
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ɹʘʥʢ ʪʘʢʞʝ ʧʨʦʘʥʘʣʠʟʠʨʦʚʘʣ ʨʝʟʫʣʴʪʘʪʳ ʧʨʦʜʚʠʞʝʥʠʷ ʚ TikTok ʠ ʨʝʢʣʘʤʳ ʚ Facebook 

ʠ çɺʂʦʥʪʘʢʪʝè. ʆʥʠ ʧʦʢʘʟʘʣʠ, ʯʪʦ ʯʝʨʝʟ ʧʣʘʪʬʦʨʤʫ ʙʳʣʦ ʦʬʦʨʤʣʝʥʦ 36% ʦʪ ʚʩʝʭ ʢʘʨʪ, 

ʧʦʣʫʯʝʥʥʳʭ ʯʝʨʝʟ social-ʢʘʥʘʣʳ, ʘ ʩʪʦʠʤʦʩʪʴ ʧʨʠʚʣʝʯʝʥʠʷ ʢʣʠʝʥʪʦʚ ʧʨʠ ʵʪʦʤ ʦʢʘʟʘʣʘʩʴ ʥʠʞʝ 

ʥʘ 25%. 

ʉʚʝʪʣʘʥʘ ɹʫʪʷʥʦʚʘ, ʜʠʨʝʢʪʦʨ ʧʦ ʤʘʨʢʝʪʠʥʛʫ ʙʠʟʥʝʩʘ TikTok ʚ ɺʦʩʪʦʯʥʦʡ ɽʚʨʦʧʝ: 

ʂʦʤʤʫʥʠʢʘʮʠʷ ʙʨʝʥʜʦʚ ʚ TikTok ð ʵʪʦ ʮʝʣʳʡ ʤʠʢʩ ʠʥʩʪʨʫʤʝʥʪʦʚ, ʢʦʪʦʨʳʝ ʬʦʨʤʠʨʫʶʪʩʷ ʧʦʜ 

ʢʦʥʢʨʝʪʥʳʝ ʟʘʜʘʯʠ ʨʦʩʪʘ: ʥʘʯʠʥʘʷ ʦʪ ʫʚʝʣʠʯʝʥʠʷ TOM ʠ ʟʘʢʘʥʯʠʚʘʷ ʢʣʘʩʩʠʯʝʩʢʠʤʠ performance-

ʮʝʣʷʤʠ, ʪʘʢʠʤʠ ʢʘʢ ʦʧʪʠʤʠʟʘʮʠʷ CPI, CPA, LTV ʠ ʪ. ʜ. ʂʝʡʩ çʈʘʡʬʬʘʡʟʝʥʙʘʥʢʘè ʧʨʝʢʨʘʩʥʦ 

ʧʦʢʘʟʘʣ, ʯʪʦ ʢʦʛʜʘ ʙʨʝʥʜ ʯʝʪʢʦ ʧʦʥʠʤʘʝʪ ʩʚʦʠ ʙʠʟʥʝʩ- ʠ ʤʘʨʢʝʪʠʥʛʦʚʳʝ ʟʘʜʘʯʠ ʠ ʨʝʟʫʣʴʪʘʪ, 

ʢ ʢʦʪʦʨʦʤʫ ʦʥ ʭʦʯʝʪ ʧʨʠʡʪʠ, TikTok ʷʚʣʷʝʪʩʷ ʧʨʝʢʨʘʩʥʦʡ ʧʣʘʪʬʦʨʤʦʡ ʜʣʷ ʠʭ ʜʦʩʪʠʞʝʥʠʷ. 

 çʆ, ʚʳ ʦʪʚʝʪʠʣʠ!è: ʢʘʢ IVI ʧʦʚʳʩʠʣ ʣʦʷʣʴʥʦʩʪʴ ʚ TikTok, ʦʩʪʘʚʠʚ ʙʦʣʝʝ 10 

ʪʳʩ. ʢʦʤʤʝʥʪʘʨʠʝʚ 

ʂʦʤʘʥʜʘ ʦʥʣʘʡʥ-ʢʠʥʦʪʝʘʪʨʘ ʧʦʜʝʣʠʣʘʩʴ ʩʝʢʨʝʪʦʤ ʧʨʦʜʫʢʪʠʚʥʳʭ ʥʦʚʦʛʦʜʥʠʭ ʢʘʥʠʢʫʣ 

https://www.sostav.ru/publication/tiktok-ivi-46843.html 

ʉʝʡʯʘʩ ʢʦʤʤʫʥʠʢʘʮʠʷ ʩ ʙʨʝʥʜʘʤʠ ʚ ʙʦʣʴʰʝʡ ʩʪʝʧʝʥʠ ʧʨʦʠʩʭʦʜʠʪ ʯʝʨʝʟ ʩʦʮʩʝʪʠ ð ʯʝʨʝʟ 

ʫʧʦʤʠʥʘʥʠʝ ʠʭ ʦʬʠʮʠʘʣʴʥʳʭ ʘʢʢʘʫʥʪʦʚ ʥʘ digital-ʧʣʘʪʬʦʨʤʘʭ ʠʣʠ ʦʙʨʘʱʝʥʠʝ ʚ ʜʠʨʝʢʪ. SMM-

ʦʪʜʝʣʳ ʠʩʧʦʣʴʟʫʶʪ ʪʘʢʦʡ ʬʦʨʤʘʪ ʚʟʘʠʤʦʜʝʡʩʪʚʠʷ ʚ ʢʘʯʝʩʪʚʝ ʠʥʩʪʨʫʤʝʥʪʘ ʨʘʙʦʪʳ ʩ ʦʙʨʘʪʥʦʡ 

ʩʚʷʟʴʶ, ʘ ʪʘʢʞʝ ʧʦʚʳʰʝʥʠʷ ʫʟʥʘʚʘʝʤʦʩʪʠ. ʀʥʦʛʜʘ ʦʥʣʘʡʥ-ʧʝʨʝʧʠʩʢʠ ʤʦʛʫʪ ʩʪʘʪʴ ʵʬʬʝʢʪʠʚʥʦʡ 

ʘʢʪʠʚʘʮʠʝʡ ʠ ʧʝʨʝʡʪʠ ʚ ʧʦʣʥʦʮʝʥʥʳʡ ʬʣʝʰʤʦʙ. ʂʦʤʘʥʜʘ  IVI ʨʘʩʩʢʘʟʳʚʘʝʪ, ʢʘʢ ʦʥʣʘʡʥ-ʢʠʥʦʪʝʘʪʨ 

ʤʦʞʝʪ ʟʘʚʦʝʚʘʪʴ ʣʦʷʣʴʥʦʩʪʴ ʘʫʜʠʪʦʨʠʠ TikTok ʜʘʞʝ ʚ ʥʦʚʦʛʦʜʥʠʝ ʧʨʘʟʜʥʠʢʠ. 

IVI ʚ TikTok 

ʅʘ  h͊͊ͯͤͭ͟͟ ͍ TikTok ʤ  rʥʘʯʘʣʠ ʩʘʤʦʩʪʦʷʪʝʣʴʥʦ ʨʘʟʚʠʚʘʪʴ ʩ ʠʶʣʷ ʧʨʦʰʣʦʛʦ ʛʦʜʘ. ʇʝʨʚʳʝ 

ʘʢʪʠʚʥʦʩʪʠ ʙʳʣʠ ʩʚʷʟʘʥʳ ʩ ʧʨʦʜʚʠʞʝʥʠʝʤ ʢʦʥʪʝʥʪʘ ʩʦʙʩʪʚʝʥʥʦʛʦ ʧʨʦʠʟʚʦʜʩʪʚʘ ð ʬʠʣʴʤʦʚ 

ʠ ʩʝʨʠʘʣʦʚ IVI originals (ʥʘʧʨʠʤʝʨ, çʏʫʤʘè, çʅʝʞʥʦʩʪʴè, çɿʘʢʦʥ ʠ ɹʝʩʧʦʨʷʜʦʢè, çʈʘʟʛʦʚʦʨʥʠʢè). 

ʉʝʡʯʘʩ ʥʘʰʘ ʘʫʜʠʪʦʨʠʷ ð ʵʪʦ ʤʦʣʦʜʳʝ, ʘʢʪʠʚʥʳʝ, ʩʣʝʜʷʱʠʝ ʟʘ ʪʨʝʥʜʘʤʠ ʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʝʣʠ, ʣʶʙʷʱʠʝ 

ʢʘʯʝʩʪʚʝʥʥʳʡ ʶʤʦʨ, ʵʢʩʢʣʶʟʠʚʥʦʩʪʴ, ʩʦʧʨʠʯʘʩʪʥʦʩʪʴ ʠ ʦʙʱʝʥʠʝ, ʘ ʪʘʢʞʝ ʧʨʝʜʩʪʘʚʠʪʝʣʠ ʙʦʣʝʝ 

ʩʪʘʨʰʝʛʦ ʧʦʢʦʣʝʥʠʷ, ʢʦʪʦʨʳʝ ʧʦʨʦʡ ʥʦʩʪʘʣʴʛʠʨʫʶʪ ʠ ʜʘʞʝ ʢʦʤʤʝʥʪʠʨʫʶʪ ʨʦʣʠʢʠ ʩʦʚʝʪʩʢʦʛʦ ʢʠʥʦ. 

ʅʦʚʦʛʦʜʥʠʡ ʬʣʝʰʤʦʙ 

https://www.sostav.ru/advmap/agency/6802
https://www.tiktok.com/@ivi.official?lang=ru-RU
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ɺ ʥʦʚʦʤ ʛʦʜʫ digital-ʘʢʪʠʚʘʮʠʷ ʚ TikTok ʩʪʘʨʪʦʚʘʣʘ 4 ʷʥʚʘʨʷ c ʧʫʙʣʠʢʘʮʠʠ ʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʝʣʷʤʠ 

ʚʠʜʝʦʨʦʣʠʢʦʚ, ʚ ʢʦʪʦʨʳʭ ʦʥʠ ʚ ʫʣʴʪʠʤʘʪʠʚʥʦʡ ʬʦʨʤʝ ʧʨʠʟʚʘʣʠ ʥʘʰʫ ʢʦʤʧʘʥʠʶ ʦʩʪʘʚʠʪʴ 

ʢʦʤʤʝʥʪʘʨʠʡ ʧʦʜ ʧʦʩʪʦʤ. ʊʘʢ ʧʦʣʫʯʠʣʠʩʴ ʪʠʢʪʦʢʠ ʩ ʦʨʠʛʠʥʘʣʴʥʳʤʠ ʧʨʦʜʦʣʞʝʥʠʷʤʠ ʚʳʟʦʚʘ çɽʩʣʠ 

IVI ʥʝ ʧʨʦʢʦʤʤʝʥʪʠʨʫʝʪ ʵʪʦ ʚʠʜʝʦéè. ʅʘʧʨʠʤʝʨ, ʩ ʫʛʨʦʟʘʤʠ ʧʝʨʝʡʪʠ ʩʤʦʪʨʝʪʴ ʤʫʣʴʪ-ʩʝʨʠʘʣ 

çʌʠʢʩʠʢʠè ʫ ʢʦʥʢʫʨʝʥʪʦʚ Okko. 

ʀʣʠ ʦʪʢʣʶʯʠʪʴ ʥʘʰʫ ʧʦʜʧʠʩʢʫ ʨʘʜʠ çʉʤʝʰʘʨʠʢʦʚè ʥʘ ʜʨʫʛʦʡ ʧʣʘʪʬʦʨʤʝ. 

ʅʘʰʘ SMM-ʢʦʤʘʥʜʘ ʦʪʨʝʘʛʠʨʦʚʘʣʘ ʥʘ ʪʘʢʦʡ ʯʝʣʣʝʥʜʞ ʧʨʘʢʪʠʯʝʩʢʠ ʤʛʥʦʚʝʥʥʦ: ʚ ʦʙʦʠʭ ʨʦʣʠʢʘʭ 

ʧʝʨʚʳʝ ʢʦʤʤʝʥʪʘʨʠʠ ð ʦʪ ʧʨʝʜʩʪʘʚʠʪʝʣʝʡ ʙʨʝʥʜʘ. ʊʘʢʘʷ ʤʦʣʥʠʝʥʦʩʥʘʷ ʦʙʨʘʪʥʘʷ ʩʚʷʟʴ ʧʨʠʚʝʣʘ 

ʢ ʪʦʤʫ, ʯʪʦ ʚʩʝ ʙʦʣʴʰʝ ʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʝʣʝʡ ʩʪʘʣʠ ʦʪʤʝʯʘʪʴ ʦʥʣʘʡʥ-ʢʠʥʦʪʝʘʪʨ ʚ ʩʚʦʠʭ ʚʠʜʝʦ. 

ɸʥʥʘ ʅʦʚʠʢʦʚʘ, ʣʠʜʝʨ ʢʨʝʘʪʠʚʥʦʛʦ ʥʘʧʨʘʚʣʝʥʠʷ ʠ ʩʧʝʮʧʨʦʝʢʦʚ SMM  IVI : 

ʏʝʤ ʙʦʣʴʰʝ ʤʳ ʦʪʚʝʯʘʣʠ, ʪʝʤ ʯʘʱʝ ʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʝʣʠ ʦʪʤʝʯʘʣʠ IVI ʠ ʧʦʜʧʠʩʳʚʘʣʠʩʴ ʥʘ ʥʘʩ. 

ʅʘʙʣʶʜʘʷ ʟʘ ʨʘʩʪʫʱʠʤ ʯʠʩʣʦʤ ʧʦʜʧʠʩʯʠʢʦʚ ʚ ʥʘʰʝʤ ʘʢʢʘʫʥʪʝ, ʤʳ ʩʪʘʣʠ ʘʢʪʠʚʥʝʡ ʚʳʢʣʘʜʳʚʘʪʴ 

ʚʠʜʝʦ ʠ ʩʦʙʠʨʘʪʴ ʚʩʝ ʙʦʣʴʰʝʝ ʯʠʩʣʦ ʢʦʤʤʝʥʪʘʨʠʝʚ ʧʦʜ ʢʘʞʜʳʤ ʚʳʣʦʞʝʥʥʳʤ ʧʦʩʪʦʤ. ʄʦʞʥʦ 

ʩʢʘʟʘʪʴ, ʯʪʦ ʩʢʦʨʦʩʪʴ, ʩ ʢʦʪʦʨʦʡ ʨʘʙʦʪʘʣʘ ʥʘʰʘ ʢʦʤʘʥʜʘ, ʩʪʘʣʘ ʢʘʪʘʣʠʟʘʪʦʨʦʤ ʬʣʝʰʤʦʙʘ. 

ɿʘ ʥʝʩʢʦʣʴʢʦ ʜʥʝʡ ʷʥʚʘʨʩʢʠʭ ʧʨʘʟʜʥʠʢʦʚ ʥʘʰ SMM ʦʪʚʝʪʠʣ ʙʦʣʝʝ ʯʝʤ ʥʘ 10 ʪʳʩ. ʢʦʤʤʝʥʪʘʨʠʝʚ. 

ʈʝʟʫʣʴʪʘʪʳ 

ʇʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʝʣʠ TikTok ʦʮʝʥʠʣʠ ʩʢʦʨʦʩʪʴ ʠ ʯʫʚʩʪʚʦ ʶʤʦʨʘ ʥʘʰʝʛʦ ʙʨʝʥʜʘ. ɺ ʢʦʤʤʝʥʪʘʨʠʷʭ ʢ ʨʦʣʠʢʘʤ 

ʤʦʞʥʦ ʫʚʠʜʝʪʴ ʤʥʦʞʝʩʪʚʦ ʧʦʟʠʪʠʚʥʳʭ ʠ ʧʦʜʜʝʨʞʠʚʘʶʱʠʭ ʢʦʤʤʝʥʪʘʨʠʝʚ: çʆ, ʚʳ ʦʪʚʝʪʠʣʠ! ʈʘʜʠ 

ʪʘʢʦʛʦ ʷ ʜʘʞʝ ʧʦʜʧʠʩʢʫ ʢʫʧʣʶ!è, çIVI, ʧʨʘʚʜʘ, ʩʘʤʦʝ ʣʫʯʰʝʝ, ʜʘʞʝ ʥʝ ʞʘʣʝʝʪ ʣʘʡʢʘ, ʢʘʢ 

ʦʩʪʘʣʴʥʳʝè, çʂʘʢ ʞʝ ʵʪʦ ʢʣʘʩʩʥʦ, ʢʦʛʜʘ ʢʨʫʧʥʳʝ ʢʦʤʧʘʥʠʠ ʚʟʘʠʤʦʜʝʡʩʪʚʫʶʪ ʩ ʘʫʜʠʪʦʨʠʝʡ!è 

ʠ ʜʨʫʛʠʝ. 

ʆʜʥʦʚʨʝʤʝʥʥʦ ʚʳʨʦʩʣʘ ʠ ʘʢʪʠʚʥʦʩʪʴ ʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʝʣʝʡ ʚ ʦʩʥʦʚʥʦʤ ʘʢʢʘʫʥʪʝ ð ʥʘʧʨʠʤʝʨ, 4 ʷʥʚʘʨʷ 

ʨʦʣʠʢ, ʧʦʩʚʷʱʝʥʥʳʡ ʤʫʣʴʪʬʠʣʴʤʫ çɹʦʜʦ ɹʦʨʦʜʦè, ʩʦʙʨʘʣ ʙʦʣʝʝ 400 ʢʦʤʤʝʥʪʘʨʠʝʚ.   

ʂ ʬʣʝʰʤʦʙʫ ʪʘʢʞʝ ʧʨʠʩʦʝʜʠʥʠʣʠʩʴ ʧʦʧʫʣʷʨʥʳʝ ʙʣʦʛʝʨʳ ʠ ʠʥʬʣʶʝʥʩʝʨʳ ð ʚʩʝʛʦ ʟʘ ʩʫʪʢʠ ʦʥʠ 

ʟʘʧʠʩʘʣʠ ʙʦʣʝʝ 6 ʪʳʩ. ʪʠʢʪʦʢʦʚ ʩ ʦʙʨʘʱʝʥʠʝʤ ʢ IVI. ʉʨʝʜʠ ʥʠʭ ð @daniil.shadow (ʙʦʣʝʝ 125 ʪʳʩ. 

ʧʦʜʧʠʩʯʠʢʦʚ) ʠ @antontut (ʙʦʣʝʝ 1,1 ʤʣʥ ʟʨʠʪʝʣʝʡ). 

ʂʨʦʤʝ ʪʦʛʦ, ʘʢʪʠʚʘʮʠʷ ʥʝ ʦʩʪʘʣʘʩʴ ʥʝʟʘʤʝʯʝʥʥʦʡ ʩʦ ʩʪʦʨʦʥʳ ʜʨʫʛʠʭ ʠʟʚʝʩʪʥʳʭ ʙʨʝʥʜʦʚ. 

ɺ ʢʦʤʤʝʥʪʘʨʠʷʭ ʢ ʚʠʜʝʦ ʦʪʤʝʪʠʣʦʩʴ ʤʥʦʞʝʩʪʚʦ ʢʨʫʧʥʳʭ ʢʦʤʧʘʥʠʡ, ʪʘʢʠʝ ʢʘʢ ʄ.ɺʠʜʝʦ, Zewa, Lays 

ʠ FixPrice. 

https://www.sostav.ru/advmap/agency/6802
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ʃʘʨʠʩʘ ʄʘʢʩʠʤʦʚʘ, ʤʝʜʠʘ ʜʠʨʝʢʪʦʨ  IVI : 

ʌʣʝʰʤʦʙ ʧʦʢʘʟʘʣ, ʯʪʦ ʪʦʣʴʢʦ ʩ ʧʦʤʦʱʴʶ ʙʳʩʪʨʦʡ ʨʝʘʢʮʠʠ ʠ ʯʫʚʩʪʚʘ ʶʤʦʨʘ ʤʦʞʥʦ ʥʝ ʧʨʦʩʪʦ 

ʧʦʚʳʩʠʪʴ ʣʦʷʣʴʥʦʩʪʴ ʠ ʜʦʚʝʨʠʝ ʘʫʜʠʪʦʨʠʠ, ʥʦ ʠ ʧʨʠʚʝʩʪʠ ʢ ʠʟʤʝʨʷʝʤʳʤ ʙʠʟʥʝʩ-ʨʝʟʫʣʴʪʘʪʘʤ. ʈʦʩʪ 

ʯʠʩʣʘ ʧʦʜʧʠʩʯʠʢʦʚ ʥʘ ʥʘʰ ʘʢʢʘʫʥʪ ʩʪʘʣ ʦʜʥʠʤ ʠʟ ʣʫʯʰʠʭ ʨʝʟʫʣʴʪʘʪʦʚ ʨʘʙʦʪʳ SMM-ʢʦʤʘʥʜʳ. 

ɺ ʮʝʣʦʤ, ʵʪʦʪ ʬʣʝʰʤʦʙ ʩʪʘʣ ʚʜʦʭʥʦʚʣʷʶʱʠʤ ʦʧʳʪʦʤ ʜʣʷ ʥʘʩ ʚʩʝʭ ð ʦʥ ʧʦʢʘʟʘʣ, ʯʪʦ 

ʤ  rʥʘ ʚʝʨʥʦʤ ʧʫʪʠ. ʄʳ ʧʣʘʥʠʨʫʝʤ ʥʝ ʦʩʪʘʥʘʚʣʠʚʘʪʴʩʷ ʥʘ ʜʦʩʪʠʛʥʫʪʦʤ ʠ ʧʨʦʜʦʣʞʘʪʴ ʜʨʫʞʝʩʢʫʶ 

ʢʦʤʤʫʥʠʢʘʮʠʶ ʩ ʥʘʰʠʤʠ ʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʝʣʷʤʠ ð ʢʘʢ ʚʥʫʪʨʠ ʧʣʘʪʬʦʨʤʳ TikTok, ʪʘʢ ʠ ʚ ʜʨʫʛʠʭ ʩʦʮʩʝʪʷʭ. 

ɺ ʨʝʟʫʣʴʪʘʪʝ ʩʠʪʫʘʪʠʚʥʦʛʦ ʬʣʝʰʤʦʙʘ ʥʘ ʥʦʚʦʛʦʜʥʠʭ ʢʘʥʠʢʫʣʘʭ ʥʘ ʥʘʰ ʘʢʢʘʫʥʪ ʚ TikTok 

ʧʦʜʧʠʩʘʣʦʩʴ ʙʦʣʝʝ 60 ʪʳʩ. ʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʝʣʝʡ, ʘ ʢʦʣʠʯʝʩʪʚʦ ʧʦʢʫʧʦʢ ʧʦʜʧʠʩʢʠ ʥʘ ʧʣʘʪʬʦʨʤʫ ʦʥʣʘʡʥ-

ʢʠʥʦʪʝʘʪʨʘ ʚʳʨʦʩʣʦ ʥʘ 9% ʦʪʥʦʩʠʪʝʣʴʥʦ ʩʪʘʥʜʘʨʪʥʦʡ ʜʠʥʘʤʠʢʠ ʧʨʘʟʜʥʠʯʥʦʛʦ ʧʝʨʠʦʜʘ. 

 

E-COMMERCE éééééééé.ééééééééééééééééééééé 

Retail marketers invest in livestreams to establish shopping's 'next normal' 

https://www.marketingdive.com/news/retail-marketers-invest-in-livestreams-to-establish-shoppings-next-

normal/593634/ 

The ready availability of the tech to produce live shows and accept online orders gives brands a way to lift 

sales while fostering direct relationships with customers. 

Millions of Americans watch live videos or shop on their smartphones every day, and more frequently over 

the past year, they're doing both simultaneously as marketers experiment with shoppable livestreams. The 

ready availability of the technology to produce a live show and accept online orders gives marketers a way 

to set up their own interactive shopping channel for little cost. 

Ulta Beauty, Walmart, Anne Klein and Samsung are a handful of the brands that have produced 

shoppable livestreams as part of their efforts to drive e-commerce sales. With many consumers avoiding 

stores during the coronavirus pandemic, livestreamed programming is a way to reach homebound 

shoppers on their mobile devices. 

"The experience and engagement mostly happen on mobile," said Oz Etzioni, CEO of advertising 

personalization platform Clinch. He estimated that 60% of livestreaming shopping transactions occur on 

smartphones and tablets. 

https://www.sostav.ru/advmap/agency/6802
https://www.retaildive.com/news/facebook-debuts-shoppable-livestreams-with-anne-klein/588899/
https://www.marketingdive.com/news/samsung-tests-live-video-shopping-to-showcase-new-foldable-phone/585568/
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"We've seen great results ð even better than display retargeting in terms of the engagement," he said. 

"The data show an uplift in people buying directly from the videos." 

Livestream shopping sales were forecast to double worldwide last year from $60 billion in 2019, according 

to Coresight Research data cited by Bloomberg News. While U.S. sales were a small fraction of that total, 

there are signs of significant growth potential as major brands in the region turn to these dynamic streaming 

events to lift sales and foster more direct relationships with customers. 

Retailers turn to new platforms 

Ulta Beauty, the store chain that was forced to close all its 1,264 stores during the onset of the pandemic, 

last month introduced a shopping livestream to demonstrate products and drive sales. It teamed with 

augmented reality (AR) developer Perfect Corp. to expand its Beauty School livestream into a more 

engaging shopping experience online. 

"The interactive experience allows customers to connect with a beauty brand directly on the brand's 

website," Perfect's founder Alice Chang said in an email. Viewers also can ask questions and virtually try 

on the looks featured in the show, adding a richer element that helps to replicate the in-store browsing 

experience. 

Ulta plans to build on its efforts to reach homebound mobile shoppers through additional livestreamed 

shows this month, according to details shared with Marketing Dive. It worked with female-first wellness 

brand Love Wellness on December's "Beauty School with Love Wellness," whose reach was amplified on 

Ulta's owned Instagram channel and the photo-sharing app's IG Live platform for livestreams. 

"While there are many platforms to actively engage guests, we see significant value in creating tailored, 

digital experiences with our brand partners that can live across our ecosystem," Christine White, director 

of social and content marketing at Ulta, said in an emailed statement. "We believe there is a longer-term 

benefit in nurturing relationships with our guests in ways that feel authentically interactive." 

"While there are many platforms to actively engage guests, we see significant value in creating tailored, 

digital experiences with our brand partners that can live across our ecosystem." 

Christine White 

Director of social and content marketing, Ulta 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2020-09-14/what-is-livestream-shopping-it-s-the-future-of-u-s-e-commerce
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Walmart last month similarly made a splash with a first -of-its-kind shoppable livestream on TikTok . The 

one-hour live show let mobile users shop for fashion items featured by selected TikTok creators without 

leaving the app, removing a level of friction and linking creator-driven video content to sales. 

"It gives us a new way to engage with users and reach potential new customers, while bringing our own 

brand of fun ð with the help of fashion-loving TikTok creators ð to the platform," Walmart CMO William 

White said in a statement. 

Mobile devices are well-suited for interactivity between consumers and marketers, a natural link that may 

help to expand the audience for shoppable livestreams in the U.S. as they still lack in popularity compared 

with countries in Asia. Mobile devices can provide a better response mechanism than traditional TV 

programming, which mostly provides a "lean-back" experience that people don't want interrupted by having 

to click past ads. 

Scannable QR codes embedded in TV ads may be a savvy method to pull viewers from those "lean-back" 

experiences and bring them to interactive online platforms for further streaming, Clinch's Etzioni 

recommends. 

"We're trying to adapt to the user behavior, because we don't want to intrude," he said. "We don't want to 

force anything on you. We just want to go along with the stream and give you value, and provide you with 

utility." 

Tech giants get in the game 

Technology companies have incorporated livestream content to their respective platforms over the past 

few years to support online sales. Amazon in 2019 started Amazon Live, which features hosts discussing 

and demonstrating products  sold on the company's website. Google's research group started testing 

Shoploop in July 2020, while Facebook has made shoppable livestreams more prominent on its apps 

including Instagram. 

Livestreamed shopping has potential to grow in the U.S., if China is any indication of the possibilities. 

Chinese e-commerce giant Alibaba generates billions in sales from its Taobao Live shoppable streaming 

platform. During Alibaba's Singles Day shopping festival last year, Taobao Live spurred about $7.5 billion 

in sales during the first 30 minutes of a presales campaign among its concurrent livestreams, the South 

China Morning Post reported . 

More than 300 celebrities hosted individual livestreaming sessions on Taobao Live to showcase everything 

from cosmetics and electronics to cars and apartments. For marketers that don't want to hire a celebrity 

https://www.marketingdive.com/news/walmart-enlists-top-tiktok-creators-for-first-of-its-kind-shoppable-livestr/592367/
https://corporate.walmart.com/newsroom/2020/12/17/you-can-now-shop-walmart-on-the-hottest-place-on-the-internet-tiktok
https://www.marketingdive.com/news/amazon-opens-livestreaming-platform-to-influencers/581716/
https://www.marketingdive.com/news/amazon-opens-livestreaming-platform-to-influencers/581716/
https://www.marketingdive.com/news/google-introduces-video-shopping-platform-shoploop/582005/
https://www.marketingdive.com/news/google-introduces-video-shopping-platform-shoploop/582005/
https://sg.news.yahoo.com/alibaba-taobao-live-hits-us-114533989.html
https://sg.news.yahoo.com/alibaba-taobao-live-hits-us-114533989.html
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presenter in a livestream, social influencers can be equally or even more effective to reach their loyal 

followings. 

Etzioni has seen brands develop shopping livestreams with influencers consumers trust for their ability to 

demonstrate products and offer reliable opinions. 

"The results are great, but you've got to keep it authentic and relevant to people," he said. "They have 

many different channels and opportunities to see what's most valuable to them." 

 

How consumer expectations for brand experiences, personalization are changing, 

per Forrester 

https://www.marketingdive.com/news/how-consumer-expectations-for-brand-experiences-

personalization-are-changi/592669/  

Dive Brief: 

More than half (54%) of the most empowered consumers expect to become more digitally engaged with 

brands over the next 12 to 24 months, per Forrester's "The Future Of The Empowered Consumer In The 

US" report that was emailed to Marketing Dive. The empowered consumer group labeled Progressive 

Pioneers by Forrester leads the demand for product and experience innovation. 

Nearly two-thirds (63%) of Progressive Pioneers will choose brands that help their local communities, while 

57%  intend to buy from companies that contribute to sustainability more frequently over the next two 

years. Meanwhile, 20% of U.S. online adults believe that brands' attempts at personalization undermine 

their feeling of control. 

Progressive Pioneers make up 20% of consumers, while Convenience Conformers ð those who opt for 

digital products and services largely to enhance the speed and ease of their experiences ð make up 44%. 

These empowered groups are increasing their share of the total consumer base and can key brands into 

where trends are headed. Innovation-averse Settled Survivors and Reserved Resisters are down to 21% 

of the consumer base from 35% in 2015, per Forrester. 

Dive Insight: 
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Forrester's report keys into what CMOs need to know about shifting consumer habits in 2021 and beyond, 

with a spotlight on a growing consumer base that is both more demanding of brands and tech savvy. While 

the types of behaviors adopted by empowered consumers ð including a heavier reliance on personal 

devices,  higher expectations of seamless digital-physical interactions and a stronger desire to harness 

brands for personal well-being ð have not changed since the coronavirus pandemic disrupted the globe, 

those same behaviors have become more widespread. 

As demonstrated by previous reports, pre-existing consumer trends have been accelerated by the 

pandemic. People have looked for brands and digital tools that restore their sense of confidence, but 34% 

of U.S. online adults said that social media, video calls and texting didn't make them feel as connected as 

they hoped, Forrester found. The report also suggested that those who engage across multiple channels 

have the most fulfilling experiences, suggesting that brands must adopt a multichannel approach to break 

through. 

"The most empowered consumers need both online and offline interactions for meaningful 

experiences," Anjali Lai, a senior analyst at Forrester, wrote in the report. "Rather than replacing 'offline' 

behaviors with 'online' alternatives, use multiple types of experiences to build a richer, holistic emotional 

journey." 

Progressive Pioneers demanding that brands help their communities and show a commitment to 

sustainability follows previous research that indicates consumers increasingly want purpose-led actions 

from brands to come down to the local level. Forrester suggests that brands work to clarify their 

commitments to social, environmental or culture values to preserve trust with these consumers. 

Similarly, the resistance of one-fifth of U.S. online adults to personalization efforts by brands follows other 

reports that suggest privacy is becoming more important to consumers. More than half (57%) of consumers 

have spurned personalization to preserve their privacy , per a recent survey The Conference Board 

conducted in partnership with Nielsen. 

Forrester suggests that CMOs who market to Progressive Pioneers can use these findings immediately, 

while brands with less empowered consumer bases can expect these changes to be reflected in the next 

three to five years. 

 

https://www.marketingdive.com/news/cmos-must-decipher-pandemic-related-consumer-behavior-changes-dentsu-surve/587053/
https://www.marketingdive.com/news/57-of-us-consumers-would-forego-marketing-personalization-to-protect-their/589189/
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E-commerce continues to be a way of life for brands 

Among the myriad consumer behavioral changes enshrined by the pandemic, the growing preference for 

e-commerce still stands out. On Black Friday, for example, online sales increased 21.6% from 2019 and hit 

$9 billion, while shopping on smartphones jumped 25% to $3.6 billion for 40% of the day's total online 

spending, according to Adobe Analytics. 

Major brand marketers like PepsiCo and Clorox were already investing more heavily in e-commerce and 

DTC strategies both via owned channels and through online retailers and social media platforms, but they 

truly hit the gas on such investments in 2020 to meet the demands of homebound consumers. These 

transformations are not going anywhere, even as the pandemic potentially recedes in the months ahead. 

"The pandemic has accelerated the digital adoption behaviors we've been seeing for years, and even as 

people return to in-store shopping, we can't ignore the e-commerce and digital experiences they have 

come to expect," Mathieu Champigny, CEO at content agency Industrial Color, said in emailed comments. 

To meet this demand, social media platforms have continued to meld content with commerce, connecting 

consumers with brands and shrinking the sales funnel. Facebook added a Shops tab, Instagram beefed 

up shoppable posts and e-commerce on IGTV and Reels and TikTok rolled out shoppable livestreams ð 

most recently with a Walmart holiday collaboration  that underscores why the retailer is looking to acquire 

a stake in the ByteDance-owned app. 

"The world of social commerce is booming, and we can only expect to continue to see further investment, 

particularly in social and livestream shopping apps," Lucas Tieleman, executive vice president of product 

at Bazaarvoice, said in emailed comments. 

 

MESSENGER éééééééé.ééééééééééééééééééééé 

Telegram ʜʦʙʘʚʠʣ ʬʫʥʢʮʠʶ ʵʢʩʧʦʨʪʘ ʯʘʪʦʚ ʠʟ ʜʨʫʛʠʭ ʤʝʩʩʝʥʜʞʝʨʦʚ 

ɺ ʦʙʥʦʚʣʝʥʥʦʡ ʚʝʨʩʠʠ ʤʦʞʥʦ ʧʝʨʝʥʝʩʪʠ ʠʩʪʦʨʠʶ ʧʝʨʝʧʠʩʢʠ  

https://www.sostav.ru/publication/telegram-dobavil-funktsiyu-eksporta-chatov-iz-drugikh-messendzherov-

47071.html 

https://www.marketingdive.com/news/smartphone-shopping-surged-25-to-36b-on-black-friday-study-finds/589779/
https://www.marketingdive.com/news/pepsicos-in-house-technology-informs-radical-shift-to-digital/589792/
https://www.marketingdive.com/news/clorox-dtc-brand-resources-cpg-giant-nutranext-marketing/578783/
https://www.marketingdive.com/news/walmart-enlists-top-tiktok-creators-for-first-of-its-kind-shoppable-livestr/592367/
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Telegram ʦʙʥʦʚʠʣ ʧʨʠʣʦʞʝʥʠʝ, ʪʝʧʝʨʴ ʚ ʥʝʤ ʩʪʘʣʘ ʜʦʩʪʫʧʥʘ ʬʫʥʢʮʠʷ ʧʝʨʝʥʦʩʘ ʠʩʪʦʨʠʠ ʧʝʨʝʧʠʩʢʠ 

ʠʟ ʜʨʫʛʠʭ ʤʝʩʩʝʥʜʞʝʨʦʚ, ʥʘʧʨʠʤʝʨ ʠʟ WhatsApp, Line, KakaoTalk. ʆʙ ʵʪʦʤ ʩʦʦʙʱʘʝʪʩʷ 

ʚ ʫʚʝʜʦʤʣʝʥʠʠ ʦʙ ʦʙʥʦʚʣʝʥʠʠ ʤʝʩʩʝʥʜʞʝʨʘ ʚ App Store. 

ʆʙʥʦʚʣʝʥʠʝ ʧʦʷʚʠʣʦʩʴ ʥʘ ʬʦʥʝ ͙͎ͣͪ͊ͼ͙͙ ʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʝʣʝʡ ʠʟ WhatsApp, Twitter ʠ ʜʨʫʛʠʭ 

ʩʦʮʩʝʪʝʡ. ɺ ʯʘʩʪʥʦʩʪʠ, ʥʘ ʬʦʥʝ ʠʟʤʝʥʝʥʠʷ ʧʦʣʠʪʠʢʠ ʢʦʥʬʠʜʝʥʮʠʘʣʴʥʦʩʪʠ WhatsApp, ʘ ʪʘʢʞʝ 

ʧʦʩʣʝ ʪʦʛʦ, ʢʘʢ ʘʢʢʘʫʥʪ ɼʦʥʘʣʴʜʘ ʊʨʘʤʧʘ ʚ Twitter ʙʳʣ ʟʘʙʣʦʢʠʨʦʚʘʥ ʥʘʚʩʝʛʜʘ ʠʟ-ʟʘ ʪʚʠʪʦʚ, 

ʢʦʪʦʨʳʝ, ʧʦ ʤʥʝʥʠʶ ʨʫʢʦʚʦʜʩʪʚʘ ʩʦʮʩʝʪʠ, ʨʘʟʞʠʛʘʣʠ ʥʝʥʘʚʠʩʪʴ. 

ʂʨʦʤʝ ʪʦʛʦ, ʪʝʧʝʨʴ ʤʦʞʥʦ ʫʜʘʣʷʪʴ ʛʨʫʧʧʳ ʜʣʷ ʚʩʝʭ ʫʯʘʩʪʥʠʢʦʚ, ʨʝʛʫʣʠʨʦʚʘʪʴ ʛʨʦʤʢʦʩʪʴ ʛʦʣʦʩʦʚʳʭ 

ʩʦʦʙʱʝʥʠʡ, ʞʘʣʦʚʘʪʴʩʷ ʥʘ ʛʨʫʧʧʳ ʠʣʠ ʢʘʥʘʣʳ, ʚʳʜʘʶʱʠʝ ʩʝʙʷ ʟʘ ʦʬʠʮʠʘʣʴʥʳʝ 

ʧʨʝʜʩʪʘʚʠʪʝʣʴʩʪʚʘ ʠʟʚʝʩʪʥʳʭ ʣʶʜʝʡ ʠʣʠ ʦʨʛʘʥʠʟʘʮʠʠ. 

ʈʘʥʝʝ ʦʩʥʦʚʘʪʝʣʴ Telegram ʇʘʚʝʣ ɼʫʨʦʚ ʥʝʦʜʥʦʢʨʘʪʥʦ ͙͙͍ͪͭͦ͊͟͟͡ WhatsApp, ʚ ʪʦʤ ʯʠʩʣʝ ʠʟ-ʟʘ 

ʧʨʦʙʣʝʤ ʩ ʙʝʟʦʧʘʩʥʦʩʪʴʶ. ʇʦ ʤʥʝʥʠʶ ɼʫʨʦʚʘ, ʧʨʦʙʣʝʤʘ ʟʘʢʣʶʯʘʝʪʩʷ ʚ ʧʦʣʠʪʠʢʝ Facebook, 

ʢʦʪʦʨʳʡ ʚʣʘʜʝʝʪ WhatsApp. 

 

 

ʅʆɺʆʉʊʀ ʀʅʊɽʈʅɽʊ-ʈɽʂʃɸʄʓ ɹɽʃɸʈʋʉʀ ...é.éééééééééééé. 

ɺ ɹʝʣʘʨʫʩʠ ʩʦʩʪʘʚʠʣʠ ʨʝʡʪʠʥʛ ʩʘʤʳʭ ʘʢʪʠʚʥʳʭ digital-ʙʨʝʥʜʦʚ 

https://marketing.by/analitika/v-belarusi-sostavili-reyting-samykh-aktivnykh-digital-brendov/ 

Digital-ʘʛʝʥʪʩʪʚʦ AMDG | Artox Media Digital Group ʧʨʦʚʝʣʦ ʠʩʩʣʝʜʦʚʘʥʠʝ ʘʢʪʠʚʥʦʩʪʠ ʙʦʣʝʝ 600 

ʙʝʣʘʨʫʩʢʠʭ ʙʨʝʥʜʦʚ ʚ ʠʥʪʝʨʥʝʪʝ ʟʘ 2020 ʛʦʜ ʠ ʩʦʩʪʘʚʠʣʦ ʨʝʡʪʠʥʛ ʢʦʤʧʘʥʠʡ, ʢʦʪʦʨʳʝ ʣʫʯʰʝ ʚʩʝʛʦ 

ʠʩʧʦʣʴʟʫʶʪ ʩʚʦʡ digital-ʧʦʪʝʥʮʠʘʣ. 

ʉʦʛʣʘʩʥʦ ʤʝʪʦʜʦʣʦʛʠʠ, ʦʮʝʥʠʚʘʣʩʷ ʢʦʤʧʣʝʢʩʥʳʡ ʧʦʜʭʦʜ ʚ ʠʥʪʝʨʥʝʪ-ʤʘʨʢʝʪʠʥʛʝ, ʫʯʠʪʳʚʘʶʱʠʡ 

ʵʬʬʝʢʪʠʚʥʦʩʪʴ ʩʘʡʪʘ, ʩʦʮʠʘʣʴʥʳʭ ʩʝʪʝʡ ʠ YouTube-ʢʘʥʘʣʘ. ʃʠʜʝʨʳ ʩʘʤʳʭ ʢʦʥʢʫʨʝʥʪʥʳʭ ʢʘʪʝʛʦʨʠʡ 

ʜʘʞʝ ʙʳʣʠ ʥʘʛʨʘʞʜʝʥʳ ʚ ʩʦʦʪʚʝʪʩʪʚʫʶʱʝʡ ʥʦʤʠʥʘʮʠʠ ʧʨʝʤʠʠ "ɹʨʝʥʜ ɻʦʜʘ 2020".  

ɺ ʊʆʇʝ ʘʢʪʠʚʥʳʭ digital-ʙʨʝʥʜʦʚ ˈ ʪʝʣʝʢʦʤ-ʦʧʝʨʘʪʦʨʳ, ʙʘʥʢʠ, ʧʨʦʠʟʚʦʜʠʪʝʣʠ ʠ ʧʨʦʜʘʚʮʳ ʙʳʪʦʚʦʡ 

ʪʝʭʥʠʢʠ ʠ ʵʣʝʢʪʨʦʥʠʢʠ ʠ ʘʚʪʦʢʣʘʩʩʠʬʘʡʜʳ. 

https://www.sostav.ru/publication/telegram-v-ssha-46837.html
https://www.sostav.ru/publication/pavel-durov-obvinil-v-utechke-dannykh-milliardera-dzheffa-bezosa-whatsapp-41652.html
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ʊʨʝʪʴʝ ʤʝʩʪʦ 

ɹʝʣʘʛʨʦʧʨʦʤʙʘʥʢ  

ʂʦʤʧʣʝʢʩʥʳʡ ʧʦʜʭʦʜ ɹʝʣʘʛʨʦʧʨʦʤʙʘʥʢʘ ʚ digital-ʧʨʦʜʚʠʞʝʥʠʠ ʧʦʟʚʦʣʠʣ ʝʤʫ ʩʪʘʪʴ ʣʠʜʝʨʦʤ 

ʨʝʡʪʠʥʛʘ ʩʨʝʜʠ ʧʨʝʜʩʪʘʚʠʪʝʣʝʡ ʬʠʥʘʥʩʦʚʦʡ ʩʬʝʨʳ. ɹʘʥʢ ʠʤʝʝʪ ʨʘʟʚʠʪʳʡ YouTube-ʢʘʥʘʣ, ʢʦʪʦʨʳʡ 

ʚʭʦʜʠʪ ʚ ʊʆʇ-20 ʩʘʤʳʭ ʘʢʪʠʚʥʳʭ ʙʨʝʥʜʦʚʳʭ ʘʢʢʘʫʥʪʦʚ ʥʘ ʚʠʜʝʦʭʦʩʪʠʥʛʝ, ʟʘʥʠʤʘʝʪ ʚʳʩʦʢʫʶ 

ʩʪʨʦʯʢʫ ʚ ʧʦʠʩʢʦʚʦʡ ʚʳʜʘʯʝ ʠ ʘʢʪʠʚʥʦ ʚʝʜʝʪ ʩʦʮʠʘʣʴʥʳʝ ʩʝʪʠ. 

Abw.by 

"ɸʚʪʦʙʠʟʥʝʩ" ʫʩʪʫʧʘʝʪ ʚ ʧʦʠʩʢʦʚʦʡ ʚʳʜʘʯʝ av.by, ʥʦ ʠʤʝʝʪ ʙʦʣʴʰʫʶ ʧʦʧʫʣʷʨʥʦʩʪʴ, ʯʝʤ ʫ 

ʢʦʥʢʫʨʝʥʪʘ, ʚʦ ʚʩʝʭ ʩʦʮʠʘʣʴʥʳʭ ʩʝʪʷʭ. ʊʘʢ, ʩʦʦʙʱʝʩʪʚʦ Abw.by ʚ Instagram ʙʦʣʴʰʝ av.by ʚ 5 ʨʘʟ, ʚ 

Facebook ˈ ʚ 3 ʨʘʟʘ, ʘ ʚ ʆʜʥʦʢʣʘʩʩʥʠʢʘʭ ˈ ʚ 1,5 ʨʘʟʘ. ʅʘ YouTube-ʢʘʥʘʣʝ Abw.by ʧʫʙʣʠʢʫʝʪ ʚʠʜʝʦ 

ʩ ʪʝʩʪ-ʜʨʘʡʚʘʤʠ, ʤʥʝʥʠʷʤʠ ʘʚʪʦʚʣʘʜʝʣʴʮʝʚ ʠ ñɹʳʩʪʨʳʤʠ ʦʙʟʦʨʘʤʠò, ʢʦʪʦʨʳʝ ʢʦʥʚʝʨʪʠʨʫʶʪʩʷ ʚ 

ʦʨʛʘʥʠʯʝʩʢʠʝ ʦʭʚʘʪʳ ʠ ʧʨʦʩʤʦʪʨʳ. 

"ɽʚʨʦʦʧʪ" 

ɿʘ 2020 ʛʦʜ ʨʝʪʝʡʣ-ʩʝʪʴ "ɽʚʨʦʦʧʪ" ʦʧʫʙʣʠʢʦʚʘʣʘ ʥʘ ʦʬʠʮʠʘʣʴʥʦʤ YouTube-ʢʘʥʘʣʝ ʩʚʳʰʝ 300 

ʨʦʣʠʢʦʚ. ɹʨʝʥʜ ʟʘʥʠʤʘʝʪ ʚʳʩʦʢʠʝ ʧʦʟʠʮʠʠ ʥʘ ʚʩʝʭ ʦʩʥʦʚʥʳʭ ʩʦʮʠʘʣʴʥʳʭ ʧʣʘʪʬʦʨʤʘʭ ˈ ʦʪ 

ʆʜʥʦʢʣʘʩʩʥʠʢʦʚ ʜʦ Instagram. ʃʠʰʴ ʦʬʠʮʠʘʣʴʥʳʡ ʩʘʡʪ, ʥʘ ʢʦʪʦʨʦʤ ʥʝʣʴʟʷ ʩʦʚʝʨʰʠʪʴ ʧʦʢʫʧʢʫ (E-

Dostavka.by ʩʯʠʪʘʝʪʩʷ ʢʘʢ ʦʪʜʝʣʴʥʳʡ ʙʨʝʥʜ), ʧʝʩʩʠʤʠʟʠʨʫʝʪ ʩʠʣʴʥʫʶ ʧʦʟʠʮʠʶ ʠʥʪʝʨʥʝʪ-

ʤʘʨʢʝʪʠʥʛʘ. 

"ɸʪʣʘʥʪ" 
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ɺ 2020 ʛʦʜʫ ʤʘʨʢʝʪʦʣʦʛʠ ʵʪʦʡ ʢʦʤʧʘʥʠʠ ʨʘʩʢʨʳʣʠ ʰʠʨʦʢʠʡ ʧʦʪʝʥʮʠʘʣ ʥʦʚʦʡ ʧʣʘʪʬʦʨʤʳ TikTok, ʥʝ 

ʟʘʙʳʚʘʷ ʠ ʦʙ ʦʩʥʦʚʥʳʭ digital-ʢʘʥʘʣʘʭ. ʕʪʦ ʧʦʜʪʚʝʨʞʜʘʝʪʩʷ ʚʳʩʦʢʠʤʠ ʧʦʟʠʮʠʷʤʠ ʚ ʩʦʮʠʘʣʴʥʳʭ 

ʩʝʪʷʭ ʠ ʧʦʠʩʢʦʚʦʡ ʚʳʜʘʯʝ. ʂʨʦʤʝ ʵʪʦʛʦ, YouTube-ʢʘʥʘʣ ʧʨʦʠʟʚʦʜʠʪʝʣʷ ʪʝʭʥʠʢʠ ʪʘʢʞʝ ʧʦʧʫʣʷʨʝʥ 

ʩʨʝʜʠ ʧʦʜʧʠʩʯʠʢʦʚ: ʢʦʥʪʝʥʪ ʢʦʤʧʘʥʠʠ ʧʨʦʩʤʦʪʨʝʣʠ ʙʦʣʝʝ 30 ʤʠʣʣʠʦʥʦʚ ʨʘʟ. 

"5 ʵʣʝʤʝʥʪ"  

ɺʠʜʠʤʦʩʪʴ ʩʘʡʪʘ 5element.by ʚ ʦʪʜʝʣʴʥʳʭ ʢʘʪʝʛʦʨʠʷʭ ʦʧʝʨʝʞʘʝʪ ʧʦʢʘʟʘʪʝʣʠ 21vek.by. ɹʦʣʴʰʝ 240 

ʪʳʩʷʯ ʬʦʣʣʦʚʝʨʦʚ ʩʣʝʜʷʪ ʟʘ ʙʨʝʥʜʦʤ ʚ Instagram ʠ ʝʱʝ 120 ʪʳʩʷʯ ˈ ʚʦ ɺʂʦʥʪʘʢʪʝ, ʘ ʚʠʜʝʦ ʥʘ 

ʦʬʠʮʠʘʣʴʥʦʤ YouTube-ʢʘʥʘʣʝ ʠʥʪʝʨʥʝʪ-ʤʘʛʘʟʠʥʘ ʙʳʣʠ ʧʨʦʩʤʦʪʨʝʥʳ ʩʚʳʰʝ 16 ʤʣʥ ʨʘʟ. 

ɺʪʦʨʦʝ ʤʝʩʪʦ ˈ av.by 

ʉʘʡʪ ʘʚʪʦʢʣʘʩʩʠʬʘʡʜʘ ʫʞʝ ʥʘ ʧʨʦʪʷʞʝʥʠʠ ʙʦʣʝʝ ʪʨʝʭ ʣʝʪ ʟʘʥʠʤʘʝʪ ʣʠʜʠʨʫʶʱʝʝ ʤʝʩʪʦ ʚ 

ʧʦʠʩʢʦʚʦʡ ʚʳʜʘʯʝ ʗʥʜʝʢʩʘ ʠ Google ʩ ʚʠʜʠʤʦʩʪʴʶ ʙʦʣʝʝ 80%. ʇʦʤʠʤʦ ʵʪʦʛʦ, YouTube-ʢʘʥʘʣ av.by 

ʷʚʣʷʝʪʩʷ ʦʜʥʠʤ ʠʟ ʢʨʫʧʥʝʡʰʠʭ ʙʠʟʥʝʩ-ʘʢʢʘʫʥʪʦʚ ʚ ʙʝʣʘʨʫʩʢʦʤ ʚʠʜʝʦʭʦʩʪʠʥʛʝ: ʪʦʣʴʢʦ ʚ 2020 ʛʦʜʫ 

ʨʝʢʣʘʤʥʳʡ ʨʦʣʠʢ ʩ ʢʘʨʧʦʤ, ʢʦʪʦʨʳʡ ʟʥʘʝʪ, ʯʪʦ ʤʘʰʠʥʳ ʧʨʦʜʘʶʪ ʠ ʧʦʢʫʧʘʶʪ ʥʘ av.by, ʙʳʣ 

ʧʨʦʩʤʦʪʨʝʥ ʩʚʳʰʝ 2 ʤʣʥ ʨʘʟ! 

ʇʝʨʚʦʝ ʤʝʩʪʦ 

"ɸʚʪʦʉʪʨʦʥʛ-ʄ" 

ɿʘ YouTube-ʢʘʥʘʣʦʤ ñɸʚʪʦʉʪʨʦʥʛ-ʄò ʩʣʝʜʷʪ ʧʦʨʷʜʢʘ 280 ʪʳʩʷʯ ʬʦʣʣʦʚʝʨʦʚ, ʘ ʦʨʛʘʥʠʯʝʩʢʠʝ 

ʧʨʦʩʤʦʪʨʳ ʚʠʜʝʦʦʙʟʦʨʦʚ ʟʘʩʪʘʚʣʷʶʪ ʢʫʩʘʪʴ ʣʦʢʪʠ ʢʦʥʢʫʨʝʥʪʦʚ. ɹʨʝʥʜ ʭʦʨʦʰʦ ʚʠʜʝʥ ʚ ʧʦʠʩʢʦʚʳʭ 

ʩʠʩʪʝʤʘʭ ʠ ʘʢʪʠʚʝʥ ʚʦ ʚʩʝʭ ʚʝʜʫʱʠʭ ʩʦʮʠʘʣʴʥʳʭ ʩʝʪʷʭ: Facebook, Instagram, ɺʂʦʥʪʘʢʪʝ ʠ 

ʆʜʥʦʢʣʘʩʩʥʠʢʘʭ. 

21vek.by 

ʀʥʪʝʨʥʝʪ-ʛʠʧʝʨʤʘʨʢʝʪ ʫʞʝ ʢʦʪʦʨʳʡ ʛʦʜ ʷʚʣʷʝʪʩʷ ʣʠʜʝʨʦʤ ʩʨʘʟʫ ʚ ʥʝʩʢʦʣʴʢʠʭ ʥʘʧʨʘʚʣʝʥʠʷʭ 

ʧʦʠʩʢʦʚʦʛʦ ʧʨʦʜʚʠʞʝʥʠʷ: ʙʳʪʦʚʘʷ ʪʝʭʥʠʢʘ, ʩʘʥʪʝʭʥʠʢʘ, ʵʣʝʢʪʨʦʥʠʢʘ, ʤʝʙʝʣʴ ʠ ʩʘʜʦʚʘʷ ʪʝʭʥʠʢʘ. 

ɺʠʜʠʤʦʩʪʴ ʩʘʡʪʘ 21vek.by ʚ ʵʪʠʭ ʢʘʪʝʛʦʨʠʷʭ ʧʨʝʚʦʩʭʦʜʠʪ ʧʦʢʘʟʘʪʝʣʠ ʢʦʥʢʫʨʝʥʪʦʚ ʚ ʥʝʩʢʦʣʴʢʦ ʨʘʟ. 

ʂʨʦʤʝ ʵʪʦʛʦ, ʠʥʪʝʨʥʝʪ-ʤʘʛʘʟʠʥ ʚʭʦʜʠʪ ʚ ʨʝʡʪʠʥʛ ʊʆʇ-50 ʢʦʤʧʘʥʠʡ, ʯʴʝ ʚʝʜʝʥʠʝ ʩʦʮʠʘʣʴʥʳʭ ʩʝʪʝʡ 

ʟʘʩʣʫʞʠʚʘʝʪ ʦʪʜʝʣʴʥʦʡ ʦʪʤʝʪʢʠ. ʉʦʦʙʱʝʩʪʚʘ ʚ Facebook, Instagram, ɺʂʦʥʪʘʢʪʝ ʠ ʆʜʥʦʢʣʘʩʩʥʠʢʘʭ 

ʟʘʥʠʤʘʶʪ ʚʳʩʦʢʠʝ ʧʦʟʠʮʠʠ ʥʘʨʘʚʥʝ ʩ YouTube-ʢʘʥʘʣʦʤ ʙʨʝʥʜʘ, ʢʦʪʦʨʳʡ ʨʘʩʧʦʣʘʛʘʝʪʩʷ ʥʘ 16-ʤ 

ʤʝʩʪʝ ʚ ʦʙʱʝʤ ʟʘʯʝʪʝ ʘʢʪʠʚʥʦʩʪʠ ʢʦʤʧʘʥʠʡ ʚ YouTube. 
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ʄʊʉ 

ɹʨʝʥʜ ʠʤʝʝʪ user friendly-ʩʘʡʪ ʠ ʘʢʪʠʚʥʳʡ YouTube-ʢʘʥʘʣ. ʊʘʢʞʝ ʥʘ ʚʩʝ ʩʦʮʩʝʪʠ ʦʧʝʨʘʪʦʨʘ 

ʩʫʤʤʘʨʥʦ ʧʦʜʧʠʩʘʥʦ ʦʢʦʣʦ 300 ʪʳʩʷʯ ʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʝʣʝʡ: ʥʘʠʙʦʣʴʰʝʝ ʢʦʣʠʯʝʩʪʚʦ ʧʦʜʧʠʩʯʠʢʦʚ ʄʊʉ 

ʠʤʝʝʪ ʚʦ ɺʂʦʥʪʘʢʪʝ, ʥʘ ʚʪʦʨʦʤ ʤʝʩʪʝ ˈ Facebook. ʅʝʩʤʦʪʨʷ ʥʘ ʚʳʩʦʢʦʢʦʥʢʫʨʝʥʪʥʦʝ ʦʢʨʫʞʝʥʠʝ, ʫ 

ʤʘʨʢʝʪʦʣʦʛʦʚ ʄʊʉ ʧʦʣʫʯʘʝʪʩʷ ʵʬʬʝʢʪʠʚʥʝʝ ʠʩʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʴ ʦʩʥʦʚʥʳʝ digital-ʢʘʥʘʣʳ. 

ʇʦʜʨʦʙʥʝʝ ʦʟʥʘʢʦʤʠʪʴʩʷ ʩ ʨʝʡʪʠʥʛʦʤ ñʃʫʯʰʠʡ Digital-ʙʨʝʥʜ 2020ò ʤʦʞʥʦ ʟʜʝʩʴ. 

ʄʝʪʦʜʦʣʦʛʠʷ  

ʈʝʡʪʠʥʛ ñʃʫʯʰʠʡ Digital-ʙʨʝʥʜ 2020ò ʦʩʥʦʚʘʥ ʥʘ ʩʫʤʤʝ ʪʨʝʭ ʠʩʩʣʝʜʦʚʘʥʠʡ AMDG: ʚʠʜʠʤʦʩʪʠ 

ʩʘʡʪʦʚ ʚ ʧʦʠʩʢʦʚʳʭ ʩʠʩʪʝʤʘʭ ʗʥʜʝʢʩ ʠ Google, ʵʬʬʝʢʪʠʚʥʦʩʪʠ SMM-ʚʝʜʝʥʠʷ ʙʨʝʥʜʦʚʳʭ 

ʩʦʦʙʱʝʩʪʚ ʚ ʩʦʮʠʘʣʴʥʳʭ ʩʝʪʷʭ (Digital Review) ʠ ʘʢʪʠʚʥʦʩʪʠ ʚ YouTube. ʌʦʨʤʫʣʘ ʦʮʝʥʢʠ ʚʢʣʶʯʘʝʪ 

ʚ ʩʝʙʷ ʚʝʩ ʢʘʞʜʦʛʦ ʠʟ ʠʥʩʪʨʫʤʝʥʪʦʚ, ʪ.ʢ. ʙʨʝʥʜʳ ʩʧʝʨʚʘ ʩʦʟʜʘʶʪ ʩʘʡʪ, ʧʦʪʦʤ ʩʦʮʩʝʪʠ ʠ ʪʦʣʴʢʦ ʧʦʩʣʝ 

ʵʪʦʛʦ ʨʘʟʚʠʚʘʶʪ YouTube-ʢʘʥʘʣ. 

 

SEO 

ʅʘʣʠʯʠʝ ʩʘʡʪʘ ʚ ʊʆʇ-10 ʣʶʙʦʡ ʢʘʪʝʛʦʨʠʠ ʨʝʡʪʠʥʛʘ ʚʠʜʠʤʦʩʪʠ ˈ 2 ʙʘʣʣʘ. 

ʅʘʣʠʯʠʝ ʩʘʡʪʘ ʚ ʧʨʝʜʝʣʘʭ 11ˈ50 ʧʦʟʠʮʠʡ ʣʶʙʦʡ ʢʘʪʝʛʦʨʠʠ ʨʝʡʪʠʥʛʘ ʚʠʜʠʤʦʩʪʠ ˈ 1 ʙʘʣʣ. 

ʆʪʩʫʪʩʪʚʠʝ ʩʘʡʪʘ ʚ ʨʝʡʪʠʥʛʝ ˈ 0 ʙʘʣʣʦʚ. 

SMM (ʩʫʤʤʘ ʧʦ 6 ʩʦʮʩʝʪʷʤ) * 0,5 

ʅʘʣʠʯʠʝ ʩʦʦʙʱʝʩʪʚʘ ʚ ʊʆʇ-50 ˈ1 ʙʘʣʣ. 

ʅʘʣʠʯʠʝ ʩʦʦʙʱʝʩʪʚʘ ʥʘ ʤʝʩʪʝ 51+ ˈ 0 ʙʘʣʣʦʚ.  

YouTube * 2 

ʅʘʣʠʯʠʝ YouTube-ʢʘʥʘʣʘ ʚ ʊʆʇ-20 ʦʙʱʝʛʦ ʨʝʡʪʠʥʛʘ ˈ 2 ʙʘʣʣʘ. 

ʅʘʣʠʯʠʝ YouTube-ʢʘʥʘʣʘ ʚ ʧʨʝʜʝʣʘʭ 21ˈ50 ʤʝʩʪ ʦʙʱʝʛʦ ʨʝʡʪʠʥʛʘ ˈ 1 ʙʘʣʣ 

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/2/folders/1oE6a--USNAEje_hqa5jwQjp2yF8AxVz2
https://www.artox-media.by/researches/?utm_source=media&utm_medium=pr&utm_campaign=bestdigbrand20
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ʃʠʜʝʨʩʪʚʦ YouTube-ʢʘʥʘʣʘ ʚ ʩʚʦʝʡ ʢʘʪʝʛʦʨʠʠ ˈ 1 ʙʘʣʣ 

ɺʥʝ ʊʆʇʦʚ ˈ 0 ʙʘʣʣʦʚ.  

ɹʨʝʥʜ, ʥʘʙʨʘʚʰʠʡ ʥʘʠʙʦʣʴʰʫʶ ʩʫʤʤʫ ʙʘʣʣʦʚ, ʧʦʣʫʯʘʝʪ ʧʝʨʚʦʝ ʤʝʩʪʦ.  

 

ɹʫʜʫʱʝʝ ʨʝʢʣʘʤʳ ʜʣʷ ʤʦʙʠʣʴʥʳʭ ʫʩʪʨʦʡʩʪʚ: ʪʨʝʥʜʳ ʠ ʨʝʢʦʤʝʥʜʘʮʠʠ ʥʘ 2021 

ʛʦʜ 

https://marketing.by/analitika/budushchee-reklamy-dlya-mobilnykh-ustroystv-trendy-i-rekomendatsii-na-

2021-god-/ 

ʏʪʦʙʳ ʫʩʧʝʰʥʦ ʧʨʦʜʚʠʛʘʪʴ ʠ ʤʦʥʝʪʠʟʠʨʦʚʘʪʴ ʧʨʠʣʦʞʝʥʠʷ ʚ 2021 ʛʦʜʫ, ʠʟʜʘʪʝʣʷʤ ʩʪʦʠʪ ʧʨʠʥʷʪʴ ʚʦ 

ʚʥʠʤʘʥʠʝ ʯʝʪʳʨʝ ʪʝʥʜʝʥʮʠʠ. 

1. ɺʩʸ ʙʦʣʴʰʝ ʠʟʜʘʪʝʣʝʡ ʚʥʝʜʨʷʶʪ ʙʠʜʜʠʥʛ 

ʄʥʦʛʠʝ ʠʟʜʘʪʝʣʠ ʩʪʨʝʤʷʪʩʷ ʚʥʝʜʨʠʪʴ ʙʠʜʜʠʥʛ ʢʘʢ ʤʦʞʥʦ ʩʢʦʨʝʝ, ʯʪʦʙʳ ʧʦʚʳʩʠʪʴ ʧʨʦʟʨʘʯʥʦʩʪʴ ʠ 

ʵʬʬʝʢʪʠʚʥʦʩʪʴ ʨʘʙʦʪʳ. ɺ ʦʪʯʝʪʝ "App Monetization Trends 2020" ("ʊʨʝʥʜʳ ʤʦʥʝʪʠʟʘʮʠʠ ʧʨʠʣʦʞʝʥʠʡ 

ʚ 2020 ʛʦʜʫ") ʘʥʘʣʠʪʠʢ eMarketer ʁʦʨʠ ɺʫʨʤʩʝʨ (Yory Wurmser) ʧʠʰʝʪ, ʯʪʦ ʚʦʟʨʦʩʰʘʷ ʧʦʧʫʣʷʨʥʦʩʪʴ 

ʙʠʜʜʠʥʛʘ ð ʦʜʥʦ ʠʟ ʛʣʘʚʥʳʭ ʧʦʩʣʝʜʩʪʚʠʡ ʧʘʥʜʝʤʠʠ. ɹʣʘʛʦʜʘʨʷ ʙʠʜʜʠʥʛʫ ʫ ʠʟʜʘʪʝʣʝʡ ʧʦʷʚʣʷʝʪʩʷ 

ʙʦʣʴʰʝ ʜʨʘʛʦʮʝʥʥʦʛʦ ʚʨʝʤʝʥʠ ʠ ʨʝʩʫʨʩʦʚ ʥʘ ʪʦ, ʯʪʦʙʳ ʦʩʥʦʚʘʪʝʣʴʥʦ ʧʦʜʛʦʪʦʚʠʪʴʩʷ ʢ ʠʟʤʝʥʝʥʠʷʤ.  

2. ʈʝʢʣʘʤʘ ʚ ʧʨʠʣʦʞʝʥʠʷʭ ʥʘʙʠʨʘʝʪ ʧʦʧʫʣʷʨʥʦʩʪʴ 

ʆʞʠʜʘʝʪʩʷ, ʯʪʦ ʚ 2021 ʛʦʜʫ ʜʦʭʦʜ ʦʪ ʨʝʢʣʘʤʳ ʚ ʧʨʠʣʦʞʝʥʠʷʭ ʧʨʦʜʦʣʞʠʪ ʨʘʩʪʠ ð ʜʘʞʝ ʥʝʩʤʦʪʨʷ 

ʥʘ ʫʩʪʨʘʥʝʥʠʝ ʨʝʢʣʘʤʥʳʭ ʠʜʝʥʪʠʬʠʢʘʪʦʨʦʚ Apple. ɺ ʦʪʯʝʪʝ "App Ecosystems" ("ʕʢʦʩʠʩʪʝʤʳ 

ʧʨʠʣʦʞʝʥʠʡ"), ʦʧʫʙʣʠʢʦʚʘʥʥʦʤ ʢʦʤʧʘʥʠʝʡ Omdia 24 ʜʝʢʘʙʨʷ, ʧʨʦʛʥʦʟʠʨʫʝʪʩʷ ʨʦʩʪ ʜʦʭʦʜʘ ʦʪ ʪʘʢʦʡ 

ʨʝʢʣʘʤʳ. ɺ 2021 ʛʦʜʫ ʦʥ ʤʦʞʝʪ ʩʦʩʪʘʚʠʪʴ 6,2 % ʜʣʷ ʥʝʠʛʨʦʚʳʭ ʧʨʠʣʦʞʝʥʠʡ ʠ 19,1 % ð ʜʣʷ ʠʛʨʦʚʳʭ. 

Facebook ʩʦʚʝʪʫʝʪ ʚʥʝʜʨʠʪʴ ʨʝʢʣʘʤʫ ʥʘ ʨʘʥʥʝʤ ʵʪʘʧʝ ʨʘʟʨʘʙʦʪʢʠ ʠ ʧʦʟʘʙʦʪʠʪʴʩʷ ʦ ʪʦʤ, ʯʪʦʙʳ ʦʥʘ 

ʥʝ ʧʦʨʪʠʣʘ ʦʙʱʝʝ ʚʧʝʯʘʪʣʝʥʠʝ ʦʪ ʧʨʠʣʦʞʝʥʠʷ.  

3. ɺʠʜʝʦ ʩ ʚʦʟʥʘʛʨʘʞʜʝʥʠʝʤ ʦʙʝʩʧʝʯʠʚʘʶʪ ʚʳʩʦʢʫʶ ʧʦʞʠʟʥʝʥʥʫʶ ʮʝʥʥʦʩʪʴ 

ɺʠʜʝʦ ʩ ʚʦʟʥʘʛʨʘʞʜʝʥʠʝʤ ð ʵʪʦ ʫʥʠʚʝʨʩʘʣʴʥʳʡ ʨʝʢʣʘʤʥʳʡ ʬʦʨʤʘʪ, ʢʦʪʦʨʳʡ ʥʝ ʪʦʣʴʢʦ ʧʨʠʥʦʩʠʪ 

ʦʪʣʠʯʥʳʝ ʨʝʟʫʣʴʪʘʪʳ ʤʘʨʢʝʪʦʣʦʛʘʤ ʠ ʠʟʜʘʪʝʣʷʤ, ʥʦ ʠ ʦʙʝʩʧʝʯʠʚʘʝʪ ʙʦʣʝʝ ʛʣʫʙʦʢʦʝ ʚʦʚʣʝʯʝʥʠʝ 
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ʠʛʨʦʢʦʚ.  ɺʠʜʝʦ ʩ ʚʦʟʥʘʛʨʘʞʜʝʥʠʝʤ ʧʦʤʦʛʣʠ ʩʪʫʜʠʠ Leyi Games ʧʦʚʳʩʠʪʴ ʫʨʦʚʝʥʴ ʫʜʝʨʞʘʥʠʷ ʠ 

ʟʘʨʘʙʦʪʘʪʴ ʥʘ ʨʝʢʣʘʤʝ 10 ʤʠʣʣʠʦʥʦʚ ʶʘʥʝʡ (ʧʨʠʤʝʨʥʦ 1,5 ʤʠʣʣʠʦʥʘ ʜʦʣʣʘʨʦʚ ʉʐɸ). 

4. ʈʦʣʴ ʫʟʢʦʩʧʝʮʠʘʣʠʟʠʨʦʚʘʥʥʳʭ ʠ ʛʠʙʨʠʜʥʳʭ ʩʪʨʘʪʝʛʠʡ ʤʦʥʝʪʠʟʘʮʠʠ ʚʦʟʨʘʩʪʘʝʪ 

ɼʠʚʝʨʩʠʬʠʢʘʮʠʷ ʩʪʨʘʪʝʛʠʡ ʤʦʥʝʪʠʟʘʮʠʠ ʩʪʘʥʝʪ ʦʜʥʠʤ ʠʟ ʧʦʣʝʟʥʝʡʰʠʭ ʥʘʚʳʢʦʚ ʚ 2021 ʛʦʜʫ. 

ʈʘʟʨʘʙʦʪʯʠʢʠ ʠ ʠʟʜʘʪʝʣʠ, ʫʤʝʶʱʠʝ ʢʦʤʙʠʥʠʨʦʚʘʪʴ ʧʦʢʫʧʢʠ ʚ ʧʨʠʣʦʞʝʥʠʠ ʩ ʨʝʢʣʘʤʦʡ ʠ 

ʚʘʨʴʠʨʫʱʠʝ ʩʪʨʘʪʝʛʠʶ ʚ ʟʘʚʠʩʠʤʦʩʪʠ ʦʪ ʞʘʥʨʘ ʠʛʨʳ, ʩʤʦʛʫʪ ʜʦʩʪʠʯʴ ʦʪʣʠʯʥʳʭ ʨʝʟʫʣʴʪʘʪʦʚ. 

ʄʦʥʝʪʠʟʘʮʠʷ ʪʦʣʴʢʦ ʩ ʧʦʤʦʱʴʶ ʨʝʢʣʘʤʳ ʤʦʞʝʪ ʜʝʣʘʪʴ ʠʟʜʘʪʝʣʝʡ ʛʠʧʝʨʢʘʟʫʘʣʴʥʳʭ ʠʛʨ ʙʦʣʝʝ 

ʫʷʟʚʠʤʳʤʠ ʢ ʢʦʣʝʙʘʥʠʷʤ CPM, ʯʝʤ ʝʩʣʠ ʙʳ ʦʥʠ ʠʩʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʣʠ ʛʠʙʨʠʜʥʫʶ ʤʦʜʝʣʴ (ʨʝʢʣʘʤʘ ʠ 

ʧʦʢʫʧʢʠ ʚ ʧʨʠʣʦʞʝʥʠʠ). Facebook ʩʦʚʝʪʫʝʪ ʧʨʠʤʝʥʷʪʴ ʩʤʝʰʘʥʥʫʶ ʩʪʨʘʪʝʛʠʶ ʤʦʥʝʪʠʟʘʮʠʠ ʠ 

ʠʩʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʴ ʩʝʨʚʠʩʳ Facebook Gaming, ʯʪʦʙʳ ʦʙʝʩʧʝʯʠʪʴ ʦʨʛʘʥʠʯʝʩʢʦʝ ʧʨʠʚʣʝʯʝʥʠʝ, 

ʚʦʚʣʝʯʝʥʠʝ ʠ ʫʜʝʨʞʘʥʠʝ ʠʛʨʦʢʦʚ. 

 

ɺ ʧʨʦʰʣʦʤ ʛʦʜʫ ʤʥʦʛʠʝ ʠʟʜʘʪʝʣʠ ʭʘʨʜʢʦʨʥʳʭ, ʤʠʜʢʦʨʥʳʭ ʠ ʢʘʟʫʘʣʴʥʳʭ ʠʛʨ, ʘ ʪʘʢʞʝ ʩʦʮʠʘʣʴʥʳʭ 

ʢʘʟʠʥʦ, ʢʦʪʦʨʳʝ ʪʨʘʜʠʮʠʦʥʥʦ ʠʩʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʣʠ ʧʦʢʫʧʢʠ ʚ ʧʨʠʣʦʞʝʥʠʠ, ʨʝʰʠʣʠ ʦʧʨʦʙʦʚʘʪʴ 

ʚʥʫʪʨʠʠʛʨʦʚʫʶ ʨʝʢʣʘʤʫ, ʚ ʨʝʟʫʣʴʪʘʪʝ ʯʝʛʦ ʠʤ ʫʜʘʣʦʩʴ ʫʚʝʣʠʯʠʪʴ ʜʦʭʦʜ ʠ ʫʜʝʨʞʘʥʠʝ. ʏʪʦʙʳ 

ʧʦʣʫʯʠʪʴ ʤʘʢʩʠʤʘʣʴʥʫʶ ʚʳʛʦʜʫ ʦʪ ʨʝʢʣʘʤʳ ʚ ʛʠʙʨʠʜʥʦʡ ʤʦʜʝʣʠ, ʧʨʠ ʜʦʙʘʚʣʝʥʠʠ ʪʦʯʝʢ ʧʝʨʝʭʦʜʘ 

ʢ ʚʠʜʝʦ ʩ ʚʦʟʥʘʛʨʘʞʜʝʥʠʝʤ ʥʫʞʥʦ ʫʯʠʪʳʚʘʪʴ ʦʩʦʙʝʥʥʦʩʪʠ ʞʘʥʨʘ.  

ʈʝʡʪʠʥʛ ʚʠʜʠʤʦʩʪʠ ʩʘʡʪʦʚ ɹʘʡʥʝʪʘ ʚ ʜʝʢʘʙʨʝ 2020: ʘʧʜʝʡʪ ʗʥʜʝʢʩʘ ʠ ʥʦʚʳʝ 

ʢʘʪʝʛʦʨʠʠ 

https://marketing.by/analitika/reyting-vidimosti-saytov-bayneta-v-dekabre-2020-apdeyt-yandeksa-i-

novye-kategorii/ 

Digital-ʘʛʝʥʪʩʪʚʦ AMDG ʨʘʩʰʠʨʷʝʪ ʠʩʩʣʝʜʫʝʤʳʝ ʢʘʪʝʛʦʨʠʠ ʨʝʡʪʠʥʛʘ ʚʠʜʠʤʦʩʪʠ ʟʘ ʩʯʝʪ ʦʜʝʞʜʳ ʠ 

ʢʦʩʤʝʪʠʢʠ. ɺ ʩʘʤʠʭ ʧʦʠʩʢʦʚʠʢʘʭ ʪʦʞʝ ʙʦʣʴʰʠʝ ʠʟʤʝʥʝʥʠʷ: ʗʥʜʝʢʩ ʚʳʢʘʪʠʣ ʥʦʚʳʡ ʘʣʛʦʨʠʪʤ Yati, ʘ 

Google ʟʘʷʚʠʣ ʦʙ ʦʙʥʦʚʣʝʥʠʠ Core Web Vital. ɺʩʝ ʵʪʦ ʥʝ ʤʦʞʝʪ ʥʝ ʚʣʠʷʪʴ ʥʘ ʧʦʟʠʮʠʠ ʩʘʡʪʦʚ 

ʧʨʝʜʩʪʘʚʠʪʝʣʝʡ ʙʝʣʘʨʫʩʢʦʛʦ ʙʠʟʥʝʩʘ. 

ʆʜʝʞʜʘ 

ʂʘʪʝʛʦʨʠʷ ʦʩʥʦʚʘʥʘ ʥʘ ʢʦʤʤʝʨʯʝʩʢʠʭ ʟʘʧʨʦʩʘʭ (ʥʘʧʨʠʤʝʨ, ʩʦ ʩʣʦʚʦʤ òʢʫʧʠʪʴò) ʧʦ ʞʝʥʩʢʦʡ ʠ 

ʤʫʞʩʢʦʡ ʦʜʝʞʜʝ, ʙʝʣʴʶ ʠ ʦʜʝʞʜʝ ʜʣʷ ʩʧʦʨʪʘ ʩ ʠʩʢʣʶʯʝʥʠʝʤ ʫʧʦʤʠʥʘʥʠʷ ʙʨʝʥʜʦʚ. ʕʪʦ ʧʦʟʚʦʣʠʣʦ 

ʥʘʤ ʫʨʘʚʥʷʪʴ ʫʯʘʩʪʥʠʢʦʚ ʨʝʡʪʠʥʛʘ. 
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ɹʣʘʛʦʜʘʨʷ ʵʪʦʤʫ ʚ ʊʆʇ-10 ʧʦʧʘʣʠ ʥʝ ʪʦʣʴʢʦ ʚʝʟʜʝʩʫʱʠʝ ʤʘʨʢʝʪʧʣʝʡʩʳ ʢʘʢ Lamoda.by ʠ 

Wildberries.by, ʥʦ ʠ ʢʦʤʧʘʥʠʠ, ʧʨʦʜʘʶʱʠʝ ʩʚʦʶ ʧʨʦʜʫʢʮʠʶ, ï ʥʘʧʨʠʤʝʨ, Mark Formelle ʠ Conte. 

  

ʂʦʩʤʝʪʠʢʘ 

ʅʦʚʘʷ ʢʘʪʝʛʦʨʠʷ ʦʩʥʦʚʳʚʘʝʪʩʷ ʪʦʣʴʢʦ ʥʘ ʢʦʤʤʝʨʯʝʩʢʠʭ ʟʘʧʨʦʩʘʭ, ʟʘ ʠʩʢʣʶʯʝʥʠʝʤ ʙʨʝʥʜʦʚʳʭ. 

ʊʝʤʘʪʠʯʝʩʢʠ ʦʥʘ ʦʭʚʘʪʳʚʘʝʪ ʧʨʦʜʘʚʮʦʚ ʧʨʦʬʝʩʩʠʦʥʘʣʴʥʦʡ, ʜʝʢʦʨʘʪʠʚʥʦʡ ʠ ʫʭʦʜʦʚʦʡ ʢʦʩʤʝʪʠʢʠ 

ʜʣʷ ʣʠʮʘ ʠ ʪʝʣʘ.  

ʋʯʘʩʪʥʠʢʘʤʠ ʢʘʪʝʛʦʨʠʠ ʩʪʘʣʠ ʢʘʢ ʧʨʦʬʠʣʴʥʳʝ ʩʘʡʪʳ (Mila.by, Beauty-shop.by, Kocmo.by, Dnk.by, 

Pudra.by, Makeup.by, Kosmet.by), ʪʘʢ ʠ ʤʘʨʢʝʪʧʣʝʡʩʳ ʠʣʠ ʨʝʪʝʡʣʝʨʳ, ʫ ʢʦʪʦʨʳʭ ʢʦʩʤʝʪʠʢʘ ï ʣʠʰʴ 

ʦʜʠʥ ʠʟ ʨʘʟʜʝʣʦʚ: 21vek.by, Oz.by, 7745.by.  

  

ɹʘʥʢʠ 
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ɹʘʥʢ ɹʝʣɺʵʙ ʟʥʘʯʠʪʝʣʴʥʦ ʧʨʠʙʘʚʠʣ ʚ ʚʠʜʠʤʦʩʪʠ (+5,8%) ʠ ʧʝʨʝʤʝʩʪʠʣʩʷ ʩ 9-ʛʦ ʥʘ 6-ʝ ʤʝʩʪʦ. ʊʘʢʘʷ 

ʜʠʥʘʤʠʢʘ ʩʚʷʟʘʥʘ ʩ ʨʦʩʪʦʤ ʧʦ ʙʦʣʴʰʠʥʩʪʚʫ ʯʘʩʪʦʪʥʳʭ ʟʘʧʨʦʩʦʚ ʚ Google, ʧʨʠ ʵʪʦʤ ʧʦʟʘʜʠ 

ʦʩʪʘʣʠʩʴ ɹʝʣʛʘʟʧʨʦʤʙʘʥʢ ʠ ʊʝʭʥʦʙʘʥʢ, ʢʦʪʦʨʳʝ ʪʘʢʞʝ ʫʣʫʯʰʠʣʠ ʩʚʦʠ ʧʦʢʘʟʘʪʝʣʠ, ʧʫʩʪʴ ʠ ʥʝ ʪʘʢ 

ʤʘʩʰʪʘʙʥʦ. 

 

ɹʘʥʢ ɼʘʙʨʘʙʳʪ ʪʝʨʷʝʪ ʩʚʦʝ ʤʝʩʪʦ ʚ ʊʆʇ-10 (-5,84%), ʚʳʧʘʜʘʷ ʥʘ 16-ʶ ʩʪʨʦʢʫ. ɽʛʦ ʤʝʩʪʦ ʟʘʥʷʣ 

ʄʊɹʘʥʢ (+5,57%). 

ɸʚʪʦ 

Atlantm.by ʚʦʟʚʨʘʱʘʝʪ ʧʨʝʞʥʶʶ ʚʠʜʠʤʦʩʪʴ ʠ ʜʦʥʦʷʙʨʴʩʢʠʝ ʧʦʟʠʮʠʠ: 7-ʝ ʤʝʩʪʦ. ʇʨʠ ʵʪʦʤ 

Forsage.by ʙʳʣ ʚʳʪʝʩʥʝʥ ʟʘ ʧʨʝʜʝʣʳ ʊʆʇ-10. 

Domkrat.by ʠ Automechta.by ʚʳʨʦʩʣʠ ʥʘ 4,45% ʠ 2,06%, ʢʘʢ ʠʪʦʛ ï 5-ʝ ʠ 6-ʝ ʤʝʩʪʘ. 


